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CASCADING SYNTHETIC NODE INFERENCE

Bayesian Inference Cascading through an Intermediate Synthetic Node Stage

by

Eric G. Schendel, M.D.

Abstract

A database induced Bayesian expert system termed the Synthetic Node (SN)

model is described and tested on applications in mechanical engineering and medicine.

The SN model creates synthetic intermediate nodes in order to tractably approximate

conditional influences. The accuracy of the SN model is adjustable from that of the gold

standard (GS) network with fully specified dependencies to that of the conditional

independence (CI) model.

Two types of error in SN inference engines are dependency error, resulting from

ignoring dependencies, and insufficiency error, common to all database induced engines.

The SN inference engine incurs less dependency error than the corresponding CI engine.

It incurs more insufficiency error than the CI engine but less than the database induced

GS engine. The result is the SN engine achieves greater accuracy than the CI engine

while remaining tractable.

Although its overall performance is not as good as that of the GS engine, the SN

engine may be more successful at diagnosing rare diseases because of the reduction in

insufficiency error. With rare diseases the reduction in insufficency error outweighs the

increase in dependency error. This characteristic is of interest to physicians and others

who rely on expert systems to remind them of rare diseases.
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A cascading SN-CI inference engine can further improve accuracy by initially

attempting diagnosis with SN inference. If the risk of insufficiency error is high because

the number of similar instances in the database is less than a predetermined minimum,

the system defaults to CI inference.

In some domains it is possible to create tractable engines employing cascading

GS-SN-CI inference. These domains are characterized by a finite list of examples that

can be stored in a permanent database in lieu of storing the exponential set of belief

updates. Using such a database, the GS-SN-CI engine first attempts to employ GS

inference by dynamically calculating the current belief update. If the number of records

containing the current symptom set is less than the minimum, the system defaults to SN

or CI inference. Based on empirical studies, such cascading GS-SN-CI engines may

outperform GS engines.
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

1.1 RESEARCH CONTEXT

Expert systems are computer programs that provide advice to the user in some

specialized area. An expert system substitutes, in whole or in part, for the services of an

expert in a particular field. The field in which the expert system offers advice is referred

as its domain, and the experts the system is designed to supplement or replace are the

domain experts.

Historically many new expert system technologies have first been tested in the

field of medicine. Noteworthy examples include Mycin, Caduceus/Internist/QMR and

Pathfinder. Subsequently the underlying technologies have been transferred to other

domains. Some have formed the basis of commercial expert system shells.

It is well accepted in the field of artificial intelligence and expert systems research

that methods of modeling uncertainty are required in order to develop usable expert

Systems. That is, frequently a physician or other human expert is unable to state with

Certainty what the patient's diagnosis is and what would be the best treatment. Just as the

human expert has to qualify his diagnosis and decision, so must the computer expert

System.

Nevertheless, despite general acceptance that the modeling of reasoning under

"nCertainty is required in expert systems, the optimal technology for doing so remains

Controversial. Probabilistic or Bayesian inference is one technology that is well

characterized and is in use by many researchers. It is the technology that was chosen to

* the basis for this research project.

There are three principal components to reasoning under uncertainty: problem

formulation, belief entailment, and decision making [Horvitz, 1989a). Problem

ºrmulation involves constructing a model of the reasoning problem, for example,

designing a belief network. Such a network might include disease and symptom nodes



and the dependency relationships between them. In expert systems this phase of

reasoning under uncertainty is typically performed when the system is created. Belief

entailment, the second component, is the process of inference that occurs when the user

provides the system with a list of symptoms. The system uses this information to update

the likelihoods of the diseases it knows about.

The last of the three components is decision making. Decision theory is itself an

entire discipline, a combination of the theories of probability and utility. It involves such

considerations as issues of cost and "the greatest good for the greatest number." As far as

the physician is concerned, in its most elementary form it is exemplified by such

problems as whether or not to perform a spinal tap on an infant. There is a rule of thumb

in emergency medicine, passed down by oral tradition, that if the physician even thinks

of performing a spinal tap, he should. That is, even though the probability of meningitis

in an infant who presents with a fever, poor feeding and listlessness is low, the

consequences of missing that diagnosis are so catastrophic as to justify the expense and

pain of the spinal tap whenever the physician has the slightest suspicion of meningitis.

Making the decision to perform a spinal tap is a function both of the probability of

meningitis and the cost of missing that diagnosis.

As will be seen later, constructing an expert system that deals with a large body

of knowledge involves a fundamental trade-off. In the modeling phase, precision has to

be balanced against computational resources such as speed and memory. This trade-off

exists quite apart from the state of computer technology. Obtaining the maximum

theoretical precision in some problems would require years of computation, even with

the largest supercomputers.

Expert systems therefore either deal with small domains or else they sacrifice

varying degrees of accuracy. It has been proven that there is no way to avoid this choice.

Accordingly, research and development in the field of expert systems has a two-fold

thrust. On a fundamental level theorists are interested in devising more efficient models



and algorithms that will provide greater precision given a specified capacity. On a more

practical level, researchers are also interested in which models and algorithms will

produce optimal solutions for any given domain.

This research project will be limited to dealing with the first two phases of

reasoning under uncertainty. In other words, it will deal with the inference techniques

necessary to support decision making but not decision making itself. It involves a novel

approach to the problem modeling phase, one that provides an adjustable compromise

between capacity and precision. Then, as indicated earlier, Bayesian inference is

employed for the belief entailment phase.

An additional goal both of this research and of expert systems research in general

is the development of inference engines that can be induced from databases; that is,

systems that make inferences based on information contained in a database rather than

from individual rules explicitly provided by an expert, as is done, for example, with

expert systems based on probabilistic belief networks. Systems that have to be

engineered by domain experts tend to be more expensive. Automatically inducing an

expert system from a database is particularly appealing for applications involving large

domains. As Cooper has observed:

[T]he . . . construction of . . . [probabilistic] networks often remains a difficult, time
consuming task. The task is time-consuming because typically it must be performed manually
by an expert. ... Some important progress has been made in developing methods to improve
the efficiency of knowledge acquisition from experts. ... These methods are likely to remain
important in domains of small to moderate size. . . . Some domains, however are large. In
others, there are few, if any, available experts. Methods for assisting, or . . . replacing, the
manual expert-based methods of knowledge acquisition are needed.

... By using databases to assist in constructing probabilistic networks, we may be able to
decrease knowledge acquisition time significantly. Automatically generated networks could
be used directly to provide decision-making assistance, or used as a starting point for
modification by an expert. In the latter case, the editing of a network may require substantially
less time than de novo generation of the network by an expert [Cooper, 1991b).

1.2 MAJOR CONTRIBUTIONS

Most expert systems for medical diagnosis either explicitly or implicitly assume

conditional independence of symptoms given the disease [Heckerman, 1986a). However,



this assumption, despite producing quite successful diagnostic systems, is simplistic and

seldom representative of actual medical taxonomy; as a result systems employing it are

sometimes said to be using "idiot Bayes" in reference to their simplistic application of

Bayes' rule. For brevity all systems based on this assumption collectively will be

referred to hereafter as the Conditional Independence (CI) model.

By allowing inappropriate serial updating the CI model sacrifices accuracy. To

accurately model all possible dependencies one can treat each unique combination of

symptoms as a single piece of evidence and apply Bayes' rule just once. This ideal

approach will be referred to as the Gold Standard (GS) model. Unfortunately the number

of symptom combinations is an exponential function of the number of symptoms, making

this approach computationally intractable in large domains, that is, those with a large

number of symptoms.

This dissertation describes a new model for developing expert systems, the

Synthetic Node (SN) model. This model is specifically designed to function in large

domains. Naturally, however, it is also useful in domains with relatively few symptoms.

In fact, one of its virtues is that the trade-off between accuracy and tractability can be

adjusted according to the requirements of the domain. Another major advantage over

most existing models is that its construction can be fully automated. That means that an

expert system can be constructed rapidly and without the time-consuming use of an

expensive domain expert.

The underlying structure of the Synthetic Node model is a Bayesian belief

network, also known as a probabilistic belief network. The SN algorithm involves

partitioning the network in order to obtain tractability. The model groups the most

dependent symptoms into clusters. These clusters of dependent symptoms are then

treated as a new synthetic symptom or synthetic node.

Each synthetic node is assumed to be independent of all the other synthetic nodes.

This allows the inference engine to apply Bayes' rule sequentially to each synthetic node

º



in the same manner as it is applied in the CI model. The SN model represents an

adjustable compromise between the simplicity of the CI model and the intractable

accuracy of the fully connected GS model. In fact, as will be shown later, the SN model

can be adjusted to produce exactly the same results as either the CI or GS model.

In summary, the research to be presented in this dissertation assumes that expert

systems are useful and that Bayesian inference is one valid technology upon which to

build them. The specific problem to be addressed is how to better model conditional

dependence without compromising tractability. This project addresses the first two of

Horvitz's three components of reasoning under uncertainty. Problem formulation is

performed by inducing a synthetic node network from a database. Inference is

accomplished through Bayesian propagation of belief updates through that network.

Although a decision theory front end has not been applied to the prototype synthetic node

engine, decision theory is a mature technology and the application of such a front end to

the model is expected to be straightforward.

The rest of this report will first further establish the research context. Then the

report will describe and analyze the SN model in detail, after which it will compare and

contrast the SN model with other recent models that address similar issues. Results of

experiments applying the SN model to the diagnosis of mechanical process states and the

diagnosis of patients with heart disease will be presented and analyzed. Finally, areas

that require further investigation will be discussed and potential improvements to the

prototype inference engine will be suggested.

1.3 DISSERTATION OUTLINE

Chapter Two reviews some fundamental concepts of logic and reasoning. Using

the field of medicine as an example, it presents the argument that as the medical

information base grows increasingly complex, the need for decision aids becomes more

urgent.



Chapter Three reviews the history of expert systems in general and medical

expert systems in particular. Representative systems are examined and their strengths

and weakness discussed.

Chapter Four is a complete description of the Synthetic Node model. The

algorithm for constructing a Synthetic Node inference engine is presented. A complexity

analysis is performed. The CI and GS models are shown to be special cases of the SN

model. A method of creating hybrid engines composed of SN engines combined with CI

and GS engines is described.

Chapter Five brings the survey of Chapter Three up to date by examining

representative examples of recent approaches to inference. Where relevant, these are

compared and contrasted with the Synthetic Node model. Particular attention is paid to

those models that also lend themselves to automatization.

Chapter Six is a discussion of the implementation of an engineering prototype of

the Synthetic Node model. The general structure of the computer software is described

and software programming issues are discussed.

Chapter Seven describes the results of an experiment in the field of mechanical

process diagnostics. A simulated database is created by randomized generation of

performance records from a network created by domain experts to model a real system.

One set of data is used for "learning" purposes, and then the model is tested with a

second set. Various analyses of the results are presented.

Chapter Eight describes an experiment wherein the Synthetic Node model is

applied to a medical application. The results are analyzed with special attention devoted

to understanding why they are not as clearcut as expected.

Chapter Nine discusses the limitations and advantages of the Synthetic Node

model. Promising areas for future research and development are suggested.



CHAPTER TWO

Theoretical Foundations and Motivation

2.1 PREVIEW

The primary purpose of this and the next chapter is to establish the context for the

research that will be presented in the following chapters. Since this dissertation has been

prepared for an interdisciplinary program, they will serve as a review for those readers

who are not intimately familiar with the subject matter. Readers who are familiar with

expert systems may desire to skip these two chapters and go on to Chapter Four, while

those interested in additional information may consult the excellent bibliographies

compiled by Horvitz, Szolovits, and Cooper [Horvitz, 1988; Szolovits, 1988; Cooper,

1991a).

This chapter discusses models of human reasoning, with particular attention to

reasoning under uncertainty and the difficulties human experts have in making optimal

decisions even under the best of circumstances. The chapter closes with an argument that

medicine, because of its complexity and the size of its knowledge base, is an area that

would be expected to benefit greatly from decision aids such as computerized expert

systems.

It should be emphasized that the purpose of this chapter is not to justify the utility

of expert systems research or advocate the superiority of one technology over another.

This chapter and the next one are included to establish the context of the research.

2.2 MODELS OF HUMAN REASONING

Logic is the study of formal human reasoning. Logical reasoning falls into two

broad categories, deterministic or deductive logic and the nondeterministic logics,

abduction and induction. As a formal science, the study of deductive logic is older than

the study of the others. However, as will be seen, nondeterministic logic is the more

general theory.



2.2.1 Classical Deductive Logic

The first formal exposition of deductive logic has been traditionally attributed to

Aristotle, and is also referred to as classical or Aristotelian logic. An example of

deductive logic is the following:

All cats are mammals.

Thomasina is a cat.
Therefore Thomasina is a mammal.

The premise is the statement "All cats are mammals." Given this premise, and the

observation that Thomasina is a cat, the syllogism concludes that Thomasina is a

mammal. The essence of deduction is that given correct premises, the conclusion has to

be true. This is not necessarily true of induction, as will be seen.

The principles of deduction have been extended considerably since Aristotle.

One nineteenth century mathematician who has since become renowned in the field of

computer science is George Boole. He developed a form of algebra that has become

known as boolean algebra. This algebra is what makes possible digital electronics, from

compact disc players to computers.

However, boolean algebra plays a more direct role in artificial intelligence than

merely serving as the logic underlying computers. Other researchers have used it as the

foundation upon which they developed predicate calculus, the language used in

developing many artificial intelligence applications. Predicate calculus is a very

formalized extension of propositional logic that includes the addition of quantified

variables. It provides an extended set of rules for obtaining correct conclusions from

correct premises. It is an amalgamation of concepts and techniques from logic,

mathematics and, to a lesser extent, from language.

An example of a rule from predicate calculus is the one known as modus ponens.

This is a rule of inference that states that if the statement "If 7X is a cat then 7X is a

mammal" is true, then given the observation that ?X is a cat, one can conclude that ?X is

a mammal.

.



The early expert systems were built upon a series of rules such as this. For

example, in addition to the above, an expert system might contain other rules such as "If

?X is a spider then 7X is an invertebrate" and "If 2X is a rose then 2X is a plant." In

programming terminology, "?X" is a variable that is instantiated with whatever value the

user provides. Thus the user might state "Thomasina is a cat," whereby the computer

would match "cat" in the two statements, assign "?X" the value "Thomasina" and

triumphantly conclude that Thomasina is a mammal.

Furthermore, these inferences can be chained. There might be additional rules

such as "If 7X is a dog then 2X is a mammal" and "If 2X is a mammal then 7X is a

vertebrate." Then as the user supplies additional facts such as "Lassie is a dog," the

system can conclude, by serial instantiation, that Lassie is both a mammal and a

vertebrate. The set of rules is referred to as production rules and the facts as the

knowledge base. The value of using variables in the rules is that they can thereby be

applied to more than one fact statement, thus allowing the system to deduce information

that was not explicitly entered into it. This saves both storage space and the designer's

time.

Two control stategy terms that crop up in the literature of expert systems based on

predicate calculus are "forward chaining" and "backward chaining." Forward chaining,

sometimes referred to as data directed inference, is the type of chaining illustrated above.

It is the process of making all possible inferences from the available data by applying the

relevant rules. For example, suppose that "If A then B," "If A then D," "If B then C" and

"If D then E" are valid rules stored in the system. Further suppose that A is true and the

user wishes to determine if C is true. Once he supplies the system with the fact that A is

true, it will use modus ponens to conclude that B and D are true, and then take the results

of the first inference to apply modus ponens again and conclude that C and E are true;

that is forward chaining.
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Backward chaining is more goal directed. Here the system is programmed to start

with the goal C and find a rule that has C as the consequent, in this case, "If B then C." It

then checks whether it knows B; finding it does not, it checks for a rule with B as the

consequent. Once it finds this rule and discovers it knows the antecedent, it then

sequentially applies modus ponens as before to establish that C is true. The difference is

that it did not waste time determining that D and E were true.

The preeminent advantage of deductive reasoning is that it is guaranteed to

produce correct answers when used properly. Its disadvantage is that in a very real sense

it is artificial. As can be observed from the above examples, it is primarily a tool for

reasoning about categories, which are human inventions and to varying extents arbitrary.

Deductive reasoning thus is primarily useful for clarifying and refining categories and

classifying objects into categories. In fact, deductive reasoning is often referred to as

categorical or deterministic reasoning.

2.2.2 Abductive Logic

Abduction is sort of the reverse of deduction. The reasoner uses the rule "If A

then B," observes B and concludes A. With deduction, given the rule "If 7X is a cat then

7X is a mammal" and the observation that Thomasina is a cat, he would have concluded

that she is a mammal. In abduction, he decides that Thomasina is a mammal because she

has hair and nurses her young and then from the rule, "If 2X is a cat then 7X is a

mammal," concludes she must be a cat.

However, this form of reasoning is not "sound" and can lead to error. Lassie also

is a mammal—she has hair and nurses her young—but one would be incorrect to

conclude she is a cat. The existence of a rule "If A then B" doesn't preclude another rule

"If C then B;" abduction is always subject to the possibility than another cause could

have produced the observed result [Jackson, 1986].

!
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2.2.3 Inductive Logic

The third major type of reasoning is inductive reasoning. It is, in a sense, more

primitive. It follows the formula:

The sun rose today.
The sun rose yesterday.
The sun rose the day before yesterday.
The sun rose....

Therefore the sun rises every day.

This is, of course, a powerful tool. Induction is the basis of human knowledge of

the world. Scientific theories are postulated on the basis of repeated observations of the

above type. Unfortunately, induction does not come with a guarantee. Not only is it the

foundation of modern science, it is also the basis for superstition. For example:

President Harrison died in 1841.
President Lincoln died in 1865.
President Garfield died in 1881.

President McKinley died in 1901.
President Harding died in 1923.
President Roosevelt died in 1945.

President Kennedy died in 1963.
Therefore all "20-year" presidents will die in office.

The above coincidences convinced many people that President Reagan would die

in office (of course they can save face by citing his near miss!). The instinct to draw

conclusions from repeated instances is deeply embedded in human nature, and this form

of induction is manifested not only in superstitions but also in animals and even

invertebrates in the form of Pavlovian conditioning.

The essential problem with induction, as David Hume pointed out in the

eighteenth century, is that the conclusion is always uncertain because there is no provable

connection between the alleged cause and the effect [Gardiner, 1988]. This problem of

uncertainty is especially evident in medicine.

For example, a man with pain in the left side of his chest could be having a

myocardial infarction (MI, commonly known as a heart attack). On the other hand, it

might be merely indigestion. What is the prudent physician to do? Given just the facts

11



of left chest pain and male sex, either diagnosis is plausible. If the patient is having

indigestion, he could be safely sent home with some antacid. Conversely, if he is having

an infarction, sending him home could be lethal and he should be admitted to the

coronary care unit. Clearly not enough information is available to make a rational

decision.

As additional facts become known, they skew the likelihood in one direction or

the other. Faced with an abnormal electrocardiogram (EKG) most physicians would

admit the patient to the hospital. If the EKG were normal and the pain disappeared with

a dose of antacid, they would likely discharge the patient.

In either example the true diagnosis remains uncertain. The abnormal EKG

might represent an old (non-acute) infarction or a chronic conduction defect, neither of

which would require emergency admission. Or the response to antacid might be

coincidental or a placebo effect and the normal EKG the misleading result of an early or

unusually situated MI.

Most medical diagnosis is similarly uncertain. No matter how many facts the

physician collects, he is seldom completely certain of the diagnosis. There are two

exceptions. The most common is when some finding represents the definition of the

disease. In other words, the definition of lung cancer would be finding typical lung

cancer cells on a biopsy specimen of the tumor. In that case the physician is certain of

the diagnosis (ignoring the possibility the pathologist could have mixed up two patients'

slides). Prior to that, all the evidence he has collected, such as a history of smoking,

chest pain, coughing and typical x-ray findings, are merely highly suggestive.

The other exception is finding a so-called pathognomonic symptom, a symptom

that occurs only with a particular disease. An example would be uric acid crystals in

joint fluid, which occurs only with gouty arthritis. The difference between this certainty

and the certainty resulting from encountering the definitive finding described above is

that the pathognomonic finding does not constitute the definition of the disease. The
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disease may occur without the finding. In probabilistic terminology, to be discussed

shortly, the definitive finding's prior probability (or prevalence), its posterior probability

given the disease and the prior probability (prevalence) of the disease are all equal,

whereas the pathognomonic symptom's prior probability is equal to its posterior

probability given the disease but both are less than the prior probability of the disease.

(In this dissertation the term symptom is used generically to refer to any evidence,

including tests and risk factors, that is useful in making a diagnosis; similarly, disease is

used synonymously with hypothesis.)

In both of the above examples the symptom is deterministic, meaning that its

presence definitely establishes the diagnosis and there is no uncertainty. However,

neither example really disproves the thesis that medical diagnosis is predominantly

inductive and uncertain. The first is an example of deductive or categorical reasoning,

that is, reasoning from categories or definitions. Naturally something is whatever it is

defined to be. The second example is different. Although physicians generally regard

finding a pathognomonic symptom as clinching a diagnosis, this is actually not true. The

fact that a pathognomic symptom is caused by only one particular disease does not mean

that it will always be found to have been caused by that disease. It just means that to

date, given the current sample size, it so far has been. In probabilistic terms, it is the

difference between a probability of 0.999. . . and 1. So, except where they are

diagnosing from definition, physicians' diagnoses are uncertain.

2.3 INDUCTION

Since uncertainty is so common in human reasoning, not unsurprisingly there

have been numerous models developed to explain it. Among others, these include

probability theory, non-monotonic logic, Dempster-Shafer theory, fuzzy logic and neural

nets. Expert systems have been based on all of them. In order to develop a context to

evaluate expert system methodologies, these major theories will be briefly reviewed with

particular emphasis on probability theory which is the basis of this research project.
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2.3.1 Probability Theory

The first scientific theory of uncertainty is probability theory. Its origins go back

to Jacob Bernoulli and Blaise Pascal in the seventeenth century, and later Thomas Bayes

and Pierre Simon de Laplace. Probability theory in its modern form was formalized by

A.N. Kolmogorov in 1929. The early work in probability theory was in reference to

games of chance, where common sense would suggest that predictions are more

uncertain than in medicine, and certainly more uncertain than in such generally accepted

examples of induction as the one that attempts to prove the sun will always rise.

Early theoreticians, including Bayes and Laplace, defined probability as a

subjective measure of belief in the likelihood of an event occurring. In the early part of

this century, this definition was replaced by a statistical definition wherein probabiliy

was defined in terms of a frequency ratio—the frequency of occurrence of an event in

repeated trials. Although the definition in terms of statistics is still prevalent in lay

discourse, the academic definition of probability has recently reverted to the original

subjective interpretation [Heckerman, 1986a).

There are three fundamental axioms of probability theory. The first axiom states

that with every event belonging to an outcome space there is associated a probability

which is a number in the interval [0, 1]. The second axiom states that the probability of

the impossible event is zero and the probability of the certain event is one. The third

axiom states that if two events, A and B, belong to the same outcome space and are

mutually exclusive (meaning that they never occur together), then the probability of

either one occurring is equal to the sum of their individual probabilities [Batschelet,

1979].

From the viewpoint of expert systems, the most important contribution of

probability theory is Bayes' theorem. This theorem provides a mathematical formula for

making useful inferences. For example, physicians typically can estimate the probability

that a patient with a heart attack will have chest pain, but they have great difficulty
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estimating the probability of the more useful reverse conclusion, that is, the probability

of a heart attack given that the patient has chest pain. Bayes' theorem, which is derived

form the axioms of probability theory, provides a mathematical formula for calculating

this probability, as well as a technique for combining the effects of more than one

symptom. Inasmuch as probability theory has been chosen as the technology on which to

base this research, Bayes' theorem will be discussed in more detail later.

Arguing that a probability value is a measure of belief rather than a frequency

ratio, Cheeseman has asserted that "probability can be regarded as a generalization of

predicate calculus, where instead of the truth value of a formula given the evidence

(context) having only the values 0 (false) or 1 (true), it is generalized to a real number

between 0 and 1" [Cheeseman, 1985]. Following up on this line of reasoning, he

suggested that propositions with probabilities close to 0 or 1 be treated as if they were

certain. This would allow deductive logic type of reasoning in daily events, which is

generally easier than probabilistic reasoning. He added that "logic is only an

approximation of probability."

This, of course, is what physicians do every day. Given a man with left chest

pain and an abnormal EKG, they assume that the proposition that he is having an

myocardial infarction is true, even though it may actually be considerably less than

certain. Then they reason "If 2X is having an MI then 7X should be admitted" and the

patient gets admitted. As Cheeseman suggested, unconsciously they are "thresholding"

the probability value of that proposition, although if asked they couldn't give you either

the probability value or the threshold value they are using. Exact probabilistic

reasoning is simply too complex.

Although probability theory is the original model for interpreting inductive

reasoning, other models have been developed in recent years. These include an extension

of classical logic termed non-monotonic or default logic, Dempster-Shafer theory, fuzzy

logic, and neural nets.
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2.3.2. Non-Monotonic Logic

Non-monotonic logic is an attempt to extend deductive logic to handle exceptions

and a limited amount of uncertainty— "the problem of incomplete knowledge"

[McDermott, 1980]. Non-monotonic reasoning was a popular technique in early

artificial intelligence and expert system applications, and lent itself well to lisp, the

language of choice for many early applications.

Classical or first order logic is considered monotonic, meaning that once a

conclusion is reached it cannot be retracted. "Classical symbolic logic lacks tools for

describing how to revise a formal theory to deal with inconsistencies caused by new

information" [McDermott, 1980]. In non-monotonic or default reasoning a statement is

assumed to be true until an exception can be found [McDermott, 1980; Winograd, 1980;

Charniak, 1986). A favorite example at artificial intelligence gatherings goes as follows:

If 2X is a penguin then 7X is a bird.
If X is a bird then 2X can fly.
If 7X is a penguin then 2X cannot fly.

The second statement represents the default truth, the generalization that birds can

fly. The last statement is a recognition of the fact there are exceptions. The advantage of

this technique of knowledge representation is that it avoids the necessity of storing a long

list of all the birds that can fly.

The term non-monotonic logic refers to the fact that conclusions are tentative and

can be withdrawn. For example, the inference engine, when given the assertion "Peter is

a penguin," first concludes that Peter can fly and then has to withdraw this conclusion

when confronted with the exception statement.

Non-monotonic reasoning is limited by the need to enumerate all possible

exceptions. This can put substantial strain on both the knowledge engineer and the

system's memory capacity. Furthermore, there is no guarantee that all exceptions have

been accommodated. In the above example, a bird that is not a penguin still might not be

able to fly because it is too young, has a broken wing, has its wings clipped, or whatever.
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Since the possibility of an unforeseen exception remains no matter how comprehensive

the exception list, the final conclusion remains uncertain. Not only is it uncertain, but

worse, there is no numeric measure of the degree of uncertainty.

2.3.3 Dempster-Shafer Theory

The Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence is a modern rival to probability theory.

The theory was developed by Glenn Shafer based on earlier work by Arthur Dempster

[Gordon, 1985]. Like probability theory it provides a measure of uncertainty and a

technique for updating it when new evidence is obtained.

Basically it starts with a "frame of discernment" 0, a set of mutually exclusive and

collectively exhaustive hypotheses. That is, using medical diagnosis as an example, it

assumes a patient can only have one disease (mutually exclusive) and it lists all the

possible diseases he could have (collectively exhaustive), given the symptoms the system

knows about. (In passing, it should be noted that one can always get around the mutually

exclusive restriction by treating combinations of diseases as a new disease; however,

since the possible number of combinations of diseases is the powerset of the number of

diseases, this number very rapidly becomes intractable.) It then sets up all the possible

subsets of the set of diseases; the number of possible subsets is the powerset of the

disease, 29.

The medical example presented by Gordon of four possible causes of jaundice

(yellowish skin color caused by elevated bilirubin due to liver disease) results in the

following power set:

{{hepatitis, cirrhosis, gallstones, pancreatic cancer)
(hep, cir, gal) (hep, cir, pan} (hep, gal, pan} (cir, gal, pan}
(hep, cir) (hep, gal) (cir, gal) (hep, pan} (cir, pan} {gal, pan}
(hep) (cir} {gal} {pan}}

Each subset is given a "basic probability assignment" (BPA), a number ranging

from zero to one. Initially 6, the subset which contains all four possible diagnoses,

receives a BPA value of one and all the other subsets BPA values of zero. The reason for

*

:
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these assignments is that since nothing is known about the patient other than the fact he

has jaundice, any of the four diseases comprising the universe of discourse is a

possibility, and therefore the physician decides that subset 0 is the most accurate

representation of the patient's condition. The reason that the other subsets are each given

a zero BPA is because each one implies some sort of restriction on the range of

diagnoses, and no evidence suggesting such a restriction has yet been elicited.

As the investigation progresses the physician may receive a test result that

suggests a diagnosis of intrahepatic jaundice (caused by either hepatitis or cirrhosis) to a

degree of 0.6. Now the subset (hep, cir} is assigned a value 0.6 and the value of 0 is

reduced to 0.4. Rules exist for combining evidence, so that as additional tests or

observations are made, the belief is redistributed among the various subsets. Belief

assignments percolate down to the bottom row of singletons, and the singleton with the

highest belief is considered to be the patient's diagnosis.

One characteristic of Dempster-Shafer belief theory is that the remaining belief is

of two types. There is belief in the negation of the presumptive diagnosis, and remaining

"unassigned" belief. To illustrate, suppose the singleton with the highest belief is

(hepatitis), with a belief of 0.6, and that (hepatitis, cirrhosis) has a belief of 0.7,

{pancreatic cancer) has 0.1, and (gallstones, pancreatic cancer) has 0.3 belief. Belief in

the subsets (pancreatic cancer} and {gallstones, pancreatic cancer} represent the negation

of (hepatitis), since neither one includes hepatitis; they total 0.3 belief. On the other

hand, the extra 0.1 belief currently assigned to (hepatitis, cirrhosis) might, if more

sophisticated tests were performed, be assigned to either cirrhosis or hepatitis. Thus the

actual belief in hepatitis is 0.6, the possible belief is 0.7, and the belief the patient doesn't

have hepatitis is 0.3; in other words, the final belief in hepatitis lies in the interval [0.6,

0.7]. The difference between the actual belief and the possible belief is a quantification

of the remaining uncertainty.
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Dempster-Shafer adherents insist that their theory represents uncertainty better

than probability theory, that probability theory often assumes too much information and

does not distinguish between uncertainty and ignorance. They maintain that probability

is merely a special case of Dempster-Shafer theory. Conversely, some Bayesian

partisans counter that the supposed advantages of Dempster-Shafer theory are

inconsequential and in any event can be expressed by such measures as the standard

deviation of a probability, or the probability distribution itself.

"To always calculate two numbers, as done in the Shafer-Dempster approach, is

often overkill, and in some cases under-kill," insists Cheeseman, including Dempster

Shafer in the group of theories he considers "at best unnecessary and at worst

misleading" [Cheeseman, 1985]. This ongoing argument tends to generate lively

controversy in conferences where the faithful of both camps congregate.

2.3.4 Fuzzy Logic

Dempster-Shafer theory can be viewed as a variation of the system known as

fuzzy logic. The theory of fuzzy logic and fuzzy sets was developed by Lotfi Zadeh and

first promulgated in 1965. According to Zadeh, it is a generalization of other systems.

"Basically, a fuzzy logical system may be viewed as a result of fuzzifying a standard

logical system" [Zadeh, 1992].

Fuzzy logic has been successfully applied to expert diagnostic systems and

mechanical control systems such as the "brain" of a Japanese pilotless train. It is also the

control system for several consumer electronic items including an automatic camera, a

vacuum cleaner and television receivers.

One impetus for the development of fuzzy logic has been the observation that in

the real world propositions are more often vague than precise. In medicine rarely can the

physician confirm the presence of a symptom with such precision and certainty as he

does when he informs a woman that she is pregnant. Much more frequent is the situation

that obtains when he determines that a person has coronary artery disease. This disease
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ranges from the total occlusion that may be present in a 60 year old smoker with crushing

left chest pain to the minimal deposits in a previously healthy adolescent whom the

pathologist is examining subsequent to a highway mishap. Not only most diseases, but

also most symptoms and laboratory test results similarly form a continuum, with a

gradual transition from normal to abnormal. A diagnostician not only has to deal with

the existence of this intrinsic natural variability, but also with the fact that the resulting

data are not only frequently a subjective approximation of reality but may further lose

precision by being reported on a crude "one-to-four" scale. Fuzziness therefore describes

"event ambiguity," the degree to which something occurs rather than whether it occurs

[Kosko, 1990].

In a 1988 review Zadeh pointed out that conventional logic systems have

difficulty representing imprecise propositions based on such findings and argued that

even when they can represent them they have "no mechanism for inference." Fuzzy

logic, on the other hand, provides both representation and inference capability not only

for imprecise propositions, but also for precise ones. Zadeh showed that two-valued

logic, multivalued logic and probability theory are all special examples of fuzzy logic.

He listed five areas where fuzzy logic differs from the earlier logic systems and which

contribute to make it more expressive [Zadeh, 1988].

In classical two-valued logic, propositions such as "Mary is pregnant" are either

true or false, that is their truth value is a member of the set {0, 1}. Multi-valued logic

adds intermediate point values, allowing the truth value to assume any value in the range

[0, 1]. Fuzzy logic additionally allows the truth value of a proposition to range over

fuzzy subsets of the truth value set. This means that instead of the truth value being

limited to a point in the interval [0, 1], it can occupy an imprecisely defined segment of

that interval. For example, the truth value of the proposition "John has coronary artery

disease" might be one of the elements of the set {very false, false, slightly false, a toss
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up, slightly true, true, very true}. The segments of the unit interval corresponding to

these values are deliberately imprecise and may even overlap.

The second reason for fuzzy logic's greater expressiveness is that its predicates

need not be crisply defined. Not only is "Mary is pregnant" allowed, but also "Mary is

fat." The exact meaning of the predicate "pregnant" is clear; that of "fat" is not. In this

sense fuzzy logic more closely approximates human discourse than does classical logic.

Third, fuzzy logic is not limited to the two quantifiers "all" and "some." Fuzzy

logicians can select from a whole array of quantifiers such as "most," "few," "several,"

"rarely," and so forth. Zadeh described these fuzzy quantifiers as "second order" fuzzy

predicates, that is, "fuzzy numbers that provide an imprecise characterization of the

cardinality of one or more fuzzy or nonfuzzy sets" [Zadeh, 1988].

A fourth difference is that fuzzy logic provides a way of formally representing

such predicate-modifiers as "not," "very," "extremely" and so forth. This provides a

basis for the concept of linguistic variables. Linguistic variables are variables which

assume natural language values, values which often are fuzzy. The word "age" is a

linguistic variable when it is instantiated with fuzzy natural language values such as

"young," "not young," "very old," and so forth, rather than with exact numeric values.

The fifth distinction Zadeh made between classical and fuzzy logic involves the

qualification of propositions. Fuzzy logic can qualify by truth, probability or possibility.

The example he presented is the proposition "Mary is young" which can be qualified as

ºn tº"not quite true," "unlikely" or "almost impossible."

Besides knowledge representation, fuzzy logic is also used for inference and

"common sense reasoning." Linguistic variables are an integral part of fuzzy inference

and common sense reasoning. A linguistic variable is characterized by a name, a fuzzy

"term-set," a "universe of discourse," a syntactic rule to generate the fuzzy terms and a

semantic rule to ascribe meaning to each term [Zadeh, 1983a). For example, the variable

"age" might have the term-set {very young, young, not young, not young or old, not old,
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old, very old) and as its universe of discourse the interval [0, 100]. Its syntactic rule

might be "take the primary term 'young,' its antonym 'old,' and symmetrically apply the

modifiers 'very' and 'not' to generate a fuzzy set with seven elements." The semantic rule

would associate with each member of the term-set a possibility distribution in the

universe of discourse.

The possibility distribution is characterized in terms of the "membership

function" pi which is a number in the interval [0, 1] that associates each member of the

term-set with every integer in the interval [1, 100]. Thus the possibility of "young"

meaning 10 years of age might be 1.0, of it meaning 30 might be 0.4, and of it meaning

100 years of age 0. Similarly the possibility of "old" meaning 30 might be 0.1, whereas

the possibility of it meaning 100 would be 1.0.

The membership functions can be assigned to the primary term either on an ad

hoc basis or through some systematic formula. The membership functions of the

modified terms are then derived from those of the primary terms through certain

standardized conventions. For example, if "not" means the complement and if "very"

were defined as the square of the unmodified membership function, then the membership

function for "not young" referring to an age of 30 is (1 - 0.4) or 0.6 and the membership

function of "very young" referring to the same age would be (0.4)2 or 0.16, and so forth.

Like probability theory and Dempster-Shafer theory, fuzzy logic provides a

calculus for inference and the propagation of uncertainty [Zadeh, 1968; Zadeh, 1978a;

Zadeh, 1978b; Zadeh, 1979a; Zadeh, 1979b; Zadeh, 1981; Zadeh, 1983a; Zadeh, 1983b;

Zadeh, 1984a; Zadeh, 1984b; Zadeh, 1984c; Zadeh, 1986a; Zadeh, 1986b; Zadeh, 1987;

Zadeh, 1988; Zadeh, 1992]. This calculus involves manipulating membership functions

and, in test-score semantics (a branch of fuzzy logic), another measure of uncertainty

known as the test score.

Furthermore, fuzzy logic can employ both Dempster-Shafer theory and

probability theory as additional resources in making inferences. Zadeh and others have
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proposed extensions of Dempster-Shafer theory so that it incorporates features of fuzzy

logic [Zadeh, 1986b; Yen, 1988]. As mentioned above, probability theory can be viewed

as a special case of fuzzy logic [Zadeh, 1982; Zadeh, 1986c; Kosko, 1990]. Zadeh wrote

"classical probability theory is subsumed by fuzzy logic" [Zadeh, 1986c). It is more

expressive than probability and can be used to calculate the fuzzy probability of

propositions modified by fuzzy predicates such as the word "warm" in the proposition

"tomorrow will be a warm day" [Zadeh, 1986c). Kosko has described a comprehensive

formalism for mapping probability theory onto fuzzy logic [Kosko, 1990; Kosko, 1992].

He has also related fuzzy logic to neural nets which are discussed in the next section.

2.3.5 Neural Nets

Although neural nets belong to a qualitatively different category of inference

technology than the other techniques heretofore presented, a survey of methods of

inference would be incomplete without mentioning them. Neural nets are an attempt to

reason by emulating the physical brain instead of the process of reasoning [Zahedi,

1991]. Knowledge is represented implicitly rather than explicitly and inference is

massively parallel instead of sequential. A neural net consists of a large number of

interconnected nodes that represent neurons or brain cells. There are at least two layers

of nodes—an input layer and an output layer; usually there are additional hidden inner

layers.

The connections, which represent synapses, are assigned parameters called

weights which determine their strength; weights vary in the interval [0, 1]. Neurons may

have either an excitatory or inhibitory effect on each other. The net input to a node is a

function of the weights and outputs of all connecting nodes. A node fires when its net

input exceeds a threshold value.

Neural nets have achieved their greatest success in applications involving pattern

recognition. Such applications include image recognition, image compression,

handwriting recognition and speech synthesis. Although many of these applications are
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still in the research stage, the technology is reportedly already being used in airport bomb

detectors and in assessing mortgage insurance risk [Zahedi, 1991].

Inference by neural nets is achieved not by programming but by learning through

repetitive trials. Techniques for learning vary, as do the actual implementations of

layers, weights and other components. An example of one learning technique involves

feeding data to the input layer of nodes while simultaneously clamping the output layer

to the desired response. This causes the weights of the connections to the inner layers to

adjust themselves slightly. The adjustment is in such a direction that a future unclamped

output from a similar input will more closely approximate the current clamped output.

After sufficient trials involving, say, examples of the alphabet in different fonts, the

system will be able to understand the essential difference between an "A" and a "B" and

recognize an "A" even if it is in a font it has never seen before.

The next section discusses Bayesian belief networks. In passing it is observed

that researchers have recently reported work on integrating neural nets and Bayesian

belief networks [Laskey, 1990; Nadi, 1991; Tseng, 1991]. Laskey described a formalism

that encompasses Boltzmann machines (a type of neural net) and Bayesian networks, and

Tseng's dissertation involved integrating neural networks and influence diagrams for a

mechanical engineering application. As mentioned in the last section, neural nets and

fuzzy logic are also being integrated [Kosko, 1988; Kosko, 1992].

2.4 MODELING MEDICAL DECISION MAKING WITH PROBABILITY

As has been seen, various models have been proposed for the underlying structure

on which to model decision making and build an expert system. They all have their

defenders, and sometimes the arguments in favor of one or the other resemble

discussions of religion or politics.

Probability theory has been chosen to be the basis of this research project. The

author feels that it is the easiest model in which to implement the prototype of the

Synthetic Node model. In addition, he tends to agree with those who maintain that
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extensions to model imprecision can be developed from within the framework of

probability theory. However, it is acknowledged that not everyone in the field agrees

with this viewpoint. It should be pointed out that the basic algorithm to be described in

Chapter Four is not restricted to the probability model but could be implemented in other

models such as fuzzy influence diagrams.

2.4.1 Bayes' Rule and Bayesian Inference

Fundamental to the model to be presented in Chapter Four is Bayes' theorem or

Bayes' rule as it is variously known. It is a formula for updating the probability of an

event given new evidence. Such updating is known as Bayesian inference. In fact,

Bayesian inference has become almost synonymous with probabilistic inference.

To illustrate Bayes' theorem, suppose a physician wants to know what is the

probability that the patient with chest pain that he is evaluating in the emergency room is

having a myocardial infarction or heart attack. Assume, based on prior experience and

possibly on hospital statistics, that he knows that roughly five percent of emergency

room patients have chest pain and one percent are having an infarction. Similarly, he

may know that about eighty percent of heart attack patients have chest pain. (These

numbers have been chosen for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to represent

reality at any particular hospital.) However, as is typical in such medical situations, he

does not have a good conception of what proportion of emergency room patients with

chest pain are having an infarction.

Bayes' rule provides a formula for calculating that probability. It states that the

posterior probability of a disease given a symptom is equal to the probability of the

symptom given the disease times the prior probability (prevalence) of the disease divided

by the prior probability (prevalence) of the symptom:

p(DIS) = p(SID) * p(D)/p(S)

In the example, that probability comes out to be p(DIS) = ((0.80)/(0.05))*(0.01) =

0.16, rather a low probability. The physician, faced with this result, will want to find

*
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other evidence suggesting a myocardial infarction before he prescribes a clot dissolver, a

medication used to treat infarctions that may cause serious side effects.

There is an alternative form of Bayes' theorem known as the odds-likelihood form

which is important in expert systems research [Horvitz, 1986]. It is derived by

calculating the probabilities of both the disease and the absence of the disease and taking

the ratio. The probability of not having the disease is given by:

p(~DIS) = p(SI-D) * p(~D)/p(S)

Dividing the previous equation by this one produces the odds-likelihood form of Bayes'

theorem:

p(DIS)/p(-DIS) = (p(SID)/p(SI-D)) * (p(D)/p(~D))

This is often rewritten as:

O(DIS) = \(D,S) * O(D)

Here O(D) is the prior odds of the disease and O(DIS) the posterior odds of the

disease—that is, the odds given the presence of the symptom. The term A(D,S) is called

the likelihood ratio. The likelihood ratio is a belief update while the two other terms are

absolute beliefs. That is, the likelihood ratio updates the absolute belief in the disease

after the presence of the symptom is ascertained [Horvitz, 1986; Heckerman, 1986a).

The average physician, of course, does not consciously calculate Bayes' formula

to arrive at a diagnosis. But this calculation is a mathematical model of the thought

processes that go into "clinical judgment," that amorphous skill that makes medicine as

much an art as a science.

The reason Bayes' rule or its subjective analog is so useful to the physician lies in

the nature of the information he possesses. In general, physicians have a pretty good feel

for (i.e., can come up with a rough estimate of) the prior probabilities of most diseases in

their specialties, and most symptoms in the general population. They also have a pretty

good idea of the probability of finding any given symptom such as chest pain in the

relevant diseased population, in this example heart patients. They have acquired this
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information partly from textbooks and journal articles, but mostly from seeing thousands

of patients.

However, they generally cannot come up with nearly as reliable an estimate of the

probability of heart disease in patients who have chest pain. Perhaps one reason is the

scheme their mind uses to classify data. Another more substantial reason is that when

many symptoms are involved, physicians just do not see enough examples of most of the

possible symptom combinations to form a meaningful impression of their frequency.

Therefore it is assumed that because physicians are not as accurate in predicting

the posterior probability of a disease given the symptom as they are in predicting the

probability of a symptom given the disease, they must store only the latter information

and then intuitively employ some formula such as Bayes' rule to predict the former.

However, since physicians are not computers, their intuitive calculations are not as

accurate as a rigorous application of Bayes' rule to the same data would be.

Even if physicians did store the posterior probabilities of diseases given different

symptom combinations, the application of Bayes' rule would still be necessary because

the posterior probabilities of all diseases for each possible combination of all possible

symptoms are not and probably cannot ever be known. The total number of symptom

combinations is an exponential function of the number of symptoms.

This knowledge limitation, however, also affects expert systems. The early

expert systems got around the problem by assuming that all symptoms were independent

of each other given the disease. That is, they assumed that a heart attack victim with an

abnormal resting EKG had the same risk of having an abnormal exercise EKG as another

heart attack victim with a normal resting EKG. This assumption, which holds for many

symptom pairs, but obviously not for this example, is known as the assumption of

conditional independence. It is often referred to as "naive Bayes" or "idiot Bayes." As

mentioned earlier in the introduction, expert systems based on this assumption are

collectively referred to in this dissertation as the Conditional Independence (CI) model.
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The advantage of assuming conditional independence is that with it Bayes' rule

can be applied sequentially as each new symptom is encountered. Each posterior disease

probability obtained from application of the rule is treated as the input prior probability

for another application. (In practice, the the odds-likelihood form of Bayes' rule is used.)

Despite the fact that the assumption of conditional independence is frequently at

odds with actual medical knowledge, CI model expert systems perform surprisingly well,

as will be seen in the next chapter. In fact, they have sometimes been found to

outperform specialist physicians. Perhaps this is because physicians are forced to make

the same assumption, putting both types of diagnosticians on even ground. If so, then it

is not surprising that the expert system may sometimes outperform the human physician;

the latter, after all, is not a computer and performs the actual calculations only

approximately.

Nevertheless, such expert systems do not perform with flawless accuracy. The

gold standard for accuracy would be a system that treated each possible combination of

symptoms as a single symptom and then applied Bayes' rule to the disease using the

relevant prior and posterior probabilities for that symptom complex. Assuming there

were enough historical data to calculate meaningful probabilities for each symptom

combination, such a system would by definition be accurate. Also as previously

mentioned, herein such systems are referred to as the Gold Standard (GS) model.

The problem with the GS model is twofold. First, the number of symptom

combinations is an exponential function of the number of symptoms and thus the model

is impractical for all but the smallest domains. For example, with just 20 symptoms, there

would be 220 or 1,048,576 possible symptom combinations for which one would have to

calculate and store data. Yet in the medical world 20 symptoms is a small number.

The other more subtle problem is that the number of patient records necessary to

establish valid prior and posterior probabilities for these symptom combinations also very

rapidly becomes intractable. Ten records for each combination would seem a very
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conservative minimum to estimate the ratio of the symptom complex in diseased and

healthy patients. With the unrealistic assumption that the patient population would be

equally distributed among the million symptom combinations, this would require over 10

million patient records in the above example.

The GS model is, however, useful as a basis of comparison. If a small number of

symptoms is selected, the GS model is tractable and its results can be used as the

standard by which to judge the performance of other models. Furthermore, as will be

seen later, there is a way that some real world applications can get around the

intractability problem.

Recent research in expert systems has focused on improving the performance of

the CI model while avoiding the intractability inherent in the GS model. One of the

more promising directions researchers have taken has been to use a technology that

variously is known as influence diagrams, Baysian belief networks, Bayesian networks or

inference networks [Howard, 1981a; Pearl, 1986; Agogino, 1987; Cooper, 1987; Horvitz,

1988; Heckerman, 1989b; Cooper, 1990; Cooper, 1991a; Cooper, 1991b; etc.].

Essentially, the influence diagram approach includes dependency information

only when it exceeds some threshold value. Diseases and symptoms are portrayed

graphically as nodes in an acyclic directed graph or network. Dependency is indicated by

a directed arc between two nodes; an absence of an arc between any two nodes signifies

that they are conditionally independent. The principal limitation of this approach is that

despite some early pioneering work [Pearl, 1986; Srinivas, 1990; Cooper, 1991a; Cooper,

1991b; Tseng, 1991], their construction still generally requires the extensive use of

domain experts, making large systems expensive or impractical. Also, as they become

more complex and multiply-connected they increasingly resemble the classical GS model

and become NP-hard, no longer solvable in polynomial time [Cooper, 1990].
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2.5 DESIRABILITY OF DECISION AIDS FOR MEDICAL REASONING

Despite the difficulties, there are valid reasons for developing medical expert

systems. Two of the principal reasons are the sheer amount of medical knowledge

available and the limitations of human reasoning ability.

It is well known that the field of medicine has expanded so rapidly that physicians

find it necessary not only to specialize in broad fields, such as surgery or internal

medicine, but also to subspecialize in such fields as pediatric surgery or infectious

diseases. Indeed, what might be called subsubspecialization occurs, such as when a

physician specializes in pediatric cardiac surgery, or an infectious disease expert devotes

himself primarily to diseases caused by viruses.

The reason for this degree of specialization is that the field is now too large for

any one human mind to encompass. Unlike his ancestors, no modern physician can be

competent in all areas of medicine.

Nevertheless, there is a need for general competence in spite of the existence of

specialization. First of all, many patients visit family physicians or other general

practitioners, who are expected to be passingly competent in all areas. Secondly, those

patients who do end up seeing a specialist, either on their own initiative, or by referral,

may not be seeing the correct one. Thus a specialist or subspecialist needs not only to be

competent in his own area, but also able to recognize when the patient's problems belong

to another field.

A computerized expert system would be of invaluable assistance to both groups

of physicians. It would allow the general practitioner to extend his competence. For the

specialist it would not only indicate the patient's problem was outside his purview but

would also suggest the proper specialist to whom to refer the patient. Of course, these

benefits would overlap.

The second argument for developing such expert systems is the fact that humans

are not very accurate at estimating probabilities or performing probabilistic inference.
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Instead of performing exact mathematical computations, people generally employ

heuristic approximations to arrive at their estimates of the probability of some event.

Unfortunately these heuristics are rather crude and frequently result in estimates that are

quite different from what would have been obtained by mathematical computation.

Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman have identified three primary heuristics

used to reason probabilistically [Tversky, 1982a). The first is representativeness. People

estimate the likelihood of one event being caused by another by how representative the

second event is of the first. That is, the more similar the two events are, the more likely

they are judged to be associated. This heuristic is so common it sounds perfectly

reasonable. The problem resides in the fact it ignores prior probabilities. Tversky and

Kahneman demonstrated this by asking experimental subjects to guess the profession of a

man who was described as shy and withdrawn. The possibility of his being a librarian

was erroneously ranked higher than that of his being a farmer. The fact that there are

many more farmers than librarians, however, means that there are undoubtedly more shy

farmers than shy librarians, despite the arguable assumption that a greater proportion of

librarians than farmers are shy [Tversky, 1982a; Tversky, 1982b; Tversky, 1982c].

The second of their three heuristics is availability. People tend to judge as more

likely those things that are more personal or easier to recall or imagine. Hearing about a

recent plane crash caused people to judge flying the type of plane and route involved in

the crash to be more dangerous than an alternative plane and route that historically was

riskier [Tversky, 1981, cited in Rosch, 1983]. Again this ignores the effects of prior

probability [Tversky, 1982a; Tversky, 1982c].

The third common heuristic is anchoring. When asked to estimate a proportion or

probability, people tend to be biased toward their initial reference point, even when it is

obvious that it is meaningless. This was demonstrated by asking groups of people to

estimate the percentage of African countries in the United Nations. A random anchor

between 0 and 100 was obtained by spinning a wheel in front of the subjects. They were
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first asked whether the percentage was higher or lower than this random number. Next

they were asked for the actual percentage. Amazingly, the groups that received high

random anchors came up with much higher median estimates than those who received

low anchors [Tversky, 1982a).

These crude heuristics are not confined to unsophisticated nonprofessionals.

Tversky cites an experiment involving students and staff at a major medical school where

over four fifths of the participants egregiously failed to interpret a test result correctly

because they ignored prior probabilities [Tversky, 1982c].

Humans simply are not good at estimating probabilities. The human brain is not

optimized for mathematical calculations, and as a result humans tend to replace

mathematical precision with heuristic approximation. This means that human Bayesian

inference is less than optimal and that those decisions that depend on it could be

improved by technology that improves the accuracy of the inference. As much of

medical diagnosis is Bayesian in nature, this deficiency is a major incentive for

developing and implementing medical decision aids.

The purpose of such decision aids is not to replace the physician, but rather to

serve as a tool or extender. Such systems should remind the physician of the obscure

diagnostic possibilities he was taught in medical school but, since he has never

previously encountered them in his practice, has forgotten. It should also rank order the

possibilities in terms of their probability and ideally provide some indication of treatment

risk-benefit ratios so he can first investigate the most likely or most serious possibilities.

Despite these capabilities, the presence of a real human physician is still necessary to

collect the data fed into the expert system, evaluate the conclusions the system reaches,

and implement the necessary treatment.

In effect, the expert system would be merely an additional diagnostic tool or test,

such as the electrocardiogram. The EKG can be viewed as a device that diagnoses

myocardial infarctions, cardiac arrhythmias and other conditions. In many instances it
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could be used as a substitute for the history and physical examination, but in practice it is

merely a supplement to them. Its "conclusions" are sometimes ambiguous, and need to

be interpreted in the context of the history, physical examination and other tests.

Similarly, at least into the foreseeable future, computerized medical diagnostic systems

will not replace the human physician, but will be merely a tool of the physician—a

physician extender.

The potential application that comes closest to being an exception to this

statement is the use of expert systems by general practitioners in remote areas. It is

possible that general practitioners without access to specialists would often find such

expert systems a passable substitute. Experiments with existing expert systems, to be

discussed in the next chapter, suggest that this use of an expert system is feasible with

current technology. Nevertheless, even in this example the necessity for a human

physician to serve as the interface between patient and machine will remain.

The author is particularly interested in the development of an expert system for

use in domains where it is impractical to use a general Bayes' belief network. General

medical diagnosis not limited to narrow subspecialities is one example. Another

potential application is real-time inference, where the number of symptoms may not be as

large but extremely rapid inference is required.

For such applications a system capable of dealing both with extremely large

domains and of modeling conditional dependence would be desirable. The ability to deal

with such large domains necessitates both computational tractability and economization

of domain expert resources.

The complexity of the dependency relationships in such domains makes the

construction of a probabilistic network that accurately models the dependencies

expensive and time consuming at best, and frequently humanly impossible. The

traditional solution, as has been seen, is to assume that all symptoms are conditionally

independent given the disease, but it would be desirable to avoid this sacrifice of
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accuracy. Another desideratum would be the automation of the construction process,

thus eliminating the need for an expensive domain expert.

2.6 SUMMARY

This chapter has presented a survey of the principal theories of human reasoning

and decision making. In so doing it has laid the theoretical foundations for

understanding expert systems, which may be viewed as an attempt to mimic human

reasoning. Additionally it has suggested that in many fields, medicine being a prime

example, human decision making may be improved by the use of computerized expert

systems. Medicine in particular would be expected to benefit from such aids both

because of the massive size of its knowledge base and because medical diagnosis depends

on Bayesian inference. Computers are better than humans both at working with large

amounts of data and at performing the calculations required for Bayesian inference.
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CHAPTER THREE

Historical Context

3.1 PREVIEW

This chapter is a continuation of the review begun in the previous chapter. In this

chapter representative medical expert systems are examined. It is obviously impractical

to discuss every expert system in existence, since there are hundreds, if not thousands.

The Medline online index to scientific journals has 624 citations under "Expert Systems"

for the period January 1987 through March 12, 1992. Furthermore, Medline just

includes the medical and life sciences journals.

Generally the systems chosen for discussion will be either those that introduced

new methodology or that are particularly well-known. However, sometimes the

examples are merely typical representatives of their class. Thus Cadiag-1 is presented as

an example of the predicate calculus approach, not because it was either the first to use

that approach or the best known, but because its successor, Cadiag-2, is a good example

of the fuzzy logic approach. As each example is presented its salient points will be

discussed, emphasizing those aspects that represent significant innovation. Again it

should be emphasized that the purpose of this discussion is to establish a context for the

research project.

In the next chapter the model whose development is the thesis of this dissertation

will be presented. Then in Chapter Five this model will be compared and contrasted with

representative recent models that deal with some of the same concerns addressed here.

3.2 CADIAG-1, THE PREDICATE CALCULUS APPROACH

Cadiag-1 (Computer-Assisted Diagnosis), developed at the University of Vienna,

is an example of a medical expert system built on the principles of predicate calculus and

boolean algebra. It was based on a system developed by W. Spindelberger and G.

Grabner that was published in German in an Austrian publication in 1968 and

Subsequently reviewed in English by Klaus-Peter Adlassnig [Adlassnig, 1985].
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Cadiag-1 and its precursor employ six types of relationships between symptoms

or combinations of symptoms and diseases. The first four of these relationships are

derived from two basic symptom attributes, that is, whether or not their presence is either

necessary or sufficient to make a particular diagnosis. The six relationships are described

as "obligatory and confirming (OC); facultative and confirming (FC); obligatory and not

confirming (ON); facultative and not confirming (FN); excluding (EX); not known or

unspecific (-)" [Adlassnig, 1985]. They are used to generate classic production rules.

The presence of a symptom or symptom combination linked to a disease by one

of the confirming relationships establishes that disease as the correct diagnosis. Similarly

the presence of a symptom or symptom combination with an excluding relationship to

one or more diseases or the absence of an obligatory symptom rules out the associated

diseases. A typical production rule would be the FC relationship, "If uric acid crystals

then gout." These kind of relationships, however, are relatively rare in medicine. As a

result, most symptom combinations are linked to diseases by FN relationships and

accordingly only generate diagnostic hypotheses. Such a rule might be, "If kyphosis then

ankylosing spondylitis with degree X," where X is a number between 0 and 1 that

specifies the degree of confirmation.

Since single symptoms that are nonconfirming are usually quite ambiguous,

unique symptom combinations that would either confirm a disease or at least more

strongly suggest it were sought. These symptom combinations were generated by

finding, through frequency analysis, for each disease the five (later ten) FN symptoms

that individually had the lowest "degree of ambiguity" for that disease. In Bayesian

terms, these would be the symptoms with the highest update functions. All the 31 (25 -

1; later 210 - 1 or 1023) possible combinations of these symptoms were then examined,

and those combinations with the lowest ambiguity were used to generate rules.

From the symptoms the physician supplies the system, it uses its production rules

to come up with a list of excluded diagnoses, confirmed diagnoses, diagnostic hypotheses
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and unexplained symptoms. It also uses the list of diagnostic hypotheses to suggest

additional tests.

Cadiag-1 was tested on data from 426 patients with rheumatic diseases; there

were eight possible diagnoses. Assuming that the hospital discharge diagnoses were

correct, in 279 instances (65.5%) Cadiag-1 definitively made the correct diagnosis and

suggested it in another 109 (25.6%); in nine instances (2.1%) it erroneously eliminated

the correct diagnosis, and in the rest it did not mention it at all. Another test was

performed on data from 47 patients with pancreatic diagnoses, where there were seven

possible diagnoses. Cadiag-1 was able to make a definite diagnosis in only three, but did

suggest the correct diagnosis in the rest.

3.3 RECONSIDER, A SIMPLE SOLUTION

An illustration of how effective even simple expert systems can be is provided by

the Reconsider project. This was developed by M. S. Blois, Stuart Nelson, et al., and

originally published in 1981 [Nelson, 1985].

As described in Stuart Nelson's 1985 report, the system incorporates a database of

3262 different diseases obtained from a standard reference published by the American

Medical Association in 1971. The disease descriptions include some 21,000 different

terms such as symptoms, test results, and so forth; some are synonyms. Each disease is

associated with a subset of the descriptive terms.

Each descriptive term is assigned a "selectivity score" or weight which is a

function of how many diseases in which it appears; if the number of diseases in which it

appears is n, the selectivity score is 1 - n/3262. This gives pathognomonic symptoms,

that is, symptoms that appear in only one disease and when present immediately establish

the diagnosis, a weight of unity (actually, 0.9997). Conversely, symptoms that appear in

every disease and hence are nondiscriminatory, will have a weight of zero.

When the user enters a list of findings such as symptoms or test results, the

weight of that finding is added to each disease in which it appears. The diseases are
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sorted according to their cumulative scores and the ones with the highest scores are

considered the most likely diagnoses.

Nelson and Blois felt that medical diagnosis follows a "hypotheticodeductive

model" [Nelson, 1985; Blois, 1980]. In this model a preliminary set of facts prompts the

physician to come up inductively with a series of diagnostic hypotheses—a list of

diseases that explain one or more of the initial findings. Then the physician employs

deductive logic to decide which additional tests to perform to eliminate possibilities until

eventually only one remains that cannot be eliminated.

The most critical part of this process, according to Nelson, is "the error-prone

inductive phase of diagnosis"—creating the list of hypotheses [Nelson, 1985]. If the

physician fails to include the correct diagnosis in his initial differential diagnosis, then he

will fail to order the tests that would detect it, and unless some test performed to rule out

another diagnosis serendipitously suggests the correct diagnosis he will miss it. Such

omissions are particularly likely to occur when the correct diagnosis is an obscure rare

disease the physician may never have encountered outside a textbook.

Reconsider was intended to assist in the first part of this diagnostic process. It

was described as a diagnostic prompter. Its purpose was to suggest diagnostic

possibilities to the physician, not to actually make the diagnosis. It would provide

approximate relative rankings of disease probabilities but not absolute probabilities.

Therefore the principal criterion the authors used to evaluate its effectiveness was not

how often the correct diagnosis was listed as the number one possibility, but rather how

often the correct diagnosis was listed in the top 40 possibilities—two computer screens of

diagnoses. With 3262 possible diagnoses, the authors point out that in only 1.2% of the

time should the correct diagnosis appear among the 40 top-ranked diseases by random

chance alone.

Medical data from 71 patients admitted to an internal medicine service were used

to test the program. The data available at the time they were admitted were used by
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Reconsider to generate lists of diagnoses which were then compared to the final

diagnoses when the patients were discharged. As the patients had up to three diagnoses

on discharge, there were a total of 105 diagnoses among the 71 patients.

The admission data were abstracted and supplied to seven "enterers," not all of

whom were medical personnel. The enterers extracted portions of the data to prepare

their own versions of patient records, each enterer preparing at least one record per

patient. Because each patient's data were used at least seven times, this resulted in

approximately 800 final diagnoses that Reconsider had to predict.

The results were not stellar but they did suggest the potential of computer-assisted

medical diagnosis. The correct diagnoses were in the list of the 40 top-ranked

possibilities 61% of the time, and if only the best history for each patient was counted,

then the success rate was 98 out of 105, or 93%.

3.4 DE DOMBAL'S PROBABILISTIC EXPERT SYSTEM

In 1972 F. T. de Dombal and his colleagues in England published preliminary

results of a probabilistic expert system used to diagnose acute abdominal pain [Horrocks,

1972; de Dombal, 1972). In 1986 they reported results of a large prospective clinical

trial of this system that demonstrated rather remarkable clinical performance [Adams,

1986].

The domain in which they chose to concentrate their work is the "acute

abdomen." This is a surgical term that refers to a constellation of symptoms that suggest

any one of several abdominal illnesses that may require emergency surgery. Some of the

symptoms include abdominal pain, tenderness, guarding and rebound, fever, anorexia,

nausea and vomiting. They categorized the possible causes of this syndrome into eight

groups: nonspecific abdominal pain, appendicitis, cholecystitis, small bowel obstruction,

pancreatitis, perforated peptic ulcer, diverticular disease and all others.

Their inference engine "utilized a variant of Bayes's theorem" [Horrocks, 1972].

Although they did not explicitly state so in these published reports, it appears that they
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assumed that the symptoms were independent of each other. Thus their system is an

example of naive Bayes, the CI model.

The 1972 publications reported the results of a prospective trial of 304 patients

who presented with abdominal pain of one week or less in duration. As each patient was

admitted, the clinical data which were obtained by the registrar (resident in American

terminology) when he first saw the patient were supplied to the computer. The inference

engine then applied Bayes' theorem to assign probabilities to the possible diagnoses.

After the correct diagnosis was determined, usually by surgery, it was compared with the

diagnosis provided by the expert system. Only 2.6% of the final diagnoses fell into the

miscellaneous "other" category.

The diagnoses made by the registrars were accurate 77.0% of the time. Some of

the patients were also seen by more senior physicians such as consultants. Such senior

physicians often saw the patients later and thus had access to more data. If only the

diagnoses made by the most senior physician involved with each patient are included in

the analysis, the human diagnostic accuracy rate rose to 79.6%.

The expert system's diagnosis was defined as the diagnosis to which it assigned

the highest probability. With this definition the computer achieved a diagnostic accuracy

rate of 91.8%, despite the fact it used the same data as the admitting registrar. Thus the

Bayesian expert system outperformed the senior physicians, even though it sometimes

had access to less information than they did.

One of the conditions in which it is critical to make a diagnosis early is

appendicitis. Appendicitis begins with an inflamed appendix. If the inflamed appendix

is not removed in time, it goes on to abscess and rupture, causing peritonitis. Peritonitis

is inflammation of the abdominal cavity, a very serious complication that can be fatal

even when treated appropriately. The goal of the surgeon, therefore, is to remove an

inflamed appendix before it ruptures. Because of the extreme seriousness of peritonitis,

even the best surgeons frequently remove normal appendices. It is considered better to
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operate on a person with a normal appendix than to wait until the appendix ruptures

because one is not sure of the diagnosis.

Of particular note is the fact that the computer missed only one of the 85 patients

with acute appendicitis, whereas the physicians missed ten; six of these ten patients had

their surgery delayed over eight hours as a result of the missed diagnosis. Similarly, the

computer would have recommended operating on six patients who did not need it,

whereas the physicians actually performed "twenty-odd" unnecessary operations [de

Dombal, 1972].

In their 1986 report de Dombal's group published the results of a much more

extensive clinical trial. This involved over 250 physicians and 16,737 patients who

presented with acute abdominal pain in eight National Health Service medical centers. It

compared the diagnostic acumen of the physicians before and after they were supplied

with a Bayesian expert system implemented in software and based on statistical data

compiled from a database of 6000 patients from 13 countries. The physicians in this

study were more junior than the registrars in the earlier study.

In the first year 4,075 patient records were analyzed to establish baseline figures.

The investigators found that the physicians' initial diagnoses were correct 45.6% of the

time and their diagnoses after further investigation 57.9% of the time. During the

following two years, when the physicians treated abdominal pain patients the data they

obtained was also analyzed by the expert system and the computer-generated diagnoses

were supplied to the physicians for their consideration. There were 12,662 patients

involved in this part of the study. The result was an increase in initial diagnostic

accuracy to 65.3% and in diagnostic accuracy after further investigation to 74.2%.

During the baseline period the number of study patients with appendicitis who

were found to have already ruptured their appendix at the time of surgery was 23.7%;

this figured dropped to 11.5% during the test period, implying that the diagnosis and

decision to operate were made earlier. Nor was this simply the result of more liberal
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operating criteria, as the number of patients with negative laparotomies (meaning nothing

warranting an emergency operation was found during surgery) was also reduced by

almost half. The differences between all these before and after figures were statistically

significant (p<0.001).

The foregoing results indicate that an expert system based on Bayesian inference

can be quite useful in a clinical setting, at least one involving a restricted number of

possible diagnoses and symptoms. Of particular significance is the fact that this clinical

effectiveness was evident despite the simplifying assumption that symptoms are

independent of each other.

3.5 QMR, AN ELABORATE HEURISTIC SYSTEM

The beginning of one of the more successful and enduring medical expert systems

was signaled by a paper delivered by Harry E. Pople of the University of Pittsburgh in

1973 to an international conference on artificial intelligence [Pople, 1973]. In this paper

Pople argued that a deficiency of then existing expert systems was their reliance on

deduction, which he felt was too limited in scope. He proposed to extend expert systems

by also employing abductive logic. That is, abduction would be used to generate a set of

hypotheses which would then be tested by deduction.

However, since Pople wanted to allow for the possibility of more than one

simultaneous disease, applying this hypothetico-deductive paradigm in an unmodified

form would result in an intractable number of hypotheses. Pople estimated that allowing

a maximum of only ten simultaneous diseases from the field of internal medicine would

result in a choice of 1040 different possible hypotheses. It was therefore necessary to

constrain the hypothesis space by employing heuristic techniques to limit the number of

hypotheses generated.

The resulting expert system, now known as QMR (Quick Medical Reference),

went through several name changes as it evolved, including Dialog (Diagnostic Logic),

Internist-I, Internist-II, and Caduceus [Pople, 1977; Jackson, 1986, pp. 118, 125;
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Henrion, 1991a). A version of QMR that will run on IBM compatible personal

computers is commercially available to physicians by direct mail. One of the ways in

which it differs from the original Internist programs is that it is designed to serve as a

reference source as well as an expert system; the advertising brochure describes it as an

electronic textbook and consultant [Diamond, 1990].

The various versions of QMR and its predecessors have been described in the

literature in different contexts [Pople, 1973; Pople, 1975; Pople, 1977; Pople, 1982;

Miller, 1982; Miller, 1986; Heckerman, 1986b; Henrion, 1991a). The following

description reflects a synthesis of these published reports and may not be applicable to

specific versions.

The commercial version of QMR covers most of the specialty of internal

medicine and includes 601 diseases and some 4300 "findings" [Diamond, 1990].

Findings are anything associated with a disease; that is, they may be symptoms,

laboratory tests, or risk factors, such as age, sex or the use of tobacco products.

The QMR database is organized in "frames" or tables of diseases and the findings

that are associated with them. Each individual disease frame is added to the system only

after extensive literature research and peer review of the proposed addition [Miller,

1986]. The total number of connections between diseases and findings is in excess of

40,000 [Henrion, 1991a). Each disease-finding link has two parameters, "evoking

strength" and "frequency" (the latter referred to as "manifest" in earlier versions). The

evoking strength is an integer between 0 and 5 and represents the subjective estimate of

Jack Myers, M.D., the principal domain expert, of the degree to which the finding

compels him to consider the disease. Frequency is an integer between 1 and 5 and

similarly reflects Myers' subjective assessment of how often a patient with the disease

would have the symptom. There is a third parameter, "import," which also ranges

between 1 and 5 and is associated with findings. It is a subjective estimate of how
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necessary it is to explain the presence of the finding. Findings with a low import may be

ignored, those with a high import must be explained.

During the inference procedure, as the user enters information on the presence or

absence of findings, diseases receive a positive score for each one of the patient's

findings they explain and a negative one for those they do not explain. The disease with

the highest score is considered the most likely diagnosis.

A major innovation in QMR is the ability to successfully diagnose the presence of

multiple simultaneous diseases. As alluded to above, this is a serious technical challenge

for which no entirely satisfactory solution has been found. The Bayesian approach, to

treat each unique combination of diseases as a separate "disease" and diagnose it using

Bayes' rule, has the virtue of simplicity and precision. However, it will only work with

small domains. The number of possible combinations is the powerset of the number of

diseases. That is, a mere 20 diseases can be arranged in 220 or over one million different

combinations. Obviously this approach is intractable for large domains such as internal

medicine, where Pople estimated there are between two and ten thousand diseases [Pople,

1977].

Instead of using this exact method, QMR employs an intriguing heuristic. It

divides the set of candidate diseases into two groups. The first or active group is

composed of the current most likely disease and all other diseases with similar findings.

The second group consists of the rest of the diseases. The system concentrates on

determining which disease in the active group is the correct explanation for that set of

findings by seeking additional information until the score of the highest ranked disease is

sufficiently greater than the score of the next highest ranked disease. Then after

establishing this disease as a valid diagnosis, it takes all the findings that that disease

cannot account for and repeats the process, dividing the diseases in the second group into

two groups and establishing the highest ranked disease of the new active group as the
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next diagnosis. This process iterates until all the patient's findings that are associated

with a high import are explained.

As a rule, a physician's initial evaluation of his patient is incomplete. For reasons

of time or patient comfort, he may not perform a complete physical examination. For

example, patients are frequently reluctant to undergo a rectal examination. Similarly, for

reasons of cost and safety, most potential tests are not performed. Part of the function of

an expert system, therefore, should include advising the physician as to which diagnostic

procedures to perform next. Deciding on the next procedure involves considering

standard decision theory issues of cost and benefit. Cost includes not only the cost of

doing the procedure, such as monetary cost, patient discomfort, risk and time, but also

the cost of not doing it, such as failure to diagnose a potentially fatal treatable disease.

The benefit or utility of a diagnostic procedure is related to the benefit to be obtained

from treating the disease the procedure is designed to detect.

Although QMR does not incorporate a complete decision theory approach, it does

employ several strategies to assist the physician in deciding which diagnostic procedures

are most likely to be productive. If more than four diseases from the current active set

have scores that make them candidates for a final diagnosis, QMR asks for data that

would eliminate at least one of them. If it is considering less than four possibilities but

still more than one, it seeks data that will tend to discriminate between them, and when it

is down to one disease it seeks data that will verify it. Symptoms are also categorized in

terms of their costs and the least expensive applicable ones are requested first; that is,

relevant findings from the physical examination would be requested before expensive or

dangerous laboratory tests.

Another strategy employed by QMR is to organize diseases into an inverted tree

hierarchy. Broad general categories such as cardiovascular, neurological or renal

diseases (cardiovascular, neurological or renal involvement in later versions) are near the

root. The actual root represents the entire domain, and the leaves at the bottom represent
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individual diseases. This enables the more specific categories to inherit findings of their

ancestors. It also enables the system to narrow the search space inductively by initially

diagnosing broad categories before zeroing in on specific diseases. Those findings which

tend to discriminate among broad categories are termed "constrictors;" examples include

jaundice, which implies liver disease, or bloody sputum which implies lung disease.

One major criticism of QMR is that the definition and scaling of the numeric

parameters are vague and imprecise and may mean different things to different experts.

For example, David Heckerman has analyzed the evoking strength parameter in an

attempt to define it in standard probabilistic terms. He concluded that it represents

neither an absolute belief nor a belief update but rather appears to be a function of both

[Heckerman, 1986a).

A prospective study of QMR was carried out on 36 patients admitted to the

general medical service of a university teaching [Miller, 1986]. For each patient, the

history, physical examination findings and laboratory test results were supplied to QMR

which then generated a list of differential diagnoses. This list was compared to the initial

differential diagnosis list compiled by the teaching team composed of attending

physician, house staff and medical students. With 21 of these patients QMR's top

diagnosis was the same as the major diagnosis proffered by the physicians. In six of

these 21 instances, review of QMR's diagnoses modified the clinical approach to the

patient. Overall, QMR was felt to be helpful in 26 of the 36 examples. In eight instances

it was in error, but six of these failures were caused by an inadequate knowledge base

rather than faulty reasoning. For the remaining two instances the correct diagnosis

remained unknown at the time of discharge.

The QMR system is an ongoing project and through the years it has accumulated

a massive amount of expert-derived information in the field of internal medicine. This

database has formed the basis for research into more advanced expert systems, as will be
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seen in Chapter Five when a belief network adaptation of QMR known as QMR-DT is

examined.

3.6 MYCIN AND THE INVENTION OF CERTAINTY FACTORS

Mycin is one of the most famous expert systems extant, arguably the most famous

medical expert system. It was developed at Stanford University by E. H. Shortliffe in the

early 1970's for the domain of infectious diseases, a subspecialty of internal medicine

[Buchanan, 1985]. Its principal claim to fame rests on its introduction of a methodology

for handling uncertainty that initially appeared to be both different from and superior to

Bayesian inference.

It is an intellectual descendant of Dendral, an expert system developed a decade

earlier for organic chemistry to assist in the deduction of molecular structure [Buchanan,

1985a]. Like such earlier systems, Mycin is based on predicate calculus and employs the

technique of proof by modus ponens.

Mycin is written in lisp and in addition to using modus ponens it employs

backward chaining, which refers to the technique of working backward from the goal

during the initial phase of inference. That is, to prove C one first searches for a rule that

States, "If B then C," and then a rule that States, "If A then B," and so on, until one

reaches an antecedent for which one has data, in this instance A. Thereafter one uses

modus ponens to first prove B from A, and then C from B.

Where Mycin differs from previous systems that similarly employed

propositional logic or predicate calculus is the association of "certainty factors" (CF's)

with its propositions and implications. The exact nature of certainty factors has been the

subject of some controversy. Heckerman asserted that they were designed as belief

updates rather than absolute beliefs, even though they were sometimes treated as absolute

beliefs [Heckerman, 1986a; Horvitz, 1986). Although Buchanan seems to agree,

referring to "Our effort to ignore prior probabilities," [Buchanan, 1985b), Shortliffe, in

the same volume, seems to suggest an absolute belief. He wrote:
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A certainty factor is a number between -1 and +1 that reflects the degree of belief in a
hypothesis. Positive CF's indicate there is evidence that the hypothesis is valid. The larger the
CF, the greater is the belief in the hypothesis. When CF = 1, the hypothesis is known to be
correct. On the other hand, negative CF's indicate that the weight of evidence suggests that the
hypothesis is false. The smaller the CF, the greater is the belief that the hypothesis is invalid.
CF = -1 means that the hypothesis has been effectively disproven. When CF = 0, there is
either no evidence regarding the hypothesis or the supporting evidence is equally balanced by
evidence suggesting that the hypothesis is not true [Shortliffe, 1985].

As mentioned previously, Mycin's domain is the medical subspecialty of

infectious diseases. Mycin's knowledge base contained information on approximately a

hundred different infectious diseases and five hundred rules that it used to make its

diagnostic inferences and treatment recommendations.

The infectious diseases subspecialty of internal medicine deals with diseases

caused by microorganisms such as bacteria, viruses and fungi. The physician's

responsibility is to make a diagnosis and then recommend treatment. He attempts to

make the diagnosis by attempting to find characteristic symptoms during his examination

and by obtaining laboratory tests, particularly cultures. A culture is a sample of body

fluid or tissue that is placed in a special culture medium and observed to see what, if any,

organism grows out. If an organism grows out, it then has to be identified by performing

special tests on it. Once the organism is identified, the physician has his diagnosis.

Unfortunately, obtaining culture results is a relatively lengthy process that takes

anywhere from a couple of days to weeks. Until the results are available, the physician

has to rely on less certain clues.

Most of the time the patient is suffering from relatively common diseases and the

physician's educated guess turns out to be correct. However, if the patient has one of the

more rare infections, the physician may not consider the appropriate possibility.

Addressing all possibilities, including rare ones, is a major incentive for using a

computerized expert system such as Mycin.

Unlike many expert systems, the Mycin project was designed to not only suggest

a diagnosis or a set of possible diagnoses, but also to recommend the most reasonable

t
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treatment regimen based on the available evidence. Treatment of infectious diseases is

complicated by several factors. First of all, if the physician does not know what the

agent is, he has to use an antibiotic or antibiotics that will cover all the possibilities.

Second, many antibiotics have nasty side effects, so he has to balance the use of

especially powerful and dangerous antibiotics against the possibility that not using them

will result in a rare bacteria not being covered. And third, even if he knows the identity

of the offending agent, it may be a variant that has developed resistance to the customary

antibiotic used against it. The latter problem is resolved by obtaining a drug sensitivity

test, but that takes additional time.

The Mycin knowledge base contains both static and dynamic data. Static data do

not change from patient to patient and represent information supplied by the domain

expert during the engineering of the system. Dynamic data are entered by the user and

are specific to the current patient on which the system is being consulted. An example of

static data would be a production rule such as the following [Shortliffe, 1985]:

IF: 1) The stain of the organism is gramneg, and
2) The morphology of the organism is rod, and
3) The aerobicity of the organism is aerobic

THEN: There is strongly suggestive evidence (.8) that the class of the
organism is enterobacteriaceae

Note the certainty factor in the consequent, the meaning of which is that if all the

conditions of this rule are fully met, then there is a 0.8 CF that the conclusion is valid.

Dynamic data are supplied directly by the user or are derived from intermediate

calculations from data supplied by the user. They are temporarily stored in the form of

propositions and each proposition is associated with its own CF, either directly supplied

by the user or calculated if they are derived propositions. The following are typical

examples of such propositions [Shortliffe, 1985]:

Val■ ORGANISM-1, GRAM] = ((GRAMNEG 1.0)
Val(ORGANISM-1, MORPH] = ((ROD.8)(COCCUS 2)
Val■ ORGANISM-1, AIR) = ((AEROBIC.6)(FACUL.4)

s
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In the first example, the user was able to state with certainty that the bacteria was

gram negative (a staining test, the results of which are obvious under the microscope).

The second proposition reveals that he was less certain about whether the bacteria's shape

was rod-like or spherical (the microscopic appearance of some bacteria is often

equivocal). The third records the fact that the results of the test to determine whether the

bacteria required oxygen to grow were quite ambiguous.

Treatment rules are also part of the static database and follow the same general

format as the previous inference rule. The final result of inference is a diagnosis or list

of possible diagnoses, and one or more treatment recommendations. Each possible

diagnosis is associated with a certainty factor, as are the treatment recommendations. As

mentioned previously, the inference process uses backward chaining and modus ponens

implication. During inference CF's are propagated using special combination rules.

There are four functions for combining certainty factors. The two simplest are

conjunction and disjunction. For positive CF's, the CF resulting from conjunction is the

smallest of the component CF's; the CF resulting from disjunction is the largest. In other

words, conjunction uses the "min" function and disjunction the "max" function when all

CF's are positive.

The other combination functions are sequential combination and parallel

combination. Combining the above propositions can serve as an example of these rules.

Note that the inference rule requires three pieces of evidence to be true before it returns

true—that is, the antecedent contains a conjunction operator. Using the conjunction

function, a "tally" or temporary CF for the desired three findings (gram negative staining,

rod morphology and aerobic) of 0.6 (the smallest of the three associated CF's) is

obtained.

The 0.8 CF associated with the rule is the subjective confidence the expert would

assign to the conclusion that the bacteria is an enterobacteriaceae if he were absolutely

sure that it was an aerobic gram negative rod. Since there is doubt about both the
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morphology and the aerobicity, it is obvious that the final CF must be something less

than the 0.8 value the rule specifies for the ideal example. Mycin uses its sequential

combination rule to make this adjustment. In this instance both the tally and the rule CF

are greater than zero so the sequential combination function simply multiplies the two

CF's. Thus 0.48 is the revised CF for the possibility that the agent is an

enterobacteriaceae. The sequential combination rule would be invoked again if this

conclusion were to be used as the antecedent of another rule.

The parallel combination function is used when two or more rules have the same

consequent. Essentially, the final CF's of each rule are added together. However, to

avoid obtaining a CF greater than 1.0 or less than -1.0, as well as to soften the

exaggerating effect of assuming that symptoms are independent, an adjustment is made.

Suppose that in the example a second rule supporting a diagnosis of enterobacteriaceae

with a final CF of 0.6 has been invoked. This results in a cumulative CF of 0.76; that is,

the rule provides that when both CF's are positive numbers they are added together and

their product is subtracted.

When the CF's are of different signs, a more elaborate rule is used for parallel

combination. Indeed, a modification of the parallel combination rule for oppositely

signed CF's was the major change made during a revision of the original version of

Mycin.

Clearly this has been only a brief overview of Mycin. There are other types of

rules, including meta-rules that decide when certain rules should be used. There are rules

for prompting for further information, for answering user questions and rules for

explaining the decisions the system makes.

A test of Mycin's diagnostic and treatment decisions involving 10 records of

patients with meningitis was reported by V. L. Yu [Yu, 1985]. The patient record

summaries were presented to Mycin and to seven physicians and one medical student;

five of the physicians were infectious disease faculty members at Stanford University.
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The recommendations of Mycin, the eight physicians and the actual therapy the patients

had received were then summarized and sent to eight outside meningitis experts for

evaluation.

The outside evaluators, who were blind as to which recommendations were made

by Mycin, rated Mycin's treatment decisions as superior to the decisions made by the

seven physicians and the student. A majority of the eight evaluators rated Mycin's

treatment decisions acceptable in seven of the ten instances, whereas the best-performing

faculty members only attained their approval in five. Even the actual treatment (which

was based on real patient contact and thus necessarily more information) met the

majority's approval in only seven instances. The evaluators felt that the medical student

failed to treat a treatable disease in three instances, and that four physicians failed in one

instance each; two of these were infectious disease faculty members. The evaluators did

not report any such failure by Mycin. These differences were believed to be statistically

significant.

Although Mycin is not in clinical use, reportedly because of its slowness and the

incompleteness of its knowledge base, it has spawned numerous descendants based on its

technology [Jackson, 1986]. One such descendant is Oncocin, a system designed to

assist physicians in interpreting and applying the complex protocols used in treating

cancer patients. Oncocin is in use at the Stanford oncology clinic [Buchanan, 1985;

Shortliffe, 1987]. Another spin-off is Emycin, a generic system used as a shell for

constructing systems in other domains. Commercial expert system shells have also

incorporated the certainty factor construct.

An interesting fact about Mycin is that although certainty factors were originally

developed as a pragmatic alternative to Bayesian inference, they have recently been

demonstrated to be a monotonic transformation of the probabilistic likelihood ratio

[Heckerman, 1986a; Horvitz, 1986]. Heckerman has shown that the original mathematic

"definition" of certainty factors was inconsistent with the way they were actually used.
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For example, had the combination rules been derived from this definition, the parallel

combination rule would not have been commutative. That is, the combined CF

associated with two symptoms would depend on the order in which the physician noted

them.

Heckerman devised an alternative definition of certainty factors that is more

consistent with their actual use. In so doing he demonstrated that the parallel

combination rule used in Mycin implicitly assumes that symptoms are conditionally

independent given the hypothesis and its negation. Another observation he made was

that certainty factors are generally elicited from domain experts as if they were absolute

beliefs. They are then combined as if they are belief updates. The net result in

probabilistic terms is an overvaluation of the prior probability.

3.7 CADIAG-2, THE FUZZY LOGIC APPROACH

Cadiag-1 was transformed into Cadiag-2 by redesigning it around fuzzy set theory

[Adlassnig, 1985; Adlassnig, 1986a; Adlassnig, 1986b; Adlassnig, 1986c; Kolarz, 1986;

Adlassnig, 1987]. A principal impetus for this modification was the need to

accommodate uncertainty and the "gradual transitions between adjacent medical

concepts" [Kolarz, 1986].

There are two fundamental differences between Cadiag-1 and Cadiag-2. The first

accommodates the fact that most medical entities such as symptoms and diseases are not

crisp, but are present in varying degrees. The second difference is the ability to handle

uncertainty. Cadiag-2 is able to attach a measurement of uncertainty to the various

diagnostic hypotheses it generates.

Cadiag-2 ignores prior probability. "On the contrary, for establising the correct

diagnosis in one patient, the prior probability of a disease is irrelevant. The correct

diagnosis is determined by (1) considering all possible diseases that can account for the

observed symptoms, and (2) trying to find further evidence for or against the diseases in

order to confirm or exclude them." [Adlassnig, 1986a). ". . .we plead for a kind of
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positive predictive value that is prior probability free . . . . " [Adlassnig, 1986a). The

heuristic combination function used to rank uncertain diagnoses does not take into

account symptom dependence [Adlassnig, 1986c).

Fuzzy membership functions are assigned to the relationships between patients

and symptoms, symptoms and diseases, and diseases and patients. For example, a

temperature of 37.6°C is assigned the following membership functions [Adlassnig,

1986a):

P'normal body temperature (37.6%) = 0.00
Psubfebrile body temperature 37.6 C) = 1.00
Hhigh body temperature (37.6’C) = 0.20

Similar membership function assignments are made between patients and

diseases. These functions allow the user to discretize the patient's symptoms (such as

temperature) over a range of values. They also allow the inference engine to distinguish

between a likely diagnosis and a certain one.

Like its predecessor, Cadiag-2 is based on relating symptoms to diseases from the

perspective of necessity and sufficiency. In Cadiag-1 various possible combinations of

the presence or absence of each type of symptom, as well as the presence of excluding

symptoms, were used to create a half-dozen deterministic combining functions, each with

its own name. In Cadiag-2 there is one fundamental relationship between symptoms and

diseases, but each instance of this relationship is characterized by two parameters. These

parameters are "frequency of occurrence" and "strength of confirmation" [Kolarz, 1986].

These parameters, abbreviated "O" and "C," turn the symptom-disease

relationship into a fuzzy relationship. The O and C parameters become fuzzy

membership functions and as such are referred to as HO and HC, respectively. Unlike the

original version of fuzzy logic, they are allowed to take values not only in the interval

[0,1] but also a special value "v" which implies that the relationship between the

symptom and the disease is either unknown or nonexistent. Fully confirmed and fully

excluded diseases are treated in the same manner as in Cadiag-1, this being the natural
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consequence of having membership functions set to 1.0 or 0.0; the difference between

the two systems appears when uncertainty exists, that is, when they are called upon to

generate diagnostic hypotheses. However, if a symptom that is part of a normally

confirming relationship is only weakly present, this will also result in the final diagnosis

being assigned a less than certain membership function—that is, one that is less than

unity.

An example of a typical symptom-disease relationship or rule in Cadiag-2 is, "If

intracellular uric acid crystals in joint effusion then gout with (HO = 0.25, 1C = 1.00)."

This rule implies that, on the one hand, when uric acid crystals are found they always

confirm a diagnosis of gout, but on the other hand, uric acid crystals are seldom present

in gout. Similar relationships may be formed not only between a symptom and a disease

but also between two symptoms, two diseases or multiple symptoms and a disease.

Cadiag-2 stores the membership functions as numerical values but they may be

translated into linguistic terms such as "always," "often," "seldom" and so forth. The

parallel use of linguistic terms makes them more meaningful to humans, and also allows

approximate values to be obtained from textbooks. When available, exact numeric

values are calculated from frequency analysis of clinical databases. Standardized

definitions allow conversion between the two modes.

Published formulas in several papers show that the numeric value of frequency of

occurrence is identical to p(SID) and that of strength of confirmation is identical to

p(DIS)—although referred to, respectively, as F(S/D) and F(D/S) [Adlassnig, 1986a;

Adlassnig, 1986b; Kolarz, 1986]. However, one publication, perhaps reflecting a later

implementation, states that these values are not always equivalent to conditional

probabilities because they use the fuzzy "sigma count" method of counting [Adlassnig,

1986c). The sigma count makes an adjustment to decrease the count when patients have

symptoms or diseases that are not fully present—i.e., with membership functions less

than unity.
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The membership functions relating patients and symptoms are combined with

symptom-disease membership functions using fuzzy compositional rules of inference to

obtain a membership function for the patient-disease relationship. If this membership

function is 1.00 then the disease is considered to be the definitive diagnosis; otherwise it

is a diagnostic hypothesis. Finally, each diagnostic hypothesis is assigned a "support

score." The support scores, which are a heuristic function of the number of supporting

symptoms and the value of both the O and the C membership functions, enable the

diagnostic hypotheses to be ranked in order of likelihood.

Testing Cadiag-2 on the same data from the 426 patients with rheumatic diseases

that Cadiag-1 was tested on produced results similar to those obtained with Cadiag-1. In

274 instances (64.3%) Cadiag-2 made the correct diagnosis and suggested it in another

125 (29.3%); in nine instances (2.1%) it erroneously eliminated the correct diagnosis,

and in the rest it did not mention it. With the 47 pancreatic disease patient records it

made the correct diagnosis in three instances and suggested it in an additional 40;

unfortunately it did not generate the correct diagnosis in four instances.

Another medical field in which fuzzy logic has been applied is the diagnosis of

diseases that present with abnormal levels of C-reactive protein, haptoglobin and other

serum proteins involved with the inflammatory process [Sanchez, 1989]. The eleven

diseases studied included normal health, bacterial and viral infections and various

autoimmune diseases such as lupus. Sanchez applied fuzzy logic to the problem of

making a specific diagnosis given a particular set of values for five of these indicator

proteins.

3.8 SCHWARTZ'S CAUSAL BAYESIAN MODEL, A BELIEF NETWORK

In 1986 Stanley Schwartz reported on an expert system to diagnose the acute

abdomen that was based on what he termed the "causal Bayesian model" [Schwartz,

1986]. This inference engine, which was developed for the same domain pioneered years
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earlier by de Dombal, is an example of the influence diagram or belief network approach

to inference.

Schwartz' principal motivation to develop this model was to demonstrate a

tractable way to avoid assuming that all symptoms are conditionally independent. His

technique involved the assumption that those symptoms "that are intercorrelated are

assumed to have an additional shared cause, besides the disease, which independent

symptoms of the disease do not have" [Schwartz, 1986]. As an example, he postulated

that an intermediate "pathstate" consisting of some kind of "gastrointestinal disturbance"

is responsible for both anorexia and nausea, two symptoms of appendicitis that occur

together more often than they would if they were conditionally independent given the

disease. This intermediate pathstate has to occur first, before either anorexia or nausea

Can OCCUIT.

In his model the disease, such as appendicitis, is represented as the root of an

inverted tree. Below the root appear the pathstate nodes. At the bottom are the leaf

nodes or observable symptoms, such as anorexia, nausea, vomiting, tenderness, guarding,

rebound, ilius, etc. Links between the nodes indicate the probability that the lower or

child nodes are caused by their direct parents. All child nodes directly descended from

the same node are independent with respect to that parent node.

All told, there were six diseases, 19 symptoms and 32 hypothetical intermediate

pathstates in the final system. The pathstates, described as "hypothetical constructs,"

were created by the domain expert based on his conception of the actual pathophysiology

of the disease process. An interesting feature of the system is the attempt to encode the

clinical significance of the temporal sequence in which symptoms appear. This was done

by making the links between nodes conditional on the time since the onset of the disease.

The relevant information was provided by having the domain expert plot probability

versus time on a graph rather than provide a point value. The prior probabilities of

diseases were also elicited graphically as a function of patient age.
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Another feature of the model was the recognization of the relationship between

certain mild and severe symptoms, and the fact that the mild one can exist without the

severe one, but not vice versa. For example, mild abdominal tenderness may exist alone

or together with abdominal guarding (spasm of the abdominal wall when it is touched),

but guarding does not appear without tenderness. This relationship was accommodated

by inserting a separate pathstate as the parent node for each symptom. However, the

pathstate that was the parent of guarding was in turn a child of the pathstate from which

tenderness was descended. This meant that "it [was] impossible for the severe signs of a

stress to occur without the mild ones, because the mild ones are caused by a pathstate

directly caused by the disease" [Schwartz, 1986].

The system was tested by comparing its performance with a conventional

Bayesian inference engine that assumed conditional independence of symptoms. Both

inference engines were asked to distinguish between 100 examples of appendicitis and

100 examples of nonspecific abdominal pain (a benign condition that resolves over time

and does not require surgery). The performance criterion used was calibration (accuracy

of probabilistic prediction) rather than discrimination (ability to make the correct

diagnosis), because good calibration will maximize utility when making treatment

decisions. The causal model achieved a calibration number of 0.735 versus 0.785 for the

independent model, a difference that was believed to be statistically significant (p <

0.001).

3.9 PATHFINDER, A MORE ELABORATE BELIEF NETWORK

Pathfinder is an expert system developed by the Stanford University Medical

Computer Science Group to assist pathologists in the diagnosis of lymph node diseases

[Horvitz, 1984; Heckerman, 1989b]. From a clinical perspective, it was designed to

enable community pathologists to approach the accuracy of major medical center experts

in their ability to diagnose such conditions as Hodgkin's disease and various malignant

lymphomas. Distinguishing such potentially lethal diseases from similar-appearing
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benign diseases, and then diagnosing them accurately, is an essential prerequisite to

ensuring appropriate treatment. The engineering goal of the project was to develop

techniques to model large domains without assuming that symptoms are conditionally

independent.

Although initially the inference engine was modeled after the one employed in

the Internist/Caduceus project [Horvitz, 1984], the current version utilizes a belief

network approach. Like most expert systems, it assumes that its diseases are mutually

exclusive and collectively exhaustive. However, it does not assume global conditional

independence of symptoms. The system currently contains approximately 150 features

(the pathological analog of symptoms) and 120 diseases [Heckerman, 1991b).

Heckerman reports that Pathfinder has been so successful that he has formed three

different companies to market it and other expert systems built on the same model

[Heckerman, 1991b). One of these companies is applying the technology to aeronautics.

3.10 IDES

Ides (Influence Diagram based Expert System) is an expert system shell

developed by Alice Agogino and Ashutosh Rege [Agogino, 1987; Rege, 1988]. An

expert system shell is a generic system that a domain expert can use to create a working

expert system by supplying application specific information. Ides is a strict

implementation of Bayesian belief networks with certain extra built in features to make

the task of the domain expert easier. For example, he can create the network either by

typing in a list of nodes and their causal relationships, or alternatively he can design the

network graphically. Conditional probabilities are supplied by the user in the form of a

special file that lists all the conditional joint distributions.

The domain expert enters the information in the usual fashion, where symptoms

are conditioned on the disease. When the user supplies an example for diagnosis, Ides

Solves for the disease conditioned on the symptoms. It does this by topologically

reversing the arcs and removing barren nodes following standard rules for influence
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diagrams. It is then able to propagate the probabilities and arrive at the posterior

probability of the disease given the symptoms. In addition to probabilistic inference,

Ides incorporates decision theory and thus can make recommendations as to what would

be the optimal decision given the current findings.

Among the applications on which Ides has been tested is the task of monitoring

and controlling unattended manufacturing operations, a task that "requires automating the

human operator's function in monitoring and making appropriate adjustments in the state

of the machine" [Agogino, 1988]. The specific application was a numerically controlled

upright Bridgeport milling machine [Agogino, 1988; Agogino, 1990]. The "diseases"

consisted of the process states, which were classified as normal, worn tool, broken tool

and tool chatter. The "symptoms" consisted of current, dynamometer and acoustic sensor

readings.

Uncertainty is inherent in the system not only because sensors may degrade over

time and give spurious readings, but also because "There are no simple deterministic

models relating the state of the tool chip interface to sensor readings" [Agogino, 1988].

In addition, with real-time expert systems, "there is always a trade-off between the

quality of the signal and information processing and the response rates. The

diagnostician's problem is to identify likely process states from the observable sensor

readings" and make adjustments before damage occurs [Agogino, 1988].

In the example reported by Agogino, Ides not only monitored the state of the

milling machine but also served as the supervisory controller and made the necessary

adjustments. When applied to data obtained from the milling machine, Ides made the

correct diagnosis in 16 of 22 trial cuts. In 19 of these trial cuts it made the optimal

control decisions.

An application of Ides involving real-time inference and drilling operation has

been reported from Texas Instruments [Ramamurthi, 1990]. Ides is also being used in
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the ongoing development of an expert system for fossil fuel electric power plants [Kim,

1991; Kim, 1992].

3.11 SUMMARY

The various expert systems described above illustrate the range of techniques

knowledge engineers have used to model reasoning under uncertainty. The field of

medical diagnosis provides a particularly challenging domain for which to create such

systems because of its complexity and size. An ideal inference system for medical

diagnosis should address six principal requirements: 1) ability to handle uncertain

diagnoses and express the degree of uncertainty; 2) ability to handle imprecision in

definitions; 3) recognition that many symptoms are conditionally dependent; 4) ability to

accommodate simultaneous coexistence of multiple diseases; 5) ability to work in large

domains; and 6) economization of domain expert resources. In addition, such an

inference system should be integrated with a decision making front end.

No system yet available satisfactorily addresses all these requirements. Several

technologies exist to approximately address the first requirement, including Bayesian

inference, fuzzy logic and certainty factors, and most of the above systems do address it.

Examples include de Dombal's classical Bayesian inference engine, Cadiag-2 and Mycin.

Cadiag-2 stands out for its additional ability to accommodate fuzzy symptoms, and QMR

for its ability to handle multiple simultaneous diseases. Both, however, assume that

symptoms are conditionally independent and this affects the accuracy of their diagnoses.

Belief networks such as Schwartz's system and Pathfinder recognize symptom

dependence but are impractical for extremely large domains and in addition require an

expensive domain expert to construct.

In Chapter Five additional systems that employ advanced heuristics to address

one or more of these requirements will be surveyed. However, first the Synthetic Node

model will be described.
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CHAPTER FOUR

The Synthetic Node Model
4.1 PREVIEW

The first part of this chapter describes the goal of this research project and the

Synthetic Node model that resulted from it, including the assumptions that underlie the

model. Next the computational complexity of the model is examined. Finally how the

model fits into the framework of the two prototypical Bayesian models is discussed,

including a demonstration of how both of them can be mapped onto an equivalent SN

model variant.

4.2 RESEARCH GOALS

The principal goal of this research project has been the development of an expert

system that is able to reason under uncertainty with greater accuracy than is obtained

when it is assumed that symptoms are conditionally independent. The two other

requirements were the ability to handle large domains and to economize on domain

expert resources. Additional optional desiderata were to not foreclose the option of later

adding fuzzy definitions and allowing for multiple simultaneous diseases.

The result is a procedure for constructing approximate belief networks that fulfills

these requirements. The resulting model is termed the Synthetic Node (SN) model. The

SN model heuristically models symptom dependence and by so doing achieves greater

accuracy than those systems that assume conditional independence. It also satisfies the

requirement to handle large domains and it does not require the intensive involvement of

a domain expert during its construction.

For analytic purposes it is convenient to compare the SN model to two archetypal

Bayesian inference engines, the Conditional Independence (CI) and Gold Standard (GS)

models. The CI model is exemplified by de Dombal's system for the diagnosis of acute

abdominal pain. Its salient characteristic is the assumption that all symptoms are

conditionally independent, which allows serial updating of single symptoms. The GS
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model on the other hand does not assume symptom independence. Rather it treats each

unique combination of symptoms as a single synthetic symptom and updates all

symptoms simultaneously. An example would be a complete set of fully connected

belief networks.

4.3 UNDERLYING ASSUMPTIONS AND SIMPLIFICATIONS

Three major simplifying assumptions have been made during the development of

this project. One involves the Synthetic Node model itself, and the other two involve this

implementation of it.

4.3.1 Existence of a Database of Examples

Inherent in the construction of a Synthetic Node model inference engine is the

assumption that there exists a database of patient records from which the system can

learn. At a minimum each of these records must include the final diagnosis plus a list of

the results of the observations (e.g., the history and physical examination) and laboratory

tests that were made on that patient. This database provides the fundamental statistical

data necessary to calculate the relevant prior and posterior probabilities of the symptoms

and diseases.

Any medical database that contains a record on every member of the target

population (geographical area, HMO enrollment, emergency room patients, etc.) and

includes all diagnoses and the symptoms manifested by each member at the time of the

relevant diagnosis would be suitable. It should be noted that it is not necessary that the

state of every possible symptom (observation, test, or whatever.) be specified for each

patient, although the more symptoms that are specified, the more useful the database will

be.

4.3.2. Single Disease Assumption

An implementation-specific requirement is the assumption that each individual

has at most one disease. This assumption has been common in most medical expert

systems. Work is now ongoing at various research centers on techniques to handle more
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than one simultaneous disease, a field that was pioneered by Pople and Miller with the

Internist-1/Caduceus expert system for internal medicine [Pople, 1975; Pople, 1977;

Miller, 1982]. These evolving techniques may allow relaxation of the single disease

restriction in future versions of the SN model. However, the goal of this phase of the

research is to establish that the SN model works in the single disease situation.

4.3.3 Non-Fuzzy Data Assumption

Another implementation-specific requirement is that both diseases and symptoms

are crisp and discrete rather than fuzzy or continuous. However, symptoms are allowed

to possess four values—low, normal, high and unknown. (In the engineering prototype

described in Chapter Six, a symptom is implemented as three binary-valued "virtual

symptoms." When a single virtual symptom is binary one, it represents one of the known

states; when all three are zero, the meaning is that the value of that symptom is

unknown.) In practice, however, the assignment of symptoms to the set {low, normal,

high} will likely be fuzzy in most instances. In the future it may also be possible to relax

the restriction that symptoms be crisp.

4.3.4. Justification for Assumptions

The point of these digressions is to acknowledge that a final commercial or end

user version of a medical expert system will have to take into account both multiple

simultaneous diseases and the fuzzy nature of diseases and symptoms. The purpose of

this research project, however, was not the development of a final commercially-viable

expert system. Rather its goal was the evaluation of the possible utility of applying the

Synthetic Node model to the development of expert systems in general and medical

expert systems in particular.

To establish the utility of the Synthetic Node model it is necessary to demonstrate

that it is both more tractable than the Gold Standard model and at the same time more

accurate than the simple Conditional Independence model. To avoid complicating the

interpretation of the experimental results because of too many confounding variables, it
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was thought best to make the comparisons using the simplest implementations that

incorporate the essential differences between the models. Accordingly it was decided to

omit the capability of handling multiple simultaneous diseases and to assume data were

not fuzzy.

There is, however, no reason that the same techniques applied to CI models for

handling multiple diseases could not also be added to the SN model. They would consist

of another layer over the fundamental SN probabilistic core.

Similarly, the extension of the SN node model to incorporate fuzzy logic

principles is feasible. Indeed, in this implementation of the model a three-state variable

is already employed to describe symptoms; symptoms are either present, absent or

unknown/equivocal. It would be easy to allow them to be characterized as strongly

present, present, weakly present, equivocal, absent, etc. The drawback would be an

increase in data storage and CPU time requirements, as well as the difficulty in finding a

suitable database to test the implementation.

4.4 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE ALGORITHM

If a disease model developed by a domain expert were translated into a Bayes'

belief network it would form a complex network consisting of the disease, its putative

causes, intermediate pathophysiological states and their effects. For the purpose of this

research, both risk factors such as smoking (a cause) and effects such as angina can be

considered as symptoms since they serve as evidence in support of the diagnosis.

A partial network for coronary artery disease (CAD) is illustrated in Figure 4.1.

The arrows represent causal influences between the disease and symptom nodes. Since

several of the nodes are connected by more than one path, this diagram is a multiply

connected network rather than a tree. It is evident that there are complex dependency

relationships between the symptoms, such as between elevated cholesterol, smoking,

elevated glucose and angina. For purposes of illustration, CAD is defined as the
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existence of a positive angiogram or thallium scan. Solving the network requires finding

the probability of the CAD goal node conditioned on all ten interrelated symptom nodes.

However, one could assume that all the symptoms are conditionally independent

given the disease and construct the tree in Figure 4.2, where unobservable nodes such as

ischemia are eliminated (this network is a tree since there is only one path between any

two nodes). The posterior probability of the disease can be easily calculated using the

odds-likelihood form of Bayes' theorem. First the probability of the disease is converted

to its odds:

O(D) = p(D) / (1 - p(D))

Then the odds-likelihood formula is used sequentially to apply the belief update function

of each symptom that is present:

O(DIS) = \(D,S) * O(D)

The final posterior odds are then converted back into the posterior probability of the

disease given the symptoms.

Obviously the GS model in Figure 4.1 is both more accurate and more complex.

The CI model in Figure 4.2 loses some of the information in Figure 4.1 (dependencies

and the information contained in the intermediate node) but the advantage is that it

remains tractable even when applied to extremely large domains with many more

symptoms.

It is suggested that most of the statistically significant information contained in

the GS model of Figure 4.1 can be captured by using a model that is not much more

complicated than the CI model. This will be done by gathering groups of dependent

binary-valued symptoms into clusters to form multi-ary "synthetic symptoms" or

"synthetic nodes." Each synthetic symptom will be treated as if it were a single

independent symptom, but the operative value of its prior and posterior probability will

depend on which of its component symptoms is present. In effect, an additional layer of
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nodes will be inserted between the goal node and the symptoms. The resulting network

has been named the Synthetic Node (SN) model.

An example of a Synthetic Node model of the same disease that was illustrated in

the previous two figures is provided in Figure 4.3. Topologically the Synthetic Node

model consists of a root node and a set of conditionally independent intermediate nodes

that together with the root form a tree. However, each intermediate node forms part of a

general multiply connected belief network, and thus the model as a whole fits the

definition of a network rather than that of a tree. Since each synthetic node is

independent of all the other synthetic nodes, it is possible apply the odds-likelihood form

of Bayes' rule sequentially to each of the synthetic nodes to obtain the posterior

probability of the disease in the same manner as is done in the CI engine.

4.5 COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS

To appreciate the potential computational advantage of the SN model it is useful

to look at a hypothetical example. Assume a system with m = 4 diseases, n = 20

symptoms, and a maximum synthetic node size of k = 5. Assume diseases only occur

singly and, without loss of generality, assume that k divides n with no remainder. Also

assume that all symptoms are binary-valued, that is, present or absent; in other words, the

physician has performed all the tests and knows all the results.

The data induced CI model requires (m + 1) * (n + 1) data cells to store the

frequency counts necessary to calculate prior probabilities of diseases and prior and

posterior probabilities of symptoms. (The + 1 in each factor is used to story the total

population, the denominator of the probabilities.) Given the values above, (m + 1) * (n +

1) = (4 + 1) * (20 + 1) = 105.

The GS model requires (m + 1) * 2n data sets, where (m+1)* 2n = (4 + 1) * 220

= 5,242,880 data sets. The SN model's requirements will vary depending on the size of

the synthetic nodes and their total number. It will be maximal when all the nodes are at

the maximum node size. The maximum number of synthetic nodes of size k is n / k = 20
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/5 = 4. Each node will have 2k = 25 = 32 values so it will require (2k - 1) = (25 - 1) =

31 storage cells (the 32nd cell, which would contain the number of times all elements of

the node are absent, can be calculated from the total population by subtracting the values

of the 31 other cells). Therefore the total number of data cells required is (m + 1) * ((n/

k) * (2k-1) + 1) = (4 + 1) * ((20/5) * (25 - 1) + 1) = 625.

If the maximum synthetic node size is set at k = 1, then the requirement is for (m

+ 1) * ((n/k) * (2k - 1) + 1) = (4 + 1) ((20 / 1) * (21 - 1) + 1) = 105 data cells, the same

as in the CI model. The worst case result occurs when k = n. Here the requirement is for

(m + 1) + ((n/k) * (2k - 1) + 1) = (4 + 1) * ((20/20) * (220 - 1) + 1) = 5,242,880 data

cells, the same as in the GS model. Clearly node sizes between these two extremes,

including multiple sizes in the same system, will result in intermediate computational

requirements. Thus the computational requirements of the SN model are never greater

than those of the GS model and usually substantially less.

The exact data storage requirements depend on the implementation, of course. As

will be seen later, for the prototype the belief updates are calculated dynamically rather

than having either the updates or the frequencies stored in a static data structure such as

the one just described. This decision simplified the programming and allows larger

maximum node sizes.

4.6 SUBSUMPTION OF CIAND GS MODELS

THEOREM 1 (GS Equivalence): Any binary-valued Bayes' belief network with

(n + 1) nodes is equivalent to a synthetic node network with (n + 2) nodes. The SN

network will have a single synthetic node with an arity of 20 and a size (number of

descendants of the synthetic node) of n.

Construction: Let Figure 4.4 represent a complete Bayes' belief network with (n +

1) nodes and let D be an unconditioned node therein. Let the other nodes be numbered in

such a sequence that the following expansion is valid:

p(D,S1,S2 ... Sn) = p(D)p(S1|D)p(S2|D,S1)... p(SnID,S1,S2 ... Sn-1)
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Now attach an unconditioned node that influences D. Let it have an arity of 20

and let it deterministically influence D so that it causes D to have the same value it has.

Now rename D as SN1 and let the new node be named D, producing the network shown

in Figure 4.5.

THEOREM 2 (CI Equivalence): Any binary-valued belief tree with (n + 1) nodes

of which n nodes are independent leaves conditioned on the remaining node can be

mapped onto a synthetic node network with (2n + 1) nodes. The SN network will have n

synthetic binary nodes, each of size (number of descendants of the synthetic nodes) one.

Construction: Let Figure 4.6 represent any belief network with n independent

binary leaf nodes conditioned on D, described by the following expansion:

p(D,S1,S2 ... Sn) = p(D)p(S1D)p(S2|D)... p(SnID)

Now to each leaf Si attach a barren binary node Xi with a deterministic

relationship to its parent, so that the new leaf Xi will reflect the binary value of its parent.

This will result in the following expansion:

p(D,S1,S2 ... Sn, X1,X2,... Xn) = p(D)p(X1(S1)p(S1|D)p(X2S2)p(S2|D)... p(Xn Sn)p(SnID)

It is clear that this addition does not alter the information conveyed in the

network. Now rename all the Si nodes SNi and all the Xi nodes Si. The result is the

network illustrated in Figure 4.7.

4.7 AN EXTENSION OF THE SYNTHETIC NODE MODEL

Although, as will be demonstrated experimentally, the synthetic node approach to

inference generally results in better accuracy than the conditional independence model

provides, it is possible to improve accuracy further by utilizing hybrid inference engines.

Such hybrid systems reduce the error inherent in real-world Bayesian inference engines

by using various combinations of the CI, SN and GS methods of inference. To

understand why this might be both advantageous and feasible it is necessary to consider

the sources of error in typical Bayesian inference engines induced from databases.

:
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4.7.1 Sources of Error in Bayesian Inference

From first principles the two major types of error in Bayesian inference are

dependency error and insufficiency error. Dependency error is the more obvious of the

two. This occurs when conditional dependence between symptoms is ignored.

Dependency error itself may be divided into two categories. The first results from

evidential redundancy. In the extreme example, this would involve treating as separate

symptoms two or more tests that measure exactly the same finding. In medicine, such

tests might be ordered because the first one was negative and the physician felt the

second, more accurate but also more invasive test was warranted to rule out a serious

illness. Or perhaps two physicians are involved, and they favor different tests. A less

extreme example would involve two tests that measure closely related parameters. In

either instance the CI inference engine would give this symptom too much weight if the

findings of both tests were included.

The other source of dependency error is departicularization, the elimination of

uniqueness. In medicine there are symptoms that occur only in one disease. These are

known as pathognomonic symptoms and when one is found it establishes the disease with

absolute certainty. Examples are a fetal heartbeat, which is pathognomonic for

pregnancy, or uric acid crystals in a joint, which is pathognomonic for gouty arthritis.

There are also symptoms that may be pathognomonic when they occur together in a

unique combination but not when they occur individually. The GS engine will recognize

this and arrive at a deterministic diagnosis; the CI engine will not and instead will

proceed with serial updating which cannot result in a deterministic outcome if none of

the individual symptoms is itself pathognomonic. In this latter instance dependency error

causes the CI engine to give the symptoms too little weight.

Dependency error is obviously large in the CI model, where no adjustment for

dependence is made. It is totally absent in the GS model, since all the symptoms are

treated as a single finding. In influence diagram derived expert systems such as Ides,

º
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dependency error will be inversely proportional to the accuracy of the model in modeling

the domain. In the SN model it is expected that it will vary inversely with node size.

The less obvious major source of error is insufficiency error. This error is present

in all systems that are induced from databases and results from an insufficient number of

examples in the database to calculate accurate belief updates. Surprisingly, insufficiency

error is greater in the GS engine than in the CI type. This is because it is inversely

proportional to the amount of data available. Its source lies in Bayes' rule and the

definition of probability as the ratio of two numbers. Using the GS model as an example,

a Bayesian inference is calculated by updating the prior probability with the ratio Sc3.D.

/ISc), that is, the number of patients with both the symptom combination and the disease

divided by the total number of patients with the symptom combination. It is obvious that

any such update, such as 0.8, can be derived from an infinite number of ratios, 8/10 and

8000/10000 being two examples. Clearly the smaller the denominator, the less the

precision and the greater the potential error in the true value of the update function.

Insufficiency error also has at least two sources, rounding error and sampling

error. As an example, suppose the prior probability of a disease is estimated from a

sample population of 100 patients. If the true prior probability of the disease is 0.025,

then values of 0.02 and 0.03 obtained from the sample would merely represent rounding

errors, whereas values of 0.01 or 0.04 represent sampling error. Both varieties of

insufficiency error are inversely related to the size of the sample.

Since, for any given set of data, the frequency or probability of any group of

symptoms cannot be greater than the frequency of the component of the group with the

lowest frequency, it is obvious that the trend will be for a decrease in the number of

instances of that combination as the complexity of the combination increases. This

means that the update function for the GS inference engine, which includes every

symptom, will usually have a smaller denominator than the smallest of the multiple

update functions in the CI model. Thus insufficiency error will be greatest in the GS

t
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model and minimal in the CI model. The only way to eliminate it entirely from either

model is to have infinite data. And, like dependency error, insufficiency error should be

intermediate in the SN model but directly proportional to node size.

In summary, the GS model suffers only from insufficiency error. The CI model

suffers from dependency error and to a lesser extent from insufficiency error. The SN

model will suffer from both, but the dependency error should be less than in the CI

model and the insufficiency error should be less than in the GS model.

4.7.2 Cascading Hybrid Synthetic Node Engines

The characteristics of these two types of error suggest that a process of cascading

inference would improve the accuracy of inference engines induced from databases. A

cascading engine would normally employ SN inference to minimize dependency error.

Whenever a combination of symptoms occurs for which it has so little data as to risk

incurring significant insufficiency error, it would revert to either SN inference with a

smaller node size or else CI inference. Since both the CI engine and all reasonably sized

SN engines are tractable, such a cascading SN-CI engine would also be tractable.

Furthermore, as far as data induced inference engines are concerned, if a

cascading SN-CI engine is more accurate than a simple SN engine, then in theory a

cascading GS-SN-CI engine should be even more accurate than a GS engine. Such an

engine might appear to be of merely theoretical interest, but there are special

circumstances where it is possible to construct GS engines for large domains without

encountering tractability problems. In such instances it would also be possible to

construct a hybrid cascading GS-SN-CI engine.

4.7.3 The Dynamic Solution to Gold Standard Intractability

These special circumstances provide a partial solution to GS tractability. The

solution is inherent in the way that data induced engines are "trained"—that is, loaded

with domain information. The most obvious cause for GS intractability is the

exponential number of symptom combinations needed to calculate and maintain belief
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updates. However, there is a second cause that is both more subtle and more limiting. In

order to calculate a belief update for a particular combination of symptoms, a data

induced engine must have some minimum number of examples containing that

combination. Without such a minimum the resulting insufficiency error will be so large

as to render the results meaningless. Since patient records will not be evenly distributed

among the different possible symptom combinations, this means that even a

computationally tractable system with only 20 symptoms may still be intractable because

of its data requirements. Data intractability becomes a problem before computational

intractability.

This means that GS intractability often may be more a theoretical than a practical

problem. The reason is that the data necessary to reduce insufficiency error to an

acceptable level for every possible symptom combination may simply not exist. That is,

certain symptom combinations may never have been previously encountered by any

observer. When faced with such examples, even if they are perfect Bayesians, physicians

and other human experts have to employ approximating heuristics, as would any

conceivable inference engine.

Influence diagrams are attractive not only because they allow the domain expert

to automatically incorporate these approximating heuristics into the network, but also

because they encapsulate the computational intractability. The combinatorial explosion

becomes merely potential since the system no longer has to store updates for each

combination.

It is possible to obtain similar advantages for many database induced inference

engines. Cascading inference is a formal method of extrapolating the effects of unknown

data. The combinatorial explosion can be encapsulated by storing the individual patient

records instead of the belief updates. The records are then used to calculate the specific

belief update that is required for each inference. The quantity of such records is a linear

function of the population and thus even as the population grows it can still be searched
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in polynomial time. With m diseases, n symptoms and r records, the storage and CPU

requirements are O(mnr). This is linear complexity and no longer NP-hard. However, in

domains where the number of records grows in non-polynomial time, such a dynamic GS

inference engine would still be intractable unless sampling were employed.

For most medical applications that require evaluating clinical symptoms (as

opposed to systems evaluating output from real-time intensive care monitors) it is

difficult to imagine that the number of records would ever grow to data intractability

quantity. The increase in the number of records with time and population growth should

be paralleled by a corresponding increase in the size and speed of computers. Further, an

inference engine based on such a database is a natural application for parallel processing.

It is true that there are engineering domains that generate millions of bits of data per

second. These would be more problematic. One solution for such domains would be to

use random data sampling for training purposes.

In general, though, this technique should allow the construction of cascading GS

SN-CI inference engines for many domains, as long as the suitable database of patient

records exists. By employing the appropriate cutoff values it should be possible to

simultaneously adjust both dependency and insufficiency error so as to minimize their

combined effect. A multi-stage SN component could be devised for yet greater

performance.

A multi-stage SN system would involve a series of cascading, ever smaller

synthetic nodes. The system would attempt to make an inference using the largest nodes

available (either a single GS node or a set of large SN nodes). If confronted with

insufficient data, it would default to the next smaller size, until, if necessary, it reached

the unitary node CI engine. Although there are many ways in which such stages could be

constructed, one model that has the virtue of elegance and simplicity of construction is

what might be described as the binary cascading synthetic node engine. The smallest

node structure in a binary synthetic node engine would consist of pairs of closely related
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symptoms. The next larger size would consist of pairs of the most closely related pairs,

then pairs of quads, pairs of octets, and so forth, until finally all the symptoms were

grouped together into one node—the functional equivalent of the GS engine.

A major advantage of this recursive algorithm is that the dependency error that is

eliminated in one stage should not be reintroduced in later stages, as might occur with

heuristic algorithms that construct larger nodes independently of their precursors. In that

instance members of primal pairs might end up in different nodes. The algorithm also

readily lends itself to complexity analysis and, as will now be seen, is tractable.

4.7.4 Complexity Analysis of the Binary Cascading Engine

Tractability concerns involve algorithmic time which in this instance can be

divided into time involved in the training process and time involved in inference. The

inference portion can be disposed of fairly easily. In this binary algorithm the number of

cascading stages will be a logarithmic function of the number of symptoms. Thus 1024

symptoms would result in nine (1024 = 210, 10 - 1 = 9) synthetic node stages plus the CI

and GS stages, for a total of eleven stages. So this phase of the algorithmic time is O(lg

n) and logarithmic time is tractable. Besides, it is unlikely that in most instances

inference would cascade down more than one or two levels. Further, if the dynamic GS

approach were used, the database could be searched just once and the data necessary to

make an inference at any stage could, at some cost of RAM resources, be preserved for

use later if it were needed.

Analysis of the algorithmic time requirements during the training process is

slightly more complicated. Continuing with the example of 1024 symptoms, to create

the cascading synthetic nodes it is necessary to make a series of comparisons, first of

pairs, then pairs of pairs, and so forth. The number of possible pairs is given by C(n, r),

the formula for the number of ways of choosing r objects from a pool of n objects, which

is equal to n!/(r! *[n - r1'). For r = 2, this can be simplified to n* (n - 1)/2.
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At the first stage it is necessary to examine (1024 * 1023 / 2 = 523,776) pairs of

singlets, at the second stage (512 * 511 / 2 = 130,816) pairs of pairs, and so forth. All

told, there are (523,776 + 130,816 + 32,640 + 8,128 + 2,016 + 496 + 120 + 28 + 6 =

698,026) comparisons. More generally, there are ((1g2 n) - 1) stages that require

comparisons. At each stage there are a maximum of (n * (n - 1)/2) comparisons. Thus

this operation, which has to be performed only during the training process, is O(n2 1g n),

an algorithmic time which is indeed somewhat time consuming but still tractable.

4.8 SUMMARY

The Synthetic Node model, an alternative model for Bayesian inference, has been

described. It combines the merits of both the CI and the GS models. It is tractable for

large domains and does not require a domain expert. Since it does not assume

conditional independence, it is expected to be more accurate than the CI model.

In formal terms, the underlying problem addressed by this research is the sacrifice

in accuracy that expert systems must make in order to remain tractable. The hypothesis

is that in database induced expert systems accuracy can be improved with minimal

sacrifice in tractability by the use of synthetic nodes to partially model conditional

dependence. It is further hypothesized that an additional increase in accuracy can be

obtained by attempting inference using the largest tractable synthetic node size and then

allowing inference to cascade to a smaller node size if the quantity of underlying data is

inadequate to support inference by the larger size. The goal of this research project,

therefore, is to determine whether the combined use of synthetic nodes and cascading

inference can offer an improvement in accuracy over the CI model without sacrificing

tractability.

The next chapter will finish the review of expert systems that was begun in

Chapter Three. Examples of expert systems that address similar concerns as the SN

model does will be discussed. Then, in subsequent chapters, first the engineering

prototype and then the experimental results will be described.
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Figure 4.1. Partial GS network for coronary artery disease (CAD), showing influence of
ischemia, age, maximum attainable pulse, exercise symptoms, angina, abnormal EKG,
tobacco smoking, elevated cholesterol, elevated glucose and sex.

Figure 4.2. Cl version of partial network for coronary artery disease.

Figure 4.3. SN5 version of partial network for coronary artery disease.
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Figure 4.6. General Cl network. Figure 4.7. Equivalent SN network.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Additional Historical Context

5.1 PREVIEW

Chapter Three reviewed the major approaches to computer diagnosis with an

emphasis on classical systems. Cadiag-1, Reconsider, de Dombal's engine, QMR, Mycin,

Cadiag-2, Schwartz's belief network, Pathfinder and Ides were all examined. Schwartz's

belief network, Pathfinder and Ides address the issue of conditional dependence.

Reconsider and de Dombal's engine are induced from databases.

In this chapter additional approaches to inference that seek to manage large

domains and conditional dependence simultaneously will be discussed; where

appropriate, they will be compared and contrasted with the Synthetic Node model. The

field is so fertile that a comprehensive review would be impractical, and accordingly

again certain representative systems that serve to illustrate relevant issues have been

selected. A recent bibliography as well as brief overviews of several additional

approaches is included in Cooper's paper on database induction of belief networks,

discussed below [Cooper, 1991a). In that paper Cooper also comments on techniques

more peripheral to this research project, including Markov graph methods, entropy-based

methods and classification trees.

5.2 CHOW'S DEPENDENCE TREES

Chow described a method of generating a tree-structured graph from a database

of examples that is somewhat similar to the simplest synthetic node engine, one with a

*aximum node size of two. His goal was "to approximate optimally an n-dimensional

discrete probability distribution by a product of second-order distributions." That is,

"each variable is conditioned upon, at most, one other variable" [Chow, 1968].

In an application involving character recognition, Chow found that he could

**duce the error rate from the 0.901 percent that was obtained under the assumption of

SOnditional independence to only 0.417 percent when symptoms were grouped into these
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optimal pairs. Interestingly enough, though, even arbitrary pairings produced a lower

error rate—only 0.829 percent—than when conditional independence was assumed.

5.3 PEARL'S AND SCHWARTZ'S CAUSAL TREES

Pearl has written extensively on belief networks [Pearl, 1985; Pearl, 1986;

Rebane, 1987; Xu, 1987]. Noting that "Causal models are . . . attractive because they

provide effective data structures for representing empirical knowledge," he discussed the

problem of discovering the internal nodes or hidden causes that explain the dependencies

between the observable leaves of causal trees constructed from binary random variables

[Pearl, 1986). He was able to uncover the topology of such trees by observing "pair-wise

dependencies among the leaves." The resulting internal nodes denote "dummy variables,

artificially concocted to make the representation tree-like [Pearl, 1986]." However,

unlike in the synthetic node approach, this technique requires the underlying model to be

tree-structured rather than a general network.

Xu and Pearl extended this "auxiliary-variable" model to normally distributed

continuous variables [Xu, 1987]. They concluded, "if the visible variables are governed

by a tree-decomposable joint normal distribution, then the tree can be structured from the

observed correlations between pairs of variables."

As discussed in Chapter Three, Schwartz used a similar causal model to

implement an expert system to diagnose appendicitis [Schwartz, 1986]. However, unlike

Pearl, he used a domain expert to construct his model. Although he also characterized

the "pathstates" or intermediate nodes in his model as "hypothetical constructs," they

appear to represent physiological states in at least some instances. In his model, "a

disease is represented by a hierarchical graph of a tree" [Schwartz, 1986].

Despite the similarity of Schwartz's model with the SN model, there are several

differences. For one thing, the SN model is entirely data induced and does not require a

domain expert. Another difference is that in the SN model the intermediate nodes are not

expected to map onto actual or presumed physiological states. The synthetic nodes are a

º
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statistical construct, a synthetic pathophysiological state created by analysis of the

prevalence rates of symptom clusters. In fact, the SN network is not intended to be any

more accurate as an actual model of the disease than the CI tree. Its sole purpose is to

capture some of the conditionality information lost in the CI tree. Finally, another

apparent difference with Schwartz's model is that in the SN model only the upper portion

of network is a tree; the lower portions are general multiply connected belief networks.

Schwartz states his model is a tree, although his second figure suggests otherwise

[Schwartz, 1986].

5.4 SRINIVAS' DATABASE INDUCTION ALGORITHM

Sampath Srinivas, Stuart Russell and Alice Agogino developed an algorithm for

the "automated construction of a sparse Bayesian network given an unstructured

probabilistic model and causal domain information from an expert" [Srinivas, 1990].

The goal was to create belief networks "from partial domain information . . . volunteered

by the expert and empirical data from the domain."

Nodes are given a partial ordering by the domain expert in the form of a partially

specified directed acyclic graph. The hypothesis node is given the highest priority, then

causal nodes, and finally evidence nodes. The network is then constructed by adding

nodes one at a time, starting with the hypothesis node and then adding the one with the

next highest priority. Domain information is used to break ties and to determine

independence between the nodes. As the expert provides more information, the system

requires less computational time to construct the network and also is able to specify a

network with fewer arcs. If the expert can provide a total ordering of the nodes, the

system merely serves a verification function. In general, the expert's information is used

to guide the search for the next node.

One of the examples reported was the reconstruction of a belief network with 26

nodes and 36 arcs. The system was provided with a database generated by the influence

diagram plus information on the nodes and arcs. By randomly deleting some of the arcs,
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the designers simulated a situation where the domain expert listed the hypothesis and

evidence nodes and provided some of the arcs in the form of a partial ordering on the

nodes. They found that the time necessary to reconstruct the network was inversely

proportional to the amount of information provided by the expert. More important, the

"quality" of the resulting network, measured by the number of arcs, was directly related

to the amount of information the domain expert provided. For example, if the domain

expert specified ten arcs, the resulting diagram end up with approximately 80 arcs,

whereas if he specified at least 35 of the original 36 arcs, the result was a diagram with

only 36 arcs (excessive arcs are undesirable, as they both convey a loss of conditional

independence information and increase the computational requirements).

Although this technique does allow for data induction of the network, it has at

least two significant limitations. One is the apparent need for at least some domain

information. In the example cited above, the authors' graphs suggest that the

specification of less than three or four arcs caused the system to fail. A more

fundamental limitation is the fact that unless the expert provides substantial information,

the resulting network will become so multiply connected that if it is large it will be

computationally intractable.

5.5 QMR-DT

In recent years various researchers from both the Pittsburgh and Stanford research

centers, including Gregory Cooper, David Heckerman, Max Henrion and Eric Horvitz,

have collaborated in a project to develop a formal probabilistic version of QMR

[Heckerman, 1989a; Middleton, 1991; Shwe, 1991; Henrion, 1991a; Henrion, 1992].

This new version of QMR is variously referred to as QMR-BN (belief network) and

QMR-DT (decision theoretic). Technically, QMR-BN is the first phase of the project,

but the two terms have been used interchangeably even though the system does not yet

incorporate decision theory. The issues being addressed in this collaborative project

include translating the QMR parameters into probabilistic terms and developing a
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probabilistic substitute for the heuristic employed to diagnose multiple diseases. The

latter problem is the more complex one.

The version (or versions) of QMR on which QMR-DT is based contains either

534 or 576 diseases (depending on whether Middleton or Henrion is sourced] and over

4000 findings. To create QMR-DT the numerical parameters of the original QMR were

converted into standard probabilistic terms. Frequencies were fairly easily translated into

posterior probabilities of symptoms given a disease. Imports were mapped to noisy OR

gate leak probabilities (the probability that a symptom occurs either spontaneously or

because of a disease of which the system is ignorant) and prior probabilities of diseases

were estimated from hospital data compiled by the National Center for Health Statistics.

In QMR-DT all diseases and symptoms are assumed to be binary variables.

Diseases are assumed to be marginally independent and symptoms conditionally

independent of each other given a hypothesis. Sex and age, however, have been

extracted and placed on a higher hierarchical layer to model them as causal influences on

diseases rather than effects.

Since the model allows more than one disease to be present at a time, the possible

number of hypotheses (sets of diseases afflicting the patient) is the powerset of the total

number of diseases. Assuming that the database includes 576 diseases, this means the the

total number of possible hypotheses is 2576, obviously an intractable number. The

researchers have examined several heuristic methods of solving the network tractably.

In 1989 David Heckerman presented a probabilistic algorithm to diagnose

multiple simultaneous diseases which he implemented in QMR-DT [Heckerman, 1989a).

This Quickscore algorithm, as he called it, made several simplifying assumptions but

given those assumptions was able to provide an exact probabilistic solution for multiple

simultaneous diseases that is often more tractable than the solution of treating each

combination of diseases as a separate disease, which, as has been seen, is an exponential

function of the number of diseases.
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The simplifications required by Quickscore include the assumption that diseases

are marginally independent (that is, no disease ever causes another disease) and that

symptoms are causally independent given any combination of diseases. QuickScore

employs the noisy OR-gate construct. As used in Quickscore, a noisy OR-gate is an

intermediate deterministic node that, when true or on, causes its associated finding to be

present. The state of the noisy OR-gate is probabilistically influenced by the diseases,

and is either on or off. Once a disease has turned it on, however, it stays on no matter the

state of the remaining diseases.

With Quickscore, by using the above-mentioned simplifying assumptions and the

noisy OR-gate construct, Heckerman was able to achieve probabilistic diagnosis of

multiple diseases that is exponential only on the number of positive findings; the

complexity is linearly related to the product of the number of diseases and the number of

negative findings. In a domain with a large number of diseases such as QMR this is a

major advantage. Nevertheless, tractability concerns limit the algorithm to a maximum

of 12 to 14 positive findings [Henrion, 1991a).

Another approach to solving the network is the TopN algorithm, so called

because it produces a list of the top N hypotheses [Henrion, 1991a). TopN also requires

several simplifying assumptions and decisions. The first one is to limit the total number

of diseases a patient can have to a maximum of five or six. Henrion observes that the

probability of a patient having more is so small that it outweighs the incremental

explanatory power of any larger hypothesis set to explain the symptoms. The second is

to compute relative posterior probabilities of pairs of hypotheses rather than the absolute

posterior probability of a hypothesis. Additional techniques include path pruning to limit

the search space and applying bounding theorems to obtain bounds on the absolute

probabilities of hypotheses.
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The algorithm starts with the no disease hypothesis and adds one disease at a

time. Each time it chooses the remaining disease that would maximize the relative

probability of the working hypothesis compared to the no disease hypothesis.

Henrion reported results from applying it to a dozen patient profiles that were

small enough (14 or fewer findings) to be also solvable by the exact algorithm

Quickscore. Results obtained by using TopN compared well with those obtained by

Quickscore. (It appears, though, that negative findings were ignored—in other words,

treated as if they were unknown.)

Yet another approach to solving the network is the use of stochastic simulation

[Middleton, 1991; Shwe, 1991]. With this technique, a large number of simulated

patient profiles are randomly generated based on the probabilities assigned to the

network, and "the probability of [the] event of interest is estimated by the frequency with

which the event occurs after a number of trials, where a trial consists of the instantiation

of all [unobserved] nodes . . . to some value" [Shwe, 1991]. The type of stochastic

simulation employed was likelihood-weighting, a form of forward simulation in which

no node is instantiated before its parents. Middleton reports that the accuracy of this

technique was comparable to the accuracy of the original QMR model when they were

both tested on 23 patient profiles; these profiles, however, had only one diagnosis each

[Middleton, 1991].

As mentioned before, the limitations of QMR-DT include the assumption that all

diseases and symptoms are binary, and the assumption of conditional independence of

findings given a hypothesis, as well as the assumption that diseases themselves are

marginally independent. The researchers plan to devote further effort toward modeling

dependence among symptoms. They also would like to extract the 10% or so of findings

that are truly risk factors rather than symptoms (such as age and sex) and make them

influence the diseases rather than the reverse [Henrion, 1991b). Other eventual goals

:
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include incorporation of utility theory so as to transform QMR-BN into QMR-DT, a full

fledged decision theoretic version of QMR.

The significance of the QMR project in relation to the SN research project is

twofold. First, the various techniques that QMR uses to handle multiple simultaneous

diseases could be used to extend the SN model. Second, one of the major limitations of

QMR is the assumption of conditional independence of symptoms, presumably

necessitated by the size of the database. The SN model would provide one method to

allow QMR to partially model conditional dependence without running into tractability

problems.

5.6 COOPER's BLN AND K2

Cooper and Herskovits have designed a method for inducing inference engines

from databases that they named BLN (Bayesian Learning of belief Networks), and

presented at the 1991 session of the Uncertainty in Artificial Intelligence conference

[Cooper, 1991a; Cooper, 1991b). BLN deals with "the problem of finding the most

probable belief-network structure, given a database" [Cooper, 1991b). It involves a

technique for calculating the relative probabilities of belief networks given an underlying

database of patient records. They consider this technique to be a more significant

contribution than the actual algorithm for network induction that they devised to test the

technique.

Given such a technique, one way of inducing a network from a database is to

calculate the relative probabilities for all possible networks and rank order them.

However, the number of possible network structures is a super-exponential function of

the number of nodes, making an exhaustive search of possible networks impossible.

Cooper points out that just ten nodes results in approximately 4.2 * 1018 different

network structures! To limit the search space two major assumptions were introduced.

First, the nodes were given a partial ordering. The other assumption, which was later

relaxed, was that all the prior probabilities were equal. These two assumptions reduced
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the complexity so that it was only exponential. To decrease the complexity further to

polynomial time a heuristic algorithm called K2 was used to induce the network from the

database.

The K2 algorithm employs a greedy search and attempts to maximize the

probability of the network given the database but is not guaranteed to do so. Basically it

starts by assuming that a node has no parents and then adds as the first parent that other

node whose addition would most increase the probability of the network. This process is

iterated until either the maximum allowable number of parents has been added or until

the only nodes left are those whose addition as parents would not increase the network

probability.

To test this approach, Cooper and Herskovits generated a database of 10,000

simulated patient records from Monte Carlo sampling of the Alarm belief network, an

influence diagram modeling anesthiology with 37 nodes and 46 arcs. They then used

these simulated examples to attempt to regenerate the original network. With this

procedure they were able to reproduce the original 37 node network almost exactly.

Only one arc was missing and another extra one included. They later discovered that

they actually needed just 3,000 of the 10,000 examples to achieve this success.

Cooper and Herskovits assert that, "BLN can represent arbitrary belief-network

structures and arbitrary probability distributions on discrete variables" [Cooper, 1991b).

Another advantage the authors cite for this model is that it quantifies the probabillity of

the resulting structure, unlike other methods which implicitly assume the probability of

the induced network is unity. The significance of this is that they suggest the use of

multiple structures may improve inference accuracy.

From the standpoint of desiring the minimization of the role of the domain expert,

a major limitation of their approach is the requirement that the nodes be given a partial

ordering. This, of course, requires significant input by a domain expert. In this respect it

resembles the technique presented by Srinivas [Srinivas, 1990].

***
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5.7 BUNTINE'S THEORY REFINEMENT

Like Srinivas [Srinivas, 1990], Buntine has also presented a technique for partial

network induction from databases [Buntine, 1991]. He refers to it as theory refinement

and defines that as "the task of updating a domain theory in the light of new cases." He

states that the role of the domain expert is to prime the learning system during the

knowledge acquisition process. Knowledge acquisition may take the form of either

interrogating the expert or learning from examples. Theory refinement also bears some

resemblance to Cooper's work.

A principal theme of Buntine's research is theory refinement over time as new

data arrives. Citing Spiegelhalter [Spiegelhalter, 1989a, cited in Buntine, 1991], Buntine

points out that updating belief networks is problematic because one needs to balance the

weight of the evidence that went into the original network against the weight of new

evidence. On the one hand, inference systems need to be able to incorporate new

evidence as new data are submitted, but on the other hand they should not allow a few

noisy or unusual data sets to distort a structure that was built up from thousands of earlier

SetS.

Stating that Spiegelhalter merely addressed updating the "continuous parameters

of the probability distributions" [Buntine, 1991], Buntine proposes to also address the

issue of refining the network structure. He models this refinement as part of a continuing

process that begins with the construction of the network. That is, after the original

partial theory (possibly null) is provided by the domain expert, the subsequent

completion of the network during the knowledge acquisition process is merely part of an

ongoing process of theory refinement. To allow this to be done correctly, the partial

theory incorporates a quantification of the expert's experience so that new evidence is

given only its due weight.

The expert is required to provide a total ordering of the nodes and to specify how

strongly he believes each potential parent is actually a parent. In other words, he
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provides the prior probability that one node is a parent of another. The system then uses

new data to calculate posterior probabilities for these parental relationships, employing

heuristics to manage the super exponential complexity of the search space for parental

relationships. Alternative parent structures are maintained by the system, and as "the

training sample size increase . . . the sets of high posterior parents and their conditional

probability tables will become roughly equivalent so the . . . networks . . . will . . .

eventually converge."

The preliminary model requires that all variable values for each training set be

fully specified and that conditional probability distributions for each node be described

with a full conditional joint distribution. Buntine discuss methods of relaxing these

constraints and the computational costs.

In the Synthetic Node model the problem of theory refinement is handled by

maintaining a permanent record for each patient. This allows the system to include

evidence from new patients in its belief update calculations. In addition, the topology of

the network can also be modified based on this new information. In the current

implementation, topological modification requires an explicit act on the part of the user,

but this could be made into a background process. It should be noted that the new

evidence is also automatically "weighted," inasmuch as it is added to the entire existing

database and thus its weight is inversely proportional to the number of records already

present. In theory, new evidence may be added in batches or incrementally (the current

implementation has an auxiliary program that initializes the database from a file of

patient records; subsequent records are added incrementally). The SN model does not

require that all variable values be specified in its training records. An unknown value is

explicity built into the representational data structures.

5.8 WEN'S RELATIONAL DATABASE

Wen has described a direct mapping between relational databases and belief

networks [Wen, 1991]. He used network decomposition to manage the combinatorial
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explosion of the number of states in the corresponding belief network and dealt with the

fact that optimal network decomposition is NP-hard by using an algorithm so as to

achieve optimal decomposition based on simulated annealing. His technique therefore is

an example of inducing a belief network from a database.

5.9 PATHFINDER REVISITED

Pathfinder, discussed earlier in Chapter Three, is the expert system for diagnosing

lymph node diseases [Heckerman, 1989b]. Structurely it is a complex Bayesian belief

network but with several novel features. One of the major problems Pathfinder's creators

encountered during its development was that the domain expert was unable to construct a

global belief network because of the size and complexity of the domain. The research

team, therefore, had to devise special strategies to simplify the construction phase. Such

strategies included the introduction of prototypical classes of dependencies and the use of

"similarity graphs" and "local belief networks."

The prototypical dependency classes employed by the designers include

"irrelevancy arcs" and "mass effect." An irrelevancy arc is an arc between two nodes that

indicates that some values of the first node render consideration of the Second node

unnecessary. For example, if the value of the "small lymph cell" node is "absent," then it

is unnecessary to investigate the value of the node that specifies the nuclear shape of

small lymph cells. Mass effect is a recognition of the fact that the volume of a lymph

node is limited and that whenever a proliferating element dominates, its mass effect

reduces the likelihood that other elements will be present.

A similarity graph is an undirected graph whose arcs connect similar diseases.

Each such arc is associated with a local belief network. Local belief networks are special

networks that contain only those features/symptoms that are useful in discriminating

between the two diseases connected by the arc in question.

The domain expert uses the similarity graph and its local belief networks to

decompose his task into manageable subtasks. First he constructs the similarity graph.
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Then he concentrates on distinguishing between pairs of diagnoses. Provided certain

technical constraints are met, the system can then create a global belief network from the

local networks. This process allows the domain expert to create what previously were

impractically large networks. Heckerman has verbally reported that the only limitation

on the size of the network is the size of the computer screen, as the expert has to see the

entire network; he believes that humans are also limited by tractability concerns and that

therefore Pathfinder can model any system an expert can devise [Heckerman, 1991b).

In the sense that they segregate certain groups of nodes, local belief networks

bear a resemblance to synthetic nodes. However, their primary function is to

discriminate between the two diseases connected by a similarity graph's arcs rather than

model conditional dependency. Another difference is that they are created by the domain

expert, whereas synthetic nodes are induced statistically. Pathfinder is not a database

induced system.

Another interesting feature of Pathfinder is its incorporation of utility theory.

Pathfinder has two measures of the disutility that occurs when a wrong diagnosis is

made, a dollar-denominated cost function and "micromorts," both derived from Howard's

"worth-numeraire model [Howard, 1981b, cited in Heckerman, 1989b]. A micromort is

a one in a million chance of immediate death and is used to weight potentially lethal

mistakes, whereas a financial penalty is exacted for more minor mistakes, such as

unnecessarily prescribing an antibiotic. These disutility costs serve to minimize the

chances of a serious misdiagnosis by allowing the system to determine the order in which

it should seek additional information.

Recent research by Heckerman has focused on advanced techniques for

computing the value of performing additional tests [Heckerman, 1991a). He points out

that traditionally the designers of expert systems, when they calculate the value of

additional information, implicitly assume that only one additional test will be performed

and that then the decision-maker will act. This has been done because calculating the

* *
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utility of all possible combinations of tests would be exponentially intractable. However,

as has been seen earlier, certain combinations of symptoms may have an inferential

significance beyond that of their components.

Heckerman termed the simplistic approach of looking only one test ahead the

myopic approximation and devised a tractable heuristic approximation that he refers to as

a nonmyopic approximation of the value of information. Operating within certain

constraints, the nonmyopic approximation "can identify sets of features that are cost

effective for observation, even when the observation of each feature alone is not cost

effective" [Heckerman, 1991a).

Although utility considerations are lacking in the prototype synthetic node engine

that has been built, there is nothing about the algorithm that would be inconsistent with

their introduction. It is clear that a clinical or commercial version of the synthetic node

inference engine will have to include utility concerns. In fact, the synthetic nodes

themselves may form a basis for developing nonmyopic test selection algorithms.

The other utility concern that is of paramount importance to physicians is the

issue of rare but life-threatening diseases. Even though a disease is extremely unlikely

given the patient's presentation, the more serious it is the more incumbent it is upon the

physician to rule it out. In addition to the obvious solution of attaching a disutility

measure to the posterior probability, another way of handling this problem is to provide

the physician not only with a list of diseases with the highest posterior probability, but

also a separate list of diseases with the highest belief updates. Thus, even though a

disease is very low on the list of probable candidates, if its likelihood has tripled given

the patient's latest symptoms, it would behoove the physician to rule it out. Indeed, it is

possible that one reason for the success of Mycin and similar heuristic systems is their

blending of the concepts of belief update and posterior probability through the implicit

assumption of uniform priors. A better approach would be to present both features

separately, which would also obviate the possibility of their canceling each other out.
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5.10 SUMMARY

Not surprisingly, given Cooper's finding that the general solution of a Bayesian

belief network is NP-hard (Cooper, 1990], none of these techniques provides a

comprehensive solution to the problem of modeling dependency without inducing

intractability. In their 1991 survey, Cooper and Herskovits comment, "All the algorithms

we describe here are exponential time in the number of nodes in the worst case" [Cooper,

1991a).

There is no perfect solution in sight to the balance between tractability and

accuracy. These and other heuristic models provide various tradeoffs. In the Synthetic

Node model this tradeoff is user-customizable. In addition, in many real-world examples

induced from databases the dynamic cascading GS-SN-CI model can capture all the

conditionality that is available while simultaneously remaining tractable and limiting

insufficiency error.

The other major problem that was addressed, inducing the inference engine from

a database, is less problematic. In the context of their tradeoffs between accuracy and

tractability, many systems solve the induction problem in a satisfactory manner. With

the Synthetic Node Model, induction from a database is intrinsic to the driving algorithm.
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CHAPTER SIX

Prototype Synthetic Node Inference Engine
6.1 PREVIEW

This chapter describes a prototype implementation of the Synthetic Node

inference algorithm described in Chapter Four. First design decisions will be discussed

and the user interface described. Finally a list of the major functions and procedures is

provided with short descriptions of their functionality.

6.2 THE DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT

Early on it was decided that an object oriented approach would be used. There

were two fundamental reasons for this decision. First, by using objects it was possible to

write the program in a modular fashion. Modularity would facilitate the initial program

development and would make subsequent updates easier. It would also make it possible

to alter algorithms more easily or compare different ones. A modular approach would

also make it easier to make the substantial changes suggested in the topic on future

research directions in the last chapter.

The second major reason for using an object oriented approach was to make use

of some of the excellent commercially available programmers' toolkits. Using such

toolkits would make it possible to have a friendly user interface without having to

reinvent the wheel.

Given this constraint, and the additional desideratum that the inference engine run

on a personal computer, the decision was made to implement it in Turbo Pascal,

primarily because of the availability of the Object Professional toolkit. Object

Professional is an inexpensive collection of objects for handling user I/O, files, arrays,

strings, and so forth, and for developing menus and picklists.

The end result is that the finished product now has a sophisticated user interface

employing menus, picklists and dialog boxes, rather than using bare-bones "writeln" and

"readln" statements to get user supplied data. The disadvantage is lack of cross-platform
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portability. Although Turbo Pascal is an essentially ANSI compatible form of pascal, it

is still nowhere near as portable as C. The Object Professional toolkit, because of its use

of inline assembly code and other performance enhancement tricks, further restricts

portability. Indeed, unless the developers come out with compatible toolkits for other

platforms, any program written using Object Professional is limited to the IBM PC

compatible series of computers.

Of course, given the modularity of the program and the use of fairly simple

objects, it most likely could be translated to C and a corresponding C toolkit more easily

than be rewritten from scratch.

6.3 IMPLEMENTATION CHOICES AND SOME CONSEQUENCES

Certain decisions were made in the current implementation of this experimental

prototype of the Synthetic Node Inference algorithm. The two with major consequences

are the method used to encode symptoms and the algorithm for constructing synthetic

nodes.

In the light of the recent research on fuzzy logic discussed earlier, it was felt

highly desirable that symptoms be expressible in terms of fuzzy values. On the other

hand, it was necessary to minimize the complexity of this prototypical system so as not to

obscure the experimental results. The goal of the present project was not to create a

finished project but rather to establish that Synthetic Node inference is a useful

alternative to CI and GS inference. Accordingly a compromise was made. Instead of the

standard two value set {present, absent), the symptoms were allowed to have any of the

four values in the set {unknown, low, normal, high}.

To simplify the programming, it was decided to use three bits instead of two bits

to represent each symptom. Each actual symptom is assigned a triplet of virtual

symptoms. If the symptom's value is low, the first bit is set to binary one, if normal, the

second bit, and if high, the third bit. Only one bit out of the three can be set high at any

*
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one time. If all three are set to zero, this means the status of that symptom is unknown

(in other words, the organ has not been examined or the test performed).

The difference between virtual symptoms and actual symptoms can be confusing.

From the system's perspective, virtual symptoms are the only ones that matter. Virtual

symptoms are binary and have just two values, present and absent. The only thing

unusual about virtual symptoms are, first, that the members of the triplets have to be kept

together whenever a symptom is added to a synthetic node, and second, that only one

member of a triplet can be set to binary one. Otherwise the system treats the virtual

symptoms as if they were the real thing. Only when it presents the results to the user

does it translate them into actual symptoms. That is done for clarity. The user would be

confused if he were told that "low cholesterol," "normal cholesterol," and "high

cholesterol" were three different symptoms.

By assigning each bit one of the exponential powers of two and then adding

together the respective exponential powers of each bit that is set to one, a unique number

for each possible combination of virtual symptoms is obtained. This number is referred

to as the symptom combination number. It is used to identify the symptom configuration

of each patient's record. Thus it is possible to completely describe each patient with just

two numbers—the disease identification number and the symptom combination number.

This simplifies the creation of the array of patient records (there is one additional field to

indicate the number of times that particular disease and symptom configuration appears;

this permits the elimination of duplicate entries, thus compressing the file). It is possible

to perform boolean logic on the combination number to obtain bit masks of the

combination number; these are needed in some of the algorithms.

The disadvantage of this methodology is a limit of 31 virtual symptoms, meaning

ten actual symptoms. This is because a long integer (Turbo Pascal longint) is used to

encode the symptom combination number, and that number contains only 32 bits. To

expand the system's capability it would be necessary to construct a larger substitute
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integer type. This could easily be done with an array of bits, but it would necessitate also

constructing the necessary functions and procedures to manipulate it. Clearly this will

eventually have to be done if the engine is to move beyond the prototype stage.

The other consequential implementation decision was the choice of algorithm to

construct the synthetic nodes. Examining all possible combinations of symptoms to find

the optimal synthetic node structure would be impractical and thus a heuristic

approximation is required. Given the prototypical purpose of this research, it was

decided to employ an algorithm that would be "good enough" and at the same time

relatively simple to program.

A technique that might be referred to as the transitivity approximation was

chosen. The first stage is the same as in the binary cascading algorithm described in

Chapter Four. Recall that each four-valued symptom is represented as a triplet of two

valued virtual symptoms (e.g., in the mechanical process experiment discussed in

Chapter Seven, the nine actual symptoms are represented as 27 two-valued virtual

symptoms). In the transitivity approximation the first calculation is the ratio between the

actual and the expected probabilities for all possible pairs of virtual symptoms. Given n

virtual symptoms, this requires n * (n - 1)/2 operations. The pair with the highest ratio

and the associated members of their triplets are selected as the first six virtual symptoms

in the first node. Next transitivity is employed. In other words, if virtual symptoms S1

and S4 are dependent, and also S4 and S7, and S7 and S10, then the algorithm concludes

that all four virtual symptoms are dependent (as well as the members of their triplets).

This principle is used to fill the node. All possible pairings between symptoms already

included in the node and those not yet assigned to a node are examined, and the

unincluded member of the pair that forms the highest ratio is added to the node, together

with its triplet members. The next node is synthesized in a similar process from the

remaining symptoms. In this fashion a series of multi-ary nodes is created. Assuming k

virtual symptoms, there will be (n divk) nodes of size k, each with 2k sets of values, and
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possibly one additional smaller node containing the remaining symptoms. This last node,

if it exists, will contain (n modk) virtual symptoms and will have 20 modk) values.

This algorithm provides only a heuristic approximation to the optimal synthetic

node structure. One immediately foreseeable consequence is the possibility that some of

the engines with larger synthetic node sizes would actually perform worse than the SN2

engine. This is because the algorithm does not guarantee that the optimal pairings found

by the SN2 engine are preserved in larger sized engines. As the numerical results will

later show, this is particularly likely to happen with the SN3 engine, which frequently

disrupts pairings, partly because it constructs a large number of small nodes.

An alternative approach would have been to use the binary cascading algorithm

described previously, first constructing node pairs and then recursively applying the same

technique to construct nodes consisting of pairs of pairs, pairs of quads, and so forth.

This would have the advantage of not breaking up the original optimal pairings, which

sometimes does occur with the current algorithm. However, with such an approach,

given the maximum number of symptoms currently allowable, the prototype would be

limited to creating SN2, SN4 and SN8 engines. With experiments involving nine real

symptoms, it would be possible to compare only the SN2 and SN4 engines; the current

algorithm allows more convincing trend lines to be plotted by also comparing SN3 and

SN5 engines.

6.4 USER INTERFACE

When the user brings up the SNM Expert Adviser he is offered a horizontal menu

bar with the following five choices: Diagnose.Patient, AddPatient, Report, Modify, Quit.

Selection of the first choice initiates the diagnostic process and selection of the last

choice quits the program. The other three choices, when selected, offer drop down

menus of further choices. The complete menu structure is as follows (except that the

first level is displayed horizontally):

Diagnosepatient
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AddPatient

Add Diagnosed Patient
Add Undiagnosed Patient
Diagnose Undiagnosed Patient

Report
Browse Screen

All Diagnose
File Diagnose
Save Screen
Write Conditions
Write Nodes

Write Symptoms
Write Matrix

Modify
Add Condition

Add Symptom
Change First Minimum
Change Second Minimum
Change Third Minimum
Delete Condition

Delete Symptom
Rename Condition

Rename Symptom
Update Database

Quit

Selecting Diagnosepatient results in a list of symptoms. The user checks off the

ones the patient has, indicating, for example, whether cholesterol is low, normal or high.

If he does not know the value of a particular symptom he leaves it alone. After he is

through, he presses the ‘Enter-> key and the system computes a symptom combination

number from the symptoms he has selected. It then searches its database for records that

contain either this combination of symptoms or subsets of the combination that

correspond to the synthetic nodes. Then it computes the probability distribution for all

the diseases in the system given this combination of symptoms, sorts them and displays

the results. The type of inference it uses—either GS, SN, CI or a cascading

combination—depends on the quantity of data available, the maximum size of the

synthetic nodes and the values of the minimum cutoffs.

If he selects Add Diagnosed Patient, he is prompted for the diagnosis of the new

patient he wants to add to the system. Then he is presented with the same list of

symptoms as above and checks off whichever ones are relevant. The system then adds
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this new patient's record to its database. When the user is through adding patients to the

database, he is prompted to update the internal data structures. To do this he selects the

Update Database command from the Modify menu.

The two commands Add Undiagnosed Patient and Diagnose Undiagnosed Patient

are not implemented. If implemented, they would allow the user to add records for

patients whose final diagnosis he does not yet know, and then add the diagnosis later

when it is available.

The Report menu offers various choices to obtain information about the internal

functioning of the system. This information is primarily used for debugging and testing

purposes. The first choice is Browse Menu, and this simply allows the user to scroll the

screen so as to view data that may have scrolled past.

All Diagnose is the second choice from the Report menu. This generates a group

of files containing the probability distributions for all possible combinations of the

symptoms and single diseases the system knows about, based on the data in its database.

Clearly this operation is intractable for anything but the smallest sets of symptoms and

diseases. It was installed for debugging purposes.

File Diagnose is more useful. It allows the user to diagnose examples from a disk

file, thus eliminating the necessity of keying in the data manually. The input file has to

be named "FILEDIAG.IN" and must be an instance of the ACRec data object (described

below). Small auxiliary programs were written to load the data used for the experiments

described in the next chapters into the proper ACRec format.

Save Screen allows the user to save the current contents of the screen to a disk

file called "SCREEN." Again, this is primarily a debugging tool.

Write Conditions writes a list of the diseases the system knows about to the

screen. The word "Condition" is used as a more general substitute for the term

"Disease," so as to include the state of being healthy. Write Nodes lists the nodes and the
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symptoms which compose them. Write Symptoms lists the symptoms, and Write Matrix

lists some of the internal data structures.

The Modify menu choice offers the user the ability to customize the system. It

has ten menu commands. The first is Add Condition. This allows the patient to add

another disease to the system. When he selects this choice, he is prompted for the name

of the new disease he wishes to add. The system checks to be sure this name has not

already been entered into the system.

The second choice in the Modify menu is Add Symptom. Selection of this

command results in a prompt asking the user for the name of the new symptom to add to

the system. Only the "root" name of the system is added, for example "cholesterol;" the

system adds the three prefixes "low," "normal," and "high" automatically. Here too there

is a check to be sure the symptom is not already in the system.

The three commands Change First Minimum, Change Second Minimum and

Change Third Minimum allow the user to change the minimum cutoff values. These

cutoffs determine whether and when inference will cascade down from GS inference to

SN inference to CI inference. With a first cutoff of zero, inference will be performed

using the GS approach. If the first cutoff is set to "infinity" (actually, any number larger

than the total population in the database) and the second cutoff is set at zero, then SN

inference will occur. If both the first and second cutoffs are set to infinity and the third

cutoff is set at zero, then CI inference will occur. Intermediate values result in various

cascading effects depending on the number of examples in the database with the current

symptom combination. (Setting the third cutoff to a number other than zero results in no

update being performed for a particular symptom if the number of examples that contain

that symptom is below the cutoff.) It should be noted that the settings for GS and CI

inference, aside from being algorithmically correct, were verified by comparing output

samples with output created by dedicated GS and CI modules in earlier implementations

of the inference engine.
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The commands Delete Condition and Delete Symptom allow the user to delete

diseases and symptoms, respectively, from the system. Similarly, Rename Condition and

Rename Symptom allow the user to rename existing diseases or symptoms.

The last command in the Modify menu is Update Database. Invocation of this

command is required after adding new patients to the database or adding new diseases or

symptoms to the system, so that the system can update its internal data structures. When

it is invoked it asks the user to verify the maximum size of the synthetic nodes. This

allows the user to change the maximum node size if he desires.

The final command is Quit. This returns the user to the operating system.

6.5 THE SOFTWARE

The rest of this chapter will be devoted to describing the software engineering

aspects of the prototypical Synthetic Node inference engine. The Synthetic Node Expert

Adviser, version 1.0, is compiled from ten software modules or units (Appendix A). The

ten units have the following names:

SNMMAIN.PAS

SNMARRAY.PAS
SNMCONDT.PAS
SNMDIAG.PAS
SNMGET.PAS

SNMMENU.PAS
SNMMISC PAS
SNMPICK.PAS

SNMSCROL.PAS
SNMSEND.PAS

6.5.1 General Overview

The SNMMAIN module is the master controller. It calls all the units, either

directly or indirectly. All the user's instructions are handled through SNMMAIN. The

primary objects it calls directly are DiagoT from SNMDIAG and CondTableOT from

SNMCONDT. DiagoT is called when the user wants to add a new patient to the

permanent population database, update the permanent population arrays after adding such
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a new patient, or change the maximum synthetic node size. DiagoT is also involved

whenever the user wants to perform a diagnosis.

The various functions and procedures in the CondTableOT are normally called

indirectly by SNMMAIN via the DiagoT object. However, the main module does call

the CondTableOT methods directly for certain purposes such as adding new diseases or

symptoms to the system, or renaming or deleting diseases and symptoms. It also calls

them directly when the user changes the three minimum cutoffs or makes certain reports,

such as listing the diseases, symptoms or nodes in the system.

The SNMMAIN unit also initializes the ScrollScreenOT to form the main user

window and the menu system, but in general the rest of the objects are called by either

DiagoT or CondTableOT.

6.5.2 The SNMMAIN Module

The first task of this module is initialization. It initializes the main menu bar and

the help message line, by calling InitMenu and InitHelpline respectively, functions from

the SNMMENU unit. After drawing them on the screen it then initializes the main

window, calling InitCustomAndAlloc from the SNMSCROL unit. It then sets up various

options and draws the main window. Next it gets the CondTableOT object from the disk

file SNMDATA.CON if the file exists, else it initializes a new instance of the object.

Then after assigning a pointer, it then initializes the DiagoT object.

At this point it goes into a loop awaiting user commands, which are entered by

invoking options on the main menu. It keeps processing these commands until it receives

the "Quit" command, at which time it terminates the objects, stores the CondTableOT

object on disk, and then unloads itself, restoring the original screen.

6.5.3 The SNMARRAY Module

The SNMARRAY module contains array objects for both internal calculations

and for disk storage of the data used for calculations. Its objects are primitive structures

used by other modules.
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The Array1Bool0T object is a one dimensional boolean array used internally. It

stores the list of currently active symptoms. For example, when the user is entering a

new patient, he uses a picklist to denote which symptoms are present in the patient. The

information he enters is stored in this array and used to calculate conditional

probabilities.

Another object in this module is Array2IntOT, a two dimensional integer array.

Two instances of this object, DA2Int and SA2Int, are used in SNMDIAG; they store the

results of the search through the patient record database. The SA2Int stores information

for CI inference, and since this is both limited in size and invariant it is stored on disk in

the SNMDATA.A2I file and need only be changed when new patient records are added

to the system. The DA2Int stores the data extracted from the patient record database that

is necessary to implement the dynamic GS model. These data are changed every time the

database is searched, which occurs every time an inference is made, and therefore they

are not permanently stored on disk. Data for SN inference are also stored here, meaning

that they, too, change with each inference. However, it would be feasible to enlarge the

static SA2Int object to store all the SN data permanently in the same manner it stores the

CI data. The advantage of treating the SN data in the same manner as the GS data is that

it means there is effectively no limit to the size of synthetic nodes. The reason for the

difference is that the CI object stores all the data necessary to diagnose (using CI

inference) a patient with any possible combination of symptoms. In accordance with the

dynamic GS concept, the GS object only stores data for the current combination of

symptoms.

The column index of these arrays is the disease number, with zero being reserved

for total populations. In the SA2Int array, the zero row (the array indices start with zero)

contains the disease totals. The first row is for virtual symptom number one and contains

the total number of times this symptom appears in each disease. The second row

contains the total number of times that symptom does not appear in each disease. Recall
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that in this context virtual symptom number one is merely one third of a real symptom.

When it is true (set to one instead of zero), it means that actual symptom number one is

reading low. When virtual symptom number two is set to one, it means actual symptom

number one is reading normal. Since a symptom can be in only one state at a time, this

means only one out of every set of symptom triples can be one at any given time. Thus

row two, column one tabulates the number of times actual symptom number one is set to

either normal or high in disease number one whereas row one contains the number of

times it is set to low. The succeeding rows contain similar data for the rest of the

symptoms, and of course succeeding columns contain data for other diseases. The zero

columns contain the totals for each virtual symptom.

The DA2Int array object is organized in a similar fashion, with data for GS and

SN inference. However, here the data is valid only for one particular combination of

symptoms.

The ArrayCaseKecOT is an array of patient case records. Each patient record is a

special data structure that contains fields for the disease's identification number

(CondNum), the symptom combination's identification number (SympCombonum) and

the quantity (Num.ThisRec), which is the number of records with the same diagnosis and

constellation of symptoms. An instance of this data structure named ACRec is used to

store the records that contain the raw data for calculating probabilities (on disk they are

stored as SNMDATA.ACR). Another instance called InRec (disk file FILEDIAG.IN) is

used to store records used for diagnosis by file (as opposed to interactive diagnosis).

There is an structure called ArrayIdesRecCT which allows an interface with Ides,

the influence diagram expert system discussed in Chapter Three. This interface is

temporary and was inserted only for the purpose of comparative testing.

There are two "triangular arrays," or modified three dimensional arrays,

TriArray2IntOT and TriArray2RealOT. These are used for internal calculations in the

SNMCALC module. The first dimension is unused in the current implementation. The
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second dimension stores symptoms, and the third dimension (whose maximum size is the

same as the identifying number of its symptom) a paired symptom. The integer array

stores the total count of all possible symptom pairs in the total population (for n

symptoms, this comes out to ((n2 - n)/2) pairs), and the real array stores the ratio between

their actual frequency and the frequency that would be expected if they were independent

of each other. This ratio is used in SNMCALC to determine the composition of the

synthetic nodes.

The last array object is ArraySortRecCT. This is used by SNMDIAG to store the

final disease probabilities temporarily while they are being sorted so as to present the

user with the disease with the highest posterior probability first.

In general, the array objects contain methods to store and retrieve their contents,

and to increment and decrement each cell. Unfortunately, because they are based on an

Object Professional object, they have to be indexed by 16-bit words and thus their size is

limited to slightly less (because of overhead) than 64K cells in each of two dimensions

(the aforementioned triangular arrays are constructed on top of these two dimensional

primitives). Because of this DOS imposed limitation on the Object Professional array

objects, it was necessary to employ a clumsy hack in the ArrayCaseRecCT object in

order to increase the maximum number of patient records the system could store; the end

result is to slow the system down.

6.5.4 The SNMCONDT Module

The SNMCONDT module is the principal bookkeeping unit. It contains the

CondTableOT object, which stands for "Condition Table Object Type." This object

(stored on disk as SNMDATA.CON) contains both data and methods that are called

extensively by other units.

It maintains a record of the last disease (or "condition") number entered into the

system, as well as the last symptom number, the maximum synthetic node size, the first,

second and third minimim cutoffs, the number of synthetic nodes, and similar data. It
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contains an array of disease names and an array of symptom names. There is a symptom

index array called SympIndexA which contains, in sequence, all the symptoms found in

the first node, then the second node, and so forth. The symptom index array is indexed

by one of the fields of the node data array. The node data array, called NodeIDataA, is an

array of node data records. Each node data record contains two fields which store the

size of the node and where the node starts in Sympindex.A.

The function method GetComboNum is used to obtain the current symptom

combination. It calculates it based on the contents of the boolean array A1Bool which

contains the state of each virtual symptom. This array is normally set when the user

enters a patient's symptoms.

Two functions, GetConditionName and GetConditionNum, are mirror images of

each other. The first takes a disease identification number and returns the disease's actual

name. The second does the reverse. The function GetMaskNotComboNum returns a

mask that allows the identification of any symptom combination that contradicts the

current combination. This allows the tabulation of the number of times a virtual

symptom or combination of virtual symptoms does not occur in a particular disease,

information which is part of the input when calculating belief updates.

There is a function to return the symptom combination for a given node given a

set of symptoms, called GetNodeComboNum. This uses the information contained in the

NodeIDataRT array to determine the size of the node and where it starts in SympIndex.A,

the symptom index array, and then, assigning the symptoms numbers from one to k,

where k is the size of the node, it calculates the combination number of those symptoms.

This is not currently used.

GetNodeSize returns the size of a node. GetNodeStartPos returns the starting

position in SympIndexA of the node. GetPartialComboNum returns the correct symptom

combination number for that subset of the virtual symptoms that form a particular node.
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There are methods to return a symptom name given the symptom's identification

number and vice versa. Symptom names are composed of the root name such as

"cholesterol," supplied by the user, plus a prefix. The root names are each assigned a

"symptom name number." There are three prefixes: "low," "normal," and "high." The

root name plus one of the prefixes forms a virtual symptom. The function

GetSymptomName receives the symptom root name number and returns the root name,

while the function GetSympnameNumPromName reverses this, taking a root name and

returning the root name number. The function GetSymptomNum, on the other hand,

returns the number of the virtual symptom found in a given position of SympIndexA. It

should be emphasized that a symptom name number is not the same thing as a symptom

number; there are three times as many of the latter.

The function LegalComboNum evaluates whether a symptom combination

number is legal. A legal combination number is one that does not contain any

contradictory information, such as stating that actual symptom number one is both low

and high (i.e., that virtual symptoms one and three are both present). This function is not

currently used.

The procedure methods AddCondition and AddSymptom allow the user to add a

new disease and symptom, respectively, to the system. The procedures

ChangeFirstMinimum, ChangeSecondMinimum, and Change.ThirdMinimum allow the

user to set the first, second and third cutoffs. These cutoffs determine the minimum

number of examples in the training database containing a particular symptom

combination that must be present for inference to proceed at a particular level.

The two procedures DeleteCondition and DeleteSymptom allow the user to delete

a disease or symptom from the system. RenameCondition and RenameSymptom allow

the names of diseases or symptoms, respectively, to be changed. These basically work

by altering the name arrays. As currently implemented, if a symptom is deleted after the
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array file SNMDATA.DCR has been created the program may give erroneous results; the

deletion feature should only be used during the initial setup process.

MarkSymptoms is a method that allows the user to indicate which symptoms are

present. It calls the SymppickerOT object found in the SNMPICK unit to present the

user with a pick list of symptoms. Those that he marks are stored in the boolean array

A1Bool. The A1Bool array is accessed by GetCombonum. Load.A1Bool.Array directly

loads this boolean array with those symptoms that are designated by the symptom

combination number passed to it.

The method DisplayFesults displays the diseases ranked by probability and is

called by the SNMDIAG unit after inference has been performed. The three methods

WriteConditions, WriteNodes, and WriteSymptoms allow the user to obtain a list of

diseases, the composition of the nodes, and a list of symptoms. There are also various

miscellaneous methods for internal housekeeping chores. These involve such things as

changing data fields, setting an update flag, and writing and loading files from the disk.

6.5.5 The SNMDIAG Module

The SNMDIAG module contains the DiagoT object, which is used during the

diagnostic process. This module is the supervisory module of the diagnostic process and

calls the SNMCONDT and other units. It loads or initializes five major objects: ACRec,

the array that contain the raw data (patient records) used to calculate probabilities, the

previously discussed DA2Int and SA2Int arrays, which contain information extracted

from the ACRec, and the arrays DepPairsT2Real and PairTotalsT2Int which are used to

construct the synthetic nodes. In addition, when making diagnoses from a file of patient

records, it instantiates InRec, another instance of the patient record array. The unit also

manages pointers to other objects such as the CondTableP and MainWinP pointers.

The function GetFirstNodeBlement, called by MakeNodes, is used to find the first

element of a new node. It searches the remaining pairs of virtual symptoms and finds the

one with the highest ratio and returns it. GetNextNodeBlement returns succeeding
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members of the node. In both instances, MakeNodes adds not only the returned virtual

symptom but also the other two members of its triplet to the synthetic node.

The GetLikelihood1Ratio function calculates the belief update. It uses GS

inference if there are sufficient data to meet the first cutoff. From the DA2Int array

object it retrieves the number of instances in which the current symptom combination is

associated with the current disease, termed NumCivCond. The function uses this value

plus the values for the total number of instances with the current symptom combination

and the number of instances with the current symptom combination in which the

diagnosis is unknown to calculate NumCiv]NotCond, the number of instances that are not

the current disease in which the symptom combination occurs. It then calculates

NumTested.AndCond, which is the total number of times instances with the current

disease were examined for the current symptom combination; it is the sum of

NumGivoond and the number of times the symptom combination definitely does not

occur in the disease (in the rest of the examples with that disease, the status of the

symptom combination is unknown). Similarly Num'TestedNotCond is calculated, which

is the total number of times all diseases except the current disease were examined for the

current symptom combination.

After calculating these numbers, the function first uses them to decide whether to

default to GetLikelihood2Ratio, the method for performing SN inference. Reasons for

defaulting include a divide by zero condition or failure of the sum of NumCivCond and

NumGivnotCond to meet the minimum cutoff value set by the user for GS inference. If

it passes these hurdles, then the function calculates the belief update or likelihood ratio

from the standard odds-likelihood form of Bayes' equation previously discussed. The

likelihood ratio A is computed from the ratio of two probabilities as illustrated in the

following equivalent formulas:

X = p(SID)/p(Sl-D)
X = (NumGivCond/NumTested.AndCond) / (NumCiv]NotCond / NumTestedNotCond)
W = (NumCivCond * Num'TestedNotCond) / (NumTested.AndCond * NumCiv]NotCond)
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The next two functions, GetLikelihood.2Ratio and GetLikelihood3Ratio calculate

the SN and CI belief updates in analogous fashion. Their primary difference is that they

calculate and combine multiple updates, one for each node or symptom, respectively.

The functions GetNumCondition, GetNumSymptom, and GetNumsymptomPair

return the number of records in the ACRec database with the given disease, symptom, or

symptom pair, respectively. These values are extracted from the SA2Int and ACRec

array objects. GetPairPrior calculates the actual prior probability of the two symptoms

passed to it, using information stored in the PairTotalsT2Int array. Similarly,

GetSymptomPrior calculates the actual prior probability of a specified symptom, also

using data stored in PairTotalsT2Int.

AddOiagnosedPatient allows the user to add one or more additional examples to

the ACRec database. It checks to be sure the disease of the new example is one that the

system knows about, and then it puts up a pick list of symptoms that the user checks off.

CalculateNodes initializes the temporary triangular array of integers

PairTotalsT2Int and uses the ACRec data (stored in SNMDATA.DCR) to fill it with

symptom pair frequencies by calling FillPairTotalsArray. It then initializes the triangular

array of real numbers called DepPairsT2Real and has FillBeppairsArray fill it with the

ratio of the actual frequency of these symptom pairs to their expected frequency. Then it

calls MakeNodes to construct the synthetic nodes.

Diagnose is the procedure that handles user requests for diagnosis of individual

instances. It first calls MarkSymptoms from the CondTableOT object to prompt the user

to check off the patient's symptoms. It then updates the dynamic array DA2Int by calling

UpdateDynamic Data, so that DA2Int reflects the data for the specific symptom

combination the user has just stored in the boolean area with MarkSymptoms. Then it

initializes an instance of a special toolkit-supplied sorting array. It loops through all the

diseases in the system, for each one calling the GetProbability method to determine the

disease's posterior probability given the symptoms the user has selected. After the
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diseases are sorted in order of decreasing probability, it calls the DisplayResults method

from the CondTableOT object to display the results on the screen.

DiagnoseAllPossible is similar to Diagnose, except that instead of prompting the

user for symptoms, it has a loop that sequentially generates all possible symptom

combinations and marks the boolean array accordingly. It uses a construct called

"ThreeComboNum" to encode the symptom combination number so as to generate only

those symptom combinations that are legal (an illegal combination number is one where

an actual symptom has more than one of its virtual symptoms set to true). Obviously

DiagnoseAllPossible becomes intractable for large systems; it was written primarily for

debugging purposes.

DiagnoseFromFile is also similar to Diagnose except that it diagnoses patient

records from the InRec object (stored as the disk file FILEDIAG.IN) instead of examples

supplied interactively by the user. The output is stored on disk in a file whose filename

encodes the current node size and cutoff minimums. DiagnoseFromFile also contains a

temporary kludgy call to the IdesOT object that enables the system to insert into an

output file the Ides probabilities for these same patient records. This call was inserted for

experimental testing purposes and is not an integral part of the Synthetic Node Model.

The procedure FillBeppairsArray uses GetPairPrior and GetSymptomPrior to

calculate the actual to expected ratios for each possible virtual symptom pair and stores

these values in the triangular array DepPairsT2Real. GetPairPrior and GetSymptomPrior

get their information from the PairTotalsT2Int array, which is filled by the

FillPairTotalsArray by calling GetNumSymptom and GetNumSymptomPair.

The GetProbability procedure is called by Diagnose, DiagnoseAllPossible and

DiagnosePromFile. It is passed a disease and calculates its prior odds. It then calls

GetLikelihood1Ratio (which in turn calls GetLikelihood2Ratio if necessary) to obtain the

belief update and uses this to compute the posterior odds of the disease. It converts the
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posterior odds into posterior probability and then returns this value to the calling

procedure.

The MakeNodes method is called by CalculateNodes. It loops through alll the

virtual symptoms and calls GetFirstNodeElement and GetNextNodeBlement to select

them three at a time. Based on the user selected maximum node size, it successively

creates enough nodes to encompass all the symptoms. It stores the symptoms

sequentially in the CondTableOT object's SympIndexA and sets the start positions and

sizes in CondTable07's NodeIDataA.

The procedure UpdateDynamicData updates the DA2Int object based on the

current symptom combination. It obtains the necessary information from the ACRec file.

Similarly, UpdateStaticDataAndChangeNode updates the SA2Int object, also obtaining

the necessary information from the ACRec. The primary difference between them is that

the first is invoked automatically whenever a new set of symptoms is selected for

inference and its results are transient, whereas the second is called directly by the user,

normally only after making some change such as adding new symptoms to the system or

a new example to the ACRec database, and its results are stored on disk. However,

UpdateStaticDataAndChangeNode also prompts the user for a new maximum node size

and calls CalculateNodes to calculate the new set of nodes. Therefore it is also invoked

by the user whenever he wishes to change the maximum size of the nodes.

Finally, there are three procedures that allow the user to display part of the

contents of various arrays. These were primarily used for debugging purposes and thus

are rather crude and do not display the entirety of large arrays. They are WriteMatrix,

WriteTriArray and WriteTriArray Real.

6.5.6 The SNMGET Module

This is a very simple module that is derived from toolkit routines. It contains

three functions that prompt the user for a 12-character file name, a real number or a
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string, respectively. The functions screen out erroneous input, and one of them,

GetRealNum, requires that the input be between a minimum and a maximum value.

6.5.7 The SNMMENU Module

This module consists of a straightforward instantiation of the menu and help line

(small window used for help messages) objects from the toolkit. The two exported

functions are InitMenu and InitHelpLine, which are called to instantiate a menu and a

help line, respectively.

6.5.8. The SNMMISC Module

This module is basically a header file. It contains global constants. For example,

StandardColors is a set of screen colors to be applied to objects. Other constants set the

maximum length of user supplied strings, the maximum buffer size for the main window,

the maximum number of diseases and symptoms, the maximum array size, and so forth.

There are constants to specify DOS file names, such as the constant Array2IntFileStatic

which is assigned the value SNMDATA.A2I, the name of the SA2Int disk file. Types

are defined for the disease name array and the symptom name array. A global error

procedure is implemented here.

There are also several simple mathematical functions that are included in this

module in order to make them global; not all of them are used in the current

implementation of the SN engine. Typical examples of these functions include

CountNumSetBits, which determines the number of "1's" in a long integer,

GetBincomboFromTriCombo, which converts a "trinary" combination number into its

corresponding binary combination number, and GetTriComboFromBinCombo which

does the inverse. GetPowerQf Three and GetPowerOf Two are exponentiation functions

and respectively take the numbers three and two to the exponent which is passed to them.

6.5.9 The SNMPICK Module

This module contains the object SymppickerOT, which is a modification of the

pick list object found in the toolkit. The principal modification is a feature that treats
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triplets as a single unit. This automates part of the data entry procedure, saving the user

time but more importantly preventing the entry of contradictory information. For

example, if the user finds evidence that actual symptom #1 is low and enters this

information, the system denotes virtual symptom #1 (the first element of the triplet) as

being present and virtual symptoms #2 and #3 absent. If he later changes his mind and

checks the high value, all three virtual symptoms are automatically changed by the

system. All symptoms initially have none of their values (low, normal, high) checked

off, and this means their status is unknown. The user can always revert to this unknown

status by removing the check mark from whichever value is checked.

6.5.10 The SNMSCROL Module

This module contains one object, ScrollScreenOT, which is a modification of a

toolkit object called MemoFile. Memofile is a rudimentary word processor, and its

ScrollScreen derivative is used here as the main window of the program, onto which the

results of the diagnostic process are written and displayed. The principal addition made

with ScrollScreenOT is the method AppendString, which can be called by other units to

write an entire string to the ScrollScreen buffer.

6.5.11 The SNMSEND Module

The SNMSEND module contains the object MessageWindowOT which is a

derivative of the toolkit object CommandWindow. When the procedure SendMessage is

called, MessageWindowOT causes a special window to pop up on the screen which

displays whatever string was passed to SendMessage. This is used for error messages.

6.5.12 Auxiliary Programs

There are a few other modules that are not an intrinsic part of SNM Expert

Adviser but which were specially created to manipulate the data used in the experimental

portion of this project. For example, SNDIAM translates George Diamond's data (used

in the second set of experiments, described in Chapter Eight) from the original format

into binary ones and zeros. SNTRAND then reads this data into an ACRec file.
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SNTRANSL similarly reads the simulated mechanical engineering data (used in the

experiments described in Chapter Seven) into an ACRec file. These both translate

patient records from white-space delineated ASCII files to the ACRec file format (stored

in the files SNMDATA.ACR and FILEDIAG.IN, depending on what they are used for),

thus allowing large amounts of data to be entered into the system without requiring it to

be keyed in manually.

6.6 SUMMARY

In this chapter the features of the current implementation of a prototypical

Synthetic Node model inference engine that was built to test the concepts presented in

Chapter Four have been described. Certain design decisions that were made have been

discussed and the major software components have been described, including, in a

general fashion, the way that they interact with each other. In the next two chapters the

results obtained from applying this inference engine to two dissimilar domains will be

discussed.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

An Experiment in Mechanical Process Diagnosis
7.1 PREVIEW

In this chapter the Synthetic Node model will be applied to an application

involving the diagnosis of mechanical process states. One advantage of this particular

application for the analysis is that it permits a comparison of the results with those

obtained from an influence diagram-derived inference engine.

The chapter begins by describing the data. The effect on the SN model's accuracy

of varying the size of the synthetic nodes is examined by employing a screening test.

After determining the optimal node size, hybrid models are developed by varying two

other parameters. Finally, after having determined a near-optimal configuration of these

three parameters through the screening test, the performance of the inference engine is

examined in detail.

7.2 DATA DESCRIPTION AND PREPARATION

The data for this experiment are derived from a set of eight belief networks that

were developed by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), Sargent & Lundy

Engineers, and Alice Agogino's UC Berkeley Expert Systems Technology Laboratory to

model the causes of heat rate degradation in the feedwater heater of fossil fuel electric

power plants [Kim, 1991; Kim, 1992]. The prior and conditional probability

assignments were obtained from a combination of online maintenance data and the

experience of domain experts.

The "diseases" in this application were actually eight mutually exclusive

feedwater heater failure modes. These comprised non-condensible gases in the shell side,

tube leaks, tube blockage, tubes fouled internally, excessive venting, baffle leak, heater

Out of service and broken baffles. There were nine sensors that constituted the

"symptoms." The symptoms consisted of turbine extraction pressure, heater shell
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pressure, inlet pressure, outlet pressure, drain temperature, inlet temperature, outlet

temperature, saturated steam temperature and heater level.

As originally supplied, there were eight separate influence diagrams, one for each

of the eight possible failure modes (see Appendix B). Each diagram had between six and

eight symptom nodes plus a single disease node. Each sensor had three possible states:

low, normal and high. The prior probabilities of the diseases ranged from 0.01 to 0.03;

there was a probability of 0.87 that no disease would occur.

In their original state, these eight influence diagrams were not suitable. Singly,

they were too simple, as each one only offered the possibility of distinguishing between

two diagnostic states—wellness and a single disease. However, since the failure modes

were assumed to be mutually exclusive, it was possible to combine them into a composite

influence diagram. This resulted in a system with nine triple-valued symptoms and nine

diagnostic states (eight failure modes plus no failure). Figure 7.1 illustrates the resulting

influence diagram.

Nine three-valued symptoms form 19,683 possible combinations, meaning that

this system has a complexity exceeding that of a system with fourteen two-valued

symptoms (its actual implementation in the prototype engine requires the use of 27 two

valued symptoms). All told, there are 177,147 possible combinations of disease and

symptom states. The prior probabilities of the eight mutually exclusive disease states

range from 0.01 to 0.03, with 0.87 being the prior probability of no disease. The

associated probability distribution table for the combined network contains 177 lines,

each with three conditional probability assignments for the symptom nodes plus a final

line with nine assignments for the disease node (Appendix C).

However, the SN model depends on a database of performance records containing

instances of the state of the system both when it has failed and when it is working. Since

such a database was not available for this application, it was necessary to generate a set

of simulated performance records. A fortran program written by a former graduate
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student, Ming-Lei Tseng, was available to generate such records. This program took as

input probability distribution tables and stochastically generated simulated patient

records as output. Wanting to modify this program but not being conversant with

fortran, the author used it as a model for an analogous pascal program (Appendix D). In

the modified version, instead of using a random number generator to specify both

diagnosis and associated symptoms, the diagnosis was specified in advance and then a

probabilistically-biased random pattern of symptoms was generated. This modification

made it possible to ensure that the disease priors were consistent with the priors provided

by the experts, which ranged from 0.01 to 0.03 as mentioned previously.

The pascal simulator was compiled using Turbo Pascal 5.5 running under

MSDOS 4.01 on an Intel 386SX based microcomputer. A training set of 10,000

simulated examples of the mechanical process state was generated with a random number

seed of ten. A separate set of 5,000 test examples was generated with a seed of five. As

a crude verification that the simulator was a functional copy (except for specifying the

disease priors) of the original fortran program, 5,000 examples were also generated by

the original fortran simulator, and a belief network inference engine was initialized with

the generating network to diagnose both sets and compare the results.

The Ides inference engine discussed in Chapter Three was used to make this

comparison, as well as later comparisons involving different test engines. To facilitate

these comparisons, all the 19,683 possible combinations of the nine triple-valued

symptoms from the combined network were run through Ides, which was initialized with

the composite influence diagram, and a file called IDES.SRT was prepared which

contained the probability distribution for each of the nine diagnoses (eight failure modes

plus no failure) for each possible combination of symptoms. By indexing this file it was

possible to find the Ides assigned probability for any particular diagnosis given any

combination of sensor readings.
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Using this methodology, the 5,000 test examples were compared with the 5,000

generated by the fortran program. The average probability and variance assigned to the

diagnoses by Ides were of the same order of magnitude for both sets (0.844 and 0.062

versus 0.841 and 0.065, respectively; the differences were somewhat larger if only

diseased examples were considered).

After training the SN inference engine with the 10,000 training examples, the

5,000 test examples were evaluated by the SN inference engine in various configurations,

including CI and GS emulation modes. The same 5000 examples were also run through

Ides, using the above described combined network. Finally the system was "retrained"

with the 5,000 test examples which were then reevaluated in GS emulation mode. This

latter procedure resulted in perfect probability assignments, the results that would have

been obtained through the ultimate GS engine (UGS), a GS engine supplied with infinite

data. (GS engines do not have dependency error, and by simulating infinite data

insufficiency error was eliminated.)

7.3 RESULTS

Spiegelhalter and others have written on the topic of evaluating and comparing

inference engines [Yates, 1982; Spiegelhalter, 1986a; Spiegelhalter, 1986b;

Spiegelhalter, 1989b]. To evaluate a system for making predictions, which is what an

expert engine does, requires two measures: discrimination and calibration.

Discrimination is the ability to make the correct prediction. Calibration is a reflection of

the accuracy of the probability associated with a prediction or series of predictions. That

is, "if a probability of 0.9 is given to each of a series of events, then about 90 per cent of

those events should actually occur" [Spiegelhalter, 1986b).

Each measure has its limitations. An expert system or forecaster that paid no

attention to symptoms and merely assigned to each disease its prior probability would be

"calibrated but not particularly informative" [Spiegelhalter, 1986b). What is normally

expected of an expert system is to make predictions based on the current evidence, a
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capability that is reflected in the discrimination measure. However, the ability to

discriminate without regard to calibration also has its limitations. An improperly

calibrated system may be able to make useful predictions in individual instances, but its

aggregate results will be distorted. Such distortion is a problem if decision theory is to

be incorporated into the system since the essence of decision theory is to optimize a

series of decisions over time.

To screen the various configurations of the SN model, a metric termed the

absolute difference in probability from the UGS (ADPU) was devised. This metric refers

to the absolute difference in the probability assignments given to the correct diagnosis of

a particular example by the UGS engine and by the test engine. Although this is

primarily a measure of calibration, it is felt to be a useful screening tool because the UGS

engine by first principles is not only perfectly calibrated but also maximally

discriminative.

The effects of varying the parameters of maximum synthetic node size and the

first and second cutoffs were evaluated using this screening metric. The maximum

synthetic node size was allowed to range from two through five to create four different

SN engines (Appendix E); the SN5 engine is illustrated in Figure 7.2. The first cutoff

was varied from zero (producing the GS engine) through 100 and the second cutoff from

zero through 1000.

After establishing optimal values for the three parameters listed above, additional

tests were then performed on representative engines, including the number of correct

diagnoses which is a pure measure of discrimination. The 4350 examples with no

disease and the 650 examples with one of the eight diseases were analyzed both

separately and jointly to evaluate the effect of low versus high prior probability.

7.3.1 The Pure SN Model

The pure SN model is implemented by setting the first cutoff to infinity (that is,

any number greater than the number of records in the database) and the second cutoff to
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zero. The first cutoff determines the minimum permissible number of patient records for

GS inference; less than this minimum and inference defaults to the SN stage. The second

cutoff similarly separates the SN and CI stages.

Figure 7.3 summarizes the results of plotting the average ADPU error against

node size, beginning with the CI engine. It is obvious that the error decreases as the node

size increases. All four synthetic node engines, as well as the GS engine and Ides,

perform better than the CI model for both low probability events (the diseased states,

with prior probabilities of 0.01 to 0.03) and high probability events (no disease, 0.87

prior probability). Not surprisingly, Ides performs the best. Since Ides uses the same

network that was used to generate the data, presumably the only reason its error is not

zero is that the sample size was too small.

Insufficiency error is the likely explanation for the poor performance of the GS

model as compared to Ides. Nine triple-valued symptoms produce 19,683 unique

combinations, but there were only 10,000 records in the learning sample. In addition

these 10,000 records actually contained only 941 different combinations; the rest were

repeats. As a result, not only were the denominators extremely small for most potential

combinations, but for 18,742 potential combinations there was no data available at all,

requiring the system to omit the update and pass the prior probability of the disease

forward as the posterior probabillity.

In passing, it should be noted that choosing only 10,000 examples for the learning

sample is not unrealistic. It is impossible to guarantee adequate data for every possible

combination in a realistic system. Even with only nine symptoms, choosing a learning

sample of 19,683 records—or even 100,000—would not have guaranteed that every

combination would have had even one instance, since the different combinations are not

equally likely.

In Figure 7.3 there is the anticipated small blip corresponding to the SN3 engine,

due to the non-optimizing transitivity approximation node construction algorithm used in
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the prototype. This algorithm finds a global error minimum for a maximum node size of

two but for larger nodes only finds local minima. In the SN3 engine it broke up one of

the four optimal pairings it found for the SN2 engine.

7.3.2 The Cascading SN-CI Model

The SN5 engine performed better overall than the other SN engines and it will be

used to construct various hybrid cascading engines (Appendix F also includes data for

SN2 and SN4 hybrid engines). The hybrid engines are constructed by changing the

values of the cutoffs. The first hybrid engine to be examined is the SN5-CI model. This

is created by setting the first cutoff to infinity and the second cutoff to some number

larger than zero but smaller than the total number of example records in the database.

Figure 7.4 plots the average ADPU of the SN5 engine as the second cutoff is

increased from 0 to 1000. Interestingly, however, there is no dramatic improvement in

accuracy. The average ADPU for healthy examples, diseased examples and all examples

are 0.047, 0.197 and 0.066 respectively, for the simple SN5 engine with a zero second

cutoff. The best average ADPU's are only 0.047, 0.181 and 0.066, with cutoffs of zero,

five, and zero (or five or ten) for the three groups. On the other hand, as the cutoff

reaches 500, the performance essentially reverts to that of the CI model.

This suggests that the overall benefit of using such a cutoff is minimal, although

it is greatest for low probability events. Intuitively, however, it should help decrease the

chance of error when symptom combinations occur that are extremely rare. Accordingly,

somewhat arbitrarily, a cutoff of ten will be used in the next series of comparisons.

7.3.3 The Cascading GS-SN-CI Model

The next experiment involves adjusting the first cutoff, the border between the

GS and SN models, so as to have a dynamically adjustable GS-SN5-CI hybrid.

Theoretically this should improve the accuracy of the inference engine, creating a system

that performs better than the GS model. Figure 7.5 shows the average ADPU when using

the SN5 engine with the second cutoff set at ten and the first cutoff varying from zero
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(the pure GS model, plotted third from the right for consistency with earlier figures) to

100.

It is clear that despite improvement over the CI model, the overall performance of

the cascading GS-SN-CI model is about the same as the GS model. However, for low

probability events the hybrid model is significantly better. Interestingly, using a second

cutoff of zero, which produces a GS-SN5 engine, would result in slightly improved

performance for high probability events, but at the expense of less improvement in low

probability events (Appendix F).

7.4 COMPREHENSIVE ANALYSIS

By permuting the values of the first and second cutoffs between zero, ten and

infinity, it is possible to create seven different types of inference engines. Besides the CI

and GS engines, these include the SN5, the SN5-CI, the GS-SN5, the GS-SN5-CI, and

the GS-CI engines. In this section the performance of these engines will be extensively

compared with each other and with Ides and the UGS engine.

Figure 7.6 is a plot of the average ADPU error for all these engines. The overall

error for the CI engine is 0.104 and for the standard GS engine 0.059; all the SN5

engines have a lower average error than the CI engine. The SN5 and SN5-CI engines

achieve an overall error rate of 0.066, while the GS-SN5 and GS-SN5-CI engines equal

the performance of the GS engine with error rates of 0.059 and 0.058, respectively.

However, when it comes to low probability events, the hybrid engines outperform not

only the CI engine but also the GS engine. The CI error rate for low probability events is

0.265, that of the GS engine is 0.190; the GS-SN5-CI engine achieves an error rate of

0.150.

A lower average error would be of dubious value if the variance of the error were

too large. The variance of the ADPU error is illustrated in Figure 7.7. It is evident that

the SN5 engines all have lower error variance than the CI engine, and usually also lower

than the GS engine, thus suggesting more uniform performance.
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The relative advantage of the SN5 hybrid engines over both the GS and CI

engines for low probability events is also evident in the actual number of correct

diagnoses (defined as assigning the highest probability to the correct diagnosis), as can be

seen in Figure 7.8. Although these lines are fairly flat, there are subtle differences which

can best be appreciated numerically. The maximum possible accuracy, defined by the

UGS engine, is 4608 correct diagnoses, including 293 diagnoses of diseased examples.

The CI engine correctly diagnosed a total of 4324 examples, but only 70 of these were

low probability events. The GS engine diagnosed 4475 instances, 185 being low

probability events. The numbers vary for the SN5 engines, but the simple SN5 engine

diagnosed 4462 events including 239 low probability ones, and the GS-SN5 engine

diagnosed 4492 events, of which 198 were rare events. Ides diagnosed 4511 instances

correctly, including 198 rare events.

The apparent advantage of the SN5 engines over the GS engine in diagnosing rare

events should not be surprising. It is rare events, after all, that suffer the greatest from

insufficiency error. If confirmed by future experiments, this finding will be of particular

significance for medical diagnosis, as it is in the diagnosis of rare events that physicians

will benefit most from assistance.

Another measure of interest in evaluating expert systems is the sum of the

probabilities of all possible diagnoses. If, as has been assumed to be true in this example,

the diagnoses are mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive, then their probabilities

should sum to unity. Figure 7.9 plots the average sum of the probabilities of the nine

possible diagnoses, and Figure 7.10 plots the variance.

Inspection of these graphs reveals that only Ides, the GS engine and the UGS

engine achieve the desired standard. For the other engines the error is minimal and fairly

uniform for high frequency events. On the other hand, for rare events it varies widely. It

is worst for the CI model and hybrid models containing a CI stage. This corresponds to

what would be expected, since the CI model ignores dependencies. In effect the CI
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model would treat two measures of the same symptom as two separate symptoms and

double the update function. The variance plots in Figure 7.10 also show the same trend,

except that there the GS-SN5 engine is clearly the best alternative to Ides and the two GS

engines.

Thus both the CI model and the SN models assign at least one diagnosis, and

maybe all of them, an excessive probability. The likely reason for that is that they all, to

a greater or lesser extent, suffer from dependency error. Dependency error, as mentioned

previously, is normally greatest in the CI model, but it also exists in the SN5 engine. The

probabilities could be normalized, but it is not clear at this point that an across-the-board

normalization would improve accuracy. Some probabilities will have been calculated

with one synthetic node update and a series of single symptom updates, because the

second node did not have enough data to qualify for the cutoff and so the inference

engine defaulted to CI inference. In such a situation, should a hypothetical normalization

be proportioned differently to the different types of updates?

The next two graphs should be interpreted in light of this absence of

normalization. Figure 7.11 is a plot of the average probability assigned to the correct

diagnosis by each of the inference engines. Ideally, one would like a probability of unity

to be assigned to the correct diagnosis and zero to all others. In the real world this will

be rare, as most symptoms or symptom combinations are shared by more than one

disease (that is, they are not pathognomonic). However, barring normalization artifacts,

an inference engine that produces a higher average probability for the correct diagnosis is

probably better than one that produces a lower average. That is, it is likely to score

higher on tests of discrimination such as the total number of correct diagnoses. A

probability as accurate as possible, however, is necessary for the system to score well on

calibration tests such as the average ADPU error.

Assuming that a high probability for the correct diagnosis is desirable, Figure

7.11 demonstrates that the UGS engine does the best. The composite engines show a
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modest improvement over the CI model, and Ides an even more modest improvement

over the composites. The composites tend to do slightly better than either the GS model

or Ides for low probability events. The GS model does better for high probability events,

but Ides does better overall. The range of probabilities, or variance, appears to be

greatest for low probability events diagnosed with the various SN5 engines, as Figure

7.12 shows. For low probability events, oddly enough, the UGS engine has the highest

variance.

7.5 CONCLUSIONS

Another experiment will be reported in the next chapter before the final

conclusions are discussed. However, several observations can be made at this time,

although the reader should be forewarned that they will be qualified somewhat in the

next chapter.

First of all, the evidence from this experiment shows that the SN inference engine

can provide a clear improvement in accuracy over the CI engine (Figures 7.3, 7.6, 7.8).

This is just as true of the pure SN and the SN-CI engines as it is of the GS-SN and GS

SN-CI versions. Since the SN (and by extension the SN-CI) model has been shown to

consume system resources on the same order as a pure CI engine, this means that the SN

model may provide a more accurate alternative to the CI engine, one that is tractable

even for applications involving large domains. This experiment also suggests that the

SN-CI engine can be fine-tuned to deliver performance very close to that of the

traditional database induced GS engine, while still maintaining the computational

simplicity of the CI engine (Figure 7.4).

From first principles, if the dynamic approach to overcoming the tractability

problems of the GS model is feasible, it should be possible to create a hybrid cascading

GS-SN or GS-SN-CI engine that would exceed the accuracy of the standard data induced

GS engine, particularly for rare probability events. The results of this experiment

support this hypothesis. The hybrid models performed better than the GS engine in
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diagnosing rare events, closely approximating the accuracy of the Ides engine, an

example of a belief network system (Figures 7.6, 7.8).

The theoretical reason that the cascading GS-SN-CI model outperforms the data

induced GS model is because it reduces the impact of insufficiency error. The GS model

remains the gold standard, and given infinite data it would perform with impeccable

accuracy. The GS-SN-CI hybrid is a heuristic effort to compensate for finite data. And

in fact, given infinite data, the GS-SN-CI model would be equivalent to the GS model, as

inference would always be performed at the GS level and never default to the lower

levels. However, infinite data is not only unavailable, but were it available it would

cause even the cascading GS model to become intractable.

In summary, in this chapter the possible utility of the Synthetic Node model has

been demonstrated by applying it to an actual ongoing research project in mechanical

process diagnosis and demonstrating that the SN model can outperform two archetypal

models, the database induced CI and GS engines. In the next chapter the SN model will

be applied to a medical database.
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Figure 7.1. GS version of consolidated feedwater heater network.

Figure 7.2. SN5 version of consolidated feedwater heater network.
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Figure 7.3. Average ADPU error as a function of maximum synthetic node size.
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Figure 7.8. Number of correct diagnoses.
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Figure 7.9. Average sum of probabilities of all diagnoses.
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Figure 7.10. Variance of sum of probabilities of all diagnoses.
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Figure 7.11. Average probability of correct diagnosis.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

An Experiment in Medical Diagnosis
8.1 PREVIEW

In this chapter the results of applying synthetic node inference to the medical

domain of cardiology are examined. The conclusions from this experiment are not as

clearcut as those presented in the previous chapter. The limitations of the data that are

thought to be responsible for this ambiguity are discussed and some additional

experiments are performed to confirm the suggested explanation. In addition, the cause

of the SN3 anomaly that appears both in this and the previous experiment is examined.

8.2 DATA DESCRIPTION

The database employed in this experiment was obtained from George Diamond,

M.D., a cardiologist affiliated with UCLA who has published several papers on the same

data in a different context [Diamond, 1979; Diamond, 1983]. As received the data

consists of a machine readable database containing information on 7465 patients. These

are patients who were evaluated for coronary artery disease (CAD). The records contain,

in abbreviated tabular form, the results of various clinical investigations and tests that

would help the physician determine whether or not CAD is present. In many of these

patients this diagnosis was not established with certainty. The reason is that the only true

gold standard test to exclude coronary artery disease is coronary angiography, an

invasive procedure that was performed on only 1477 patients.

Of the 1477 patients who did have angiography, 185 had no coronary artery

disease. Single vessel disease was present in 224 and two vessel disease in 339. The

other 729 patients had three vessels involved. As for the other 5988 patients who did not

have angiography, those who were unfortunate enough to have had a myocardial

infarction (heart attack) could be assigned a definite diagnosis of CAD. However, there

was no method other than angiography to exclude the diagnosis, and thus many patients'
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diagnoses remained uncertain. Coronary artery disease was the only disease in the

database—no alternative explanation for the patients' symptoms was recorded.

The data make reference to a probability of having CAD in those patients who do

not have a definite diagnosis, based on the findings present. This probabilistic diagnostic

assignment was not included with the data. Since 1477 patients is a rather small number

with which to both train and test an inference engine, some method to increase the

diagnosed portion of the population was sought. Accordingly, following written and

telephone communication with Dr. Diamond, certain criteria to be described below were

established as a reasonable basis for experimental purposes to either diagnose or exclude

the diagnosis of CAD in those patients.

In the data, each patient record is described by 17 numbers (designated XX1

through XX35; there are gaps in the sequence). The first number is an identification

number. Then comes a number (XX2) indicating whether the diagnosis was established

categorically (via angiography or a clinical event such as myocardial infarction) or

probabilistically (but the actual probability is not included). The third entry (XX3)

represents the individual's age and the fourth (XX4) his or her sex.

The next number (XX8) indicates whether the patient has angina (chest pain).

Elevated cholesterol (XX10), smoking (XX11), and elevated glucose (XX12) are the risk

factors recorded by the next three numbers. Then come abnormal resting EKG (XX13),

the peak pulse or heart rate attained during exercise (XX16), and whether or not

symptoms (angina equivalents) occur during exercise (XX18). The following two

numbers (XX20, XX21) record characteristics of the electrocardiogram.

Next come fluoroscopy results (XX24) and then two numbers (XX31, XX32)

describing results of a thallium scan. The last number (XX35) represents the results of

angiography.

Nine pieces of evidence were selected to use as symptoms for inference purposes.

These were age (XX3), sex (XX4), angina (XX8), elevated cholesterol (XX10), smoking
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(XX11), elevated glucose (XX12), resting EKG (XX13), peak pulse (XX16), and

miscellaneous exercise symptoms (XX18). Some of the symptoms, namely sex, elevated

glucose, smoking and exercise symptoms, were already discretized and reported in the

data as merely present, absent or unknown. Others had to be discretized. After

discussing the matter with Dr. Diamond, the author set cutoff points for the other five, so

as to discretize each symptom into one of two known states—either present or absent,

normal or elevated, or low or normal, as appropriate. The symptoms were also allowed

to be unknown, thus allowing a total of three possible states. These three states were

mapped onto the four states (low, normal, high and unknown) of the SN inference

engine.

At Dr. Diamond's suggestion, age (XX3) was separated into those under 55 and

those 55 and older. Angina (XX8) was considered present if it had been scored as four

(typical), absent if scored as one or two (asymptomatic and non-anginal chest discomfort,

respectively), and otherwise indeterminate (atypical angina or missing data). Cholesterol

(XX10) was considered abnormal if at least 220.

The resting EKG (XX13) was already discretized as either normal, abnormal,

equivocal or unknown. The equivocal diagnoses were merged with the unknown ones.

Peak exercise heart rate (XX16) was considered abnormal if less than 150.

To increase the number of diagnosed patients, the remaining symptoms were used

to build up an "index of suspicion." This index was initially set at zero and incremented

by one each time either of the following two findings were present: ST segment

depression (XX20) of at least one millimeter combined with horizontal or downsloping

ST segment slope (XX21), or at least one calcified coronary artery by fluoroscopy

(XX24).

Patients were considered healthy if they had negative angiography or if their

group number (XX2) was one (meaning Dr. Diamond had not made a clinical diagnosis),

the suspicion index was zero, and at least one of the two thallium scan values was normal
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(XX31, "normal exercise/rest or redistribution;" XX32, no hypoperfusion). It is likely

that the portion of this group that did not undergo angiography includes patients with

early CAD that was not far enough progressed to produce symptoms.

Patients with positive angiography naturally were included among the diseased

group. Also included in this group were those who did not have angiography but were

classified in Dr. Diamond's group two (XX2). A telephone conversation with Dr.

Diamond confirmed that the only way a patient could definitely be diagnosed as not

having CAD was through angiography. Since these patients had been considered to have

a definite diagnosis and had not had angiography, they therefore must have had CAD

diagnosed by some other definitive means such as a confirmed myocardial infarction.

By these extended criteria it was possible to place a total of 4316 patients into

either the healthy or CAD categories. The remaining 3148 borderline patients were

discarded. It should be reemphasized, however, that the accuracy of the assignment of

health to some of the patients in that category is doubtful. A further confounding fact is

that CAD is a progressive, variable disease. Even teenagers may show signs of early

CAD. Therefore any effort at discretization, even angiography, is somewhat arbitrary.

These facts may have some bearing on the results of the experiments.

Of the 4316 patients, 1053 were considered healthy and 3263 diseased. The next

step was to divide the data into two groups, one set to train the engine and a separate set

for testing purposes. This was done by selecting every fourth patient record for testing

purposes, leaving 3237 training records and 1079 records for testing purposes. The 3237

training records contained 699 different combinations of symptoms and disease

diagnosis, the rest being duplicates. The 1079 test records contained 389 different

combinations. Since there were two disease conditions (CAD and healthy) and nine

symptoms, each with one of three possible values (present, absent and unknown, loosely

speaking), this means that there are potentially 39,366 different combinations. Thus

insufficiency error would be expected to be significant. (It should be remarked that the
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symptoms in this experiment differ from those in the previous experiment. In that one,

the symptoms also had three values, but those values represented three known states; in

this one they represent two known states plus the condition of being unknown. This

makes the comparison of the sufficiency of the data in the two experiments problematic.)

8.3 RESULTS

The 3237 training records were used to create four synthetic node inference

engines as well as CI and GS engines. The four SN engines had maximum node sizes of

two, three, four and five symptoms, respectively. Figure 8.1 shows the SN2 engine and

the CI, GS and SN5 engines were shown in Figures 4.1 through 4.3 (Appendix G

contains the others).

The SN2 engine has five nodes consisting of the following symptom sets:

{cholesterol, glucose), (angina, exercise.}, {age, pulse), (sex, smoking}, and

{electrocardiogram). The SN3 engine was constructed of three nodes: {cholesterol,

glucose, exercise.}, {age, smoking, pulse), and {sex, angina, electrocardiogram). The

SN4 engine consisted of the nodes: {angina, cholesterol, glucose, exercise.}, {age,

smoking, electrocardiogram, pulse) and (sex}. Finally, the SN5 engine had two nodes:

{angina, cholesterol, glucose, electrocardiogram, exercise.} and {age, sex, smoking,

pulse).

It should be noted that the associations made by the SN2 engine are plausible

from a clinical medicine perspective. In the SN3 engine the heuristic node construction

algorithm only maintained two of these four pairs; some of the resulting new associations

do not seem nearly as plausible as do the ones made by the SN2 engine. This may be

another example of a local minimum supplanting the global minimum. Similarly, the

SN4 engine only contains three of the original four pairs. Only in the SN5 engine are the

four optimal pairings maintained. It would therefore be expected that the SN2 and SN5

engines would perform best.
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As in the experiments discussed in the last chapter, the test data set was employed

to construct an ultimate gold standard engine for comparison purposes and the average

ADPU error was employed to screen various configurations of the SN model. Recall that

the ADPU error is the absolute difference between the probability assigned to the correct

diagnosis by the UGS engine and that assigned by the test engine. The performance of

certain configurations selected by the screening test will then be examined in detail.

Since only two diagnoses are available in this application, it will not be possible

to distinguish between low probability events and high probability events. Taking the

training and test data as a whole, the prior probability of CAD is about 0.76, with 0.24

being the prior probability of being healthy.

Figure 8.2 is a graph of the average ADPU plotted against maximum synthetic

node size. Several things are interesting about this figure, particularly as contrasted with

the feedwater heater experiments. Most remarkable is that the CI inference engine

actually outperforms the GS engine. Not only is the average ADPU of the CI engine

only 0.127 as contrasted to 0.138 of the GS engine, but the CI engine correctly diagnosed

836 of the 1079 patients, compared to only 821 patients by the GS engine. Using the

UGS as a measure, a maximum of 881 patients were potentially diagnosable.

In terms of average ADPU or calibration, the CI engine did better than the four

SN engines as well as better than the GS engine. The SN2 engine came closest to the CI

engine, with an average ADPU of 0.128, and the SN5 engine was next, with a 0.130

average ADPU error. As far as discrimination is concerned, both of these SN engines

slightly outdiagnosed the CI engine, getting 838 and 837 patients' diagnoses correct,

respectively. On the other hand, the SN3 engine performed worse than not only the CI

engine but also the GS engine. Its average ADPU was 0.148 and it correctly diagnosed

only 817 patients. The SN4 engine's performance was worse than that of the CI engine

but still better than that of the GS engine. On the whole, however, the performance of all

these engines is very close and the trend line is fairly flat between the CI and GS engines,
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with the exception of the same blip for the SN3 engine that was seen in the previous

experiment. The SN engines again appear to be a bridge between the CI and GS engines.

This time, however, the roles of the CI and GS engines are reversed, with the CI engine

performing best.

Creating SN-CI engines by varying the second cutoff was the next analysis that

was performed with the feedwater heater example. In that example a slight but

detectable performance improvement for rare events was obtained by manipulating this

parameter. In this instance, there are no rare events and no detectable difference out to

the third decimal point in the SN2 engine whether the second cutoff is set as zero, five,

ten or fifty. Presumably this occurs because at a maximum node size of two, the system

rarely if ever has to default to the CI model. However, even with the SN5 engine the

difference between the pure SN5 and the SN5-CI is minimal; with the cutoff set at either

five or ten, the average ADPU increases to 0.132 from 0.130, and the number of correct

diagnoses drops from 837 to 836.

Varying the first cutoff to create GS-SN and GS-SN-CI engines does result in

slightly improved performance. The maximum number of correctly diagnosed patient

records does not exceed 838, but the average ADPU error decreases from 0.128 in the

pure SN2 engine to 0.121 in GS-SN2 engine with a first cutoff of 50, and in GS-SN2-CI

engines with a first cutoff of 50 and the second cutoff varying from five through 50. The

SN5 engine with similar cutoffs does virtually as well. These configurations do therefore

represent a slight performance improvement over both the CI and GS engines.

The SN2 engine with both cutoffs set at 50 will be used to compare and contrast

the performance of various combinations of CI, SN and GS engines (As the tables in

Appendix H illustrate, the results would have been similar had the SN5 model been used

with the same cutoffs). As will be observed, the differences in these engines are so small

as to be frequently of dubious significance.
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Figure 8.3 illustrates the average ADPU error and Figure 8.4 the variance. The

GS-SN2 and GS-SN2-CI engines have the lowest ADPU, only 0.121 compared to 0.127

for the CI engine and 0.138 for the GS engine. This error for the SN2 and SN2-CI

engines is 0.128. The differences in variance of the ADPU error are minimal, but the

variance is lowest for the four engines with SN2 components, closely followed by the CI

and GS-CI engines; the GS engine has the highest variance, suggesting more erratic

performance.

Figure 8.5 shows the number of correct diagnoses. All four engines with an SN2

component make 838 correct diagnoses, compared to 836 by the CI and GS-CI engines

and 821 by the GS engine. As mentioned earlier, the theoretical maximum number of

correct diagnoses is 881 (presumably the other 198 examples contained symptom

configurations associated with a diagnosis other than the diagnoses usually associated

with those configurations).

Since the sum of the probabilities of the two conditions (healthy and CAD) in this

experiment is uniformly one, there is no need to plot that data. However, this means that

the average probability of the correct diagnosis and its variance is more meaningful than

in the feedwater heater example. Figure 8.6 shows the average, which is highest for the

CI model, followed next by the GS-CI engine and then by the GS-SN2 and GS-SN2-CI

engines. The pure GS engine has the lowest average. Again the trend line is fairly

straight. The variances, shown in Figure 8.7, are all small, but interestingly those for

both the CI and GS engines are highest, whereas those for the pure SN2 and the SN2-CI

engines are lowest. Again this suggests that the SN engines will provide more uniform

performance.

8.4 ANALYSIS

The paradoxical result of this experiment is that the CI engine outperformed the

GS engine. Given the fact that the SN engine is a method of achieving a compromise

between the CI engine and the GS engine, it is consequently not surprising that the CI
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engine also outperformed some of the SN engines. Despite this, several of the cascading

SN engines did manage to outperform the CI engine, albeit minimally.

This is in contrast to the feedwater heater experiment, where the SN engines

dramatically outperformed the CI engine. In that experiment there was also a clear trend

of increasing performance as the size of the synthetic nodes increased, a trend not evident

in this experiment. What accounts for the difference between the two experiments?

There are several possible explanations for the difference. By far the most likely

one is a greater degree of insufficiency error than was present in the feedwater heater

experiment. However, there are other possible explanations. One involves the nature of

the data itself. As noted earlier, the diagnostic categories were not crisp, and the

classification criteria were somewhat arbitrary. Or perhaps the training set and the test

set were not equivalent; that is, choosing every fourth record for testing purposes may

not have been sufficiently random due to some unforeseen effect of the original data

collection process.

Another hypothetical source of error may be the fact that this implementation of

the Synthetic Node model employs the same node structure for both disease groups,

which implies that the dependency relationships between the symptoms are the same for

both CAD patients and healthy patients. If such an assumption were not true, then it

would likely lead to error. The fact that the CAD experiment involved only two

diagnostic possibilities and that the sum of their probabilities is always one may magnify

the effect of such an error. If the SN engine corrects the probability of one diagnosis as

compared to the output of the CI engine, it must also make a symmetrical but opposite

correction in the probability of the complementary diagnosis so as to maintain their sum.

This latter correction might not be appropriate if the node structure were incorrect for the

second disease. Therefore the extent that the internal node structure of the SN engine

favors one disease over the other may contribute to an increase in dependency error.
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Finally, another possible reason for the poor performance of this experiment

relative to the feedwater heater experiment is that in the latter experiment there were

diseases with low prior probabilities. As was indicated earlier, it was expected that the

SN model would perform particularly well in diagnosing rare events. In this experiment

there were no low probability events. In the training set there were 788 healthy patients

and 2449 patients with CAD, resulting in prior probabilities of 24.3 and 75.6,

respectively.

There are several possible ways to attempt to test these various hypotheses. If

obtainable, an enlarged version of the database would reduce the effect of insufficiency

error. Revising the classification criteria and even eliminating a larger number of

ambiguous examples would make the diagnoses more crisp. A random number generator

function to choose the test records would ensure proper randomization. A simulated

database resembling the CAD database could be created and then these and other

characteristics could be varied in order to determine which ones were responsible. The

current implementation of the SN engine could be modified to create separate synthetic

node networks for each disease.

Another avenue of investigation would be to simulate enlarging the database by

using the training set as the test set. This would eliminate insufficiency error entirely and

hence would permit testing of the hypothesis that insufficiency error is the explanation

for the outcome of the last experiment.

This last experiment was believed likely to be productive and was undertaken.

An infinite database was simulated by using the training set from the previous

experiment for both training and test purposes. Doing this meant that the GS engine

became the UGS engine and by definition had zero error. Therefore, since the GS engine

is the standard against which the others are compared, the trivial result expected from

this experiment is that the CI engine would no longer outperform the GS engine.
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Figure 8.8 illustrates the average ADPU error as a function of synthetic node size

when insufficiency error is eliminated. As expected, the CI engine now performs worse

than the GS engine, thus conclusively confirming the hypothesis that insufficiency error

was the explanation for the paradoxical results of the previous experiment.

The SN2, SN4 and SN5 engines also progressively do better than the CI engine.

Compared to an average ADPU error of 0.080 for the CI engine, their average errors are

0.073, 0.071 and 0.066, respectively. Figure 8.9 illustrates the variance of the ADPU

error, and Figure 8.10 illustrates the total number of correct diagnoses. The theoretical

maximum number of correct diagnoses, as defined by the GS/UGS engine, is 2616 out of

the total of 3237 exampless. The CI engine diagnosed 2569 of them correctly, the SN2

engine 2572, the SN3 engine 2553, the SN4 engine 2575, and the SN5 engine 2579.

The remaining anomaly in these charts is the performance of the SN3 engine.

Not only does it disrupt the otherwise monotonic trend lines, it continues to perform

worse than the CI engine; its average ADPU error is 0.082 and it correctly diagnosed the

fewest examples. As in the feedwater heater experiment, this once again suggest that the

transitivity approximation node construction algorithm is non-optimizing. It has

particular difficulty with a maximum synthetic node size of three due to its proclivity to

disrupt the optimum pairings formed by the SN2 engine.

Although the non-optimizing algorithm is the probable reason that a better

solution was not found for the SN3 engine, the mechanism of the poor performance of

the solution that was found is itself an interesting topic. In the feedwater heater example

it was possible to attribute the poor performance of the SN3 solution to the net effect of

insufficiency error exceeding dependency error because of the non-optimal solution

which did not adequately reduce dependency error. In this instance there is no

insufficiency error, so it is clear that the dependency error of this SN3 solution is actually

greater than that of the CI engine.
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This increased dependency error as compared to the CI model actually suggests

an argument for the existence of another SN3 solution with less dependency error than

the CI model. If the CI model is taken as a baseline, it is clear that associating dependent

symptoms together in synthetic nodes can reduce dependency error relative to this

baseline. In the trivial example this occurs when two tests measuring the same symptom

are combined into the same synthetic node. The previous experiments have empirically

demonstrated that it can also occur in nontrivial examples. In the feedwater application it

occurred in all four SN engines and here it occurs in three of the four engines.

To explicate this argument, designate the two mutually exclusive and collectively

exhaustive diseases of this experiment as disease A and disease B. For the sake of

definiteness, assume that the CI model errs in assigning too low a probability to disease

A. In an experiment such as this one with just two diseases, where the sum of the

probabilities assigned to A and B is always unity, it is obvious that when a synthetic node

solution results in a partially correcting increase in the probability of disease A there

must be a symmetrically equal and opposite decrease in the probability of B. Given this

fact, it is reasonable to conclude that it is possible to devise a solution that would reverse

this effect, so that B would get its probability assignment increased and A would receive

a reduced assignment. This may be what happened in the SN3 solution found by the

node construction algorithm.

Extending this reasoning, it is clear that just as the current SN3 solution makes

the system perform worse than the CI engine, there should exist another solution that

causes it to perform symmetrically better than the CI engine. Thus the SN3 anomaly

does not necessarily disprove the advantage of the SN model over the CI model but

merely confirms that the current node construction algorithm is non-optimizing. This is

borne out by the fact that the SN3 engine only preserved two of the four optimal pairings

found in the SN2 engine.
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Furthermore, it is possible that the SN4 and SN5 engines are also suboptimal.

After all, even in the SN4 engine only three of the original four optimal pairings were

maintained. The one that was disrupted was the association between sex and smoking,

which are well known to be linked, particularly in the generation old enough to have

been having heart attacks at the time this database was created. A better node

construction algorithm therefore might result in improved performance of the SN4 and

SN5 engines as well as the SN3 engine.

An experiment was conducted to confirm the existence of a more accurate SN3

solution. A new node construction algorithm was applied, one that built the synthetic

nodes by symptom pairs whenever possible, rather than by single symptoms. The

structural result was a different network for each of the four SN engines, including the

SN2 engine. One of the SN2 engine's four symptom pairs was different than in the SN2

engine constructed by the old algorithm. However, this time the SN3 engine did

preserve the three strongest SN2 pair associations; the SN4 and SN5 engines preserved

all four. The SN2 associations made by the new algorithm were {cholesterol, glucose),

{angina, exercise.}, {age, pulse), {sex, electrocardiogram) and {smoking}. For the SN3

engine the associations were {cholesterol, glucose, electrocardiogram), (sex, angina,

exercise.} and {age, smoking, pulse). The SN4 engine was composed of {age,

cholesterol, glucose, pulse), (sex, angina, electrocardiogram, exercise.} and {smoking},

and the SN5 engine's synthetic nodes consisted of {age, cholesterol, smoking, glucose,

pulse) and {sex, angina, electrocardiogram, exercise.}.

As in the previous series, insufficiency error was eliminated by making the test

data set the same as the training set. The average ADPU error as a function of synthetic

node size is plotted in Figure 8.11 and its variance in Figure 8.12. The number of correct

diagnoses is shown in Figure 8.13. It is evident from these figures that the SN3 anomaly

has disappeared, clearly demonstrating it was due to the poor node construction

algorithm and not intrinsic to the Synthetic Node model or even due to the data.
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Although this new algorithm improved the solution of the SN3 engine compared

to the results of the previous experiment (Figures 8.8 - 8.10), the improvement is not

uniform. The new SN2 engine did not do as well as the old one, and in fact made one

fewer correct diagnoses than the CI engine. The new SN4 engine made more correct

diagnoses than the old one did, but the new SN5 engine made fewer; in fact, their

numbers were exactly reversed. As far as the average ADPU error is concerned, it was

improved only in the SN3 engine. The other three SN engines had slightly higher error

SCOTCS.

The next three figures are composites of the results of both algorithms, again

using the same data for both training and testing. The old algorithm was used for the

SN2 and SN5 engines, and the new one was used for the SN3 and SN4 engines. Figure

8.14 illustrates the average ADPU error, Figure 8.15 the variance of the ADPU error, and

Figure 8.16 shows the total number of correct diagnoses.

The significance of this last experiment is that it confirms the primary hypothesis

of this research. That is, the accuracy of a synthetic node inference engine is

proportional to the size of the synthetic nodes. It is identical to that of the CI engine

when the synthetic node size is one, and identical to that of the GS engine when there is

one maximal node; intermediate node sizes have produce intermediate degrees of

accuracy. However, these experiments also show that this improvement is not just a

function of the size of the synthetic nodes, but is also dependent on their composition.

8.5 CONCLUSIONS

This experiment was handicapped by the small amount of input data, leading to a

major problem with insufficiency error. As a result, the CI inference engine

paradoxically outperformed the GS engine when tested on separate data in the original

experiment (Figures 8.2 - 8.5). The CI engine also outperformed two of the pure SN

engines; the other two generally matched the performance of the CI engine. Given the
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right cutoff values, several of the cascading SN engines did definitively although

minimally outperform the CI engine (Figures 8.3, 8.5).

Further experiments using the training data as the test data to simulate infinite

data show that this paradoxical finding is the result of insufficiency error (Figures 8.8 -

8.10). With insufficiency error eliminated, the findings confirm that larger synthetic

node sizes improve the accuracy of inference. Application of an alternate node

construction algorithm also confirmed that the SN3 anomaly was the result of a non

optimizing node construction algorithm (Figures 8.11 - 8. 16).
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Figure 8.1. SN2 version of partial network for coronary artery disease.
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Figure 8.2. Average ADPU error as a function of maximum synthetic node size.
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Figure 8.3. Comparision of average ADPU error in different inference engines.
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Figure 8.4. Comparision of variance of ADPU error in different inference engines.
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Figure 8.5. Number of correct diagnoses.
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Figure 8.6. Average probability of correct diagnosis.
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Figure 8.7. Variance of probability of correct diagnosis.
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Figure 8.10. Number of correct diagnoses as a function of maximum synthetic node size. In
this example the test data is the same as the training data so GS is identical to UGS.
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Figure 8.12. Variance of ADPU error as a function of maximum synthetic node size. In this
example the test data is the same as the training data so GS is identical to UGS and the
alternate node construction algorithm has been applied.
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Figure 8.13. Number of correct diagnoses as a function of maximum synthetic node size. In
this example the test data is the same as the training data so GS is identical to UGS and the
alternate node construction algorithm has been applied.
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Figure 8.14. Average ADPU error as a function of maximum synthetic node size. In this
example the test data is the same as the training data so GS is identical to UGS. For each
synthetic node the results produced from the best algorithm have been used.
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Figure 8.15. Variance of ADPU error as a function of maximum synthetic node size. In this
example the test data is the same as the training data so GS is identical to UGS. For each
synthetic node the results produced from the best algorithm have been used.
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Figure 8.16. Number of correct diagnoses as a function of maximum synthetic node size. In
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CHAPTER NINE

Summary and Conclusions
9.1 PREVIEW

This chapter will briefly review the Synthetic Node model and then discuss its

limitations and advantages. It will close with some suggestions for future research.

9.2 REVIEW OF THE SYNTHETIC NODE INFERENCE MODEL

This dissertation has provided a synopsis of the history of diagnostic expert

systems and outlined the primary existing approaches. The argument has been made that

a new approach would be useful, particularly in the field of medical diagnosis. A new

technique ideally should model conditional dependence while retaining the capability of

working in large domains. In addition, it would be useful if it could take advantage of

existing databases by being inducible from such databases with minimal if any assistance

from expensive domain experts.

To further this goal the theoretical foundations for a method based on Bayesian

inference termed the Synthetic Node inference have been developed. In its most basic

form it clusters groups of dependent symptoms together to form synthetic symptoms—

that is, synthetic nodes. Within the synthetic nodes the belief updates are calculated

using the GS approach to Bayesian inference. The synthetic nodes themselves are treated

as conditionally independent of each other and the belief updates associated with their

current state are combined using the CI model of inference.

If the size of the largest synthetic node is set at unity, the system is for all

practical purposes a CI inference engine (naive Bayes). Similarly if all the symptoms are

contained in a single node it becomes a GS inference engine (generalized Bayes

network). Thus the SN model can encompass both the CI and GS models.

The synthetic node algorithm can be made part of a larger, more sophisticated

system, the cascading synthetic node engine. Such an engine starts with either a single
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GS node or a set of maximal synthetic nodes and sequentially defaults to a smaller node

size whenever it does not have enough data for making an inference with the current size.

9.3 RESEARCH CONTEXT

To evaluate this research it is necessary to place it in context. As mentioned

earlier, although it is well accepted in the expert systems field that the ability to model

uncertainty is an essential part of usable expert systems, the relative merits of the various

models remain controversial. For this project probabilistic or Bayesian inference was

selected as the foundation on which to build the prototype Synthetic Node model

inference engine.

Problem formulation, belief entailment and decision making are the three

components of reasoning under uncertainty [Horvitz, 1989a). The underlying problem

addressed by this research was how to better model conditional dependence without

compromising tractability. This project, therefore, involved the problem formulation and

belief entailment phases of reasoning under uncertainty. In the SN model, problem

formulation is performed by inducing a synthetic node network from a database and

inference is accomplished through Bayesian propagation of belief updates through that

network. The third component, decision making, was not addressed during this research

and the engineering prototype does not include the decision making front end that would

be required in a finished project. However, decision theory is a mature technology and

the application of such a front end to the SN model is expected to be straightforward.

9.4 LIMITATIONS OF THE SYNTHETIC NODE INFERENCE MODEL

One principal disadvantage of synthetic node inference engines is that the

resulting diagrams may not "make sense" or feel intuitively right to the domain expert or

user, since the diagrams resulting from the SN algorithm are statistical constructs. A

human designer might prefer to sacrifice some accuracy in order to have a system that

made more sense to him, even if it was mathematically suboptimal from the perspective

of the database. However, in many instances this lack of intuitiveness will be an
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acceptable tradeoff in return for the increased tractability and ease of construction of SN

inference engines, but if not it might be possible for a domain expert to review the

constructed networks and make adjustments as long as the system verified that the effect

of such changes would be minimal.

Another limitation was revealed in the cardiology experiments reported in the last

chapter. There the CI model actually outperformed some configurations of the SN model

(and the GS model). This demonstrated that the SN model is not always a better choice

than the CI model. The would-be user, therefore, is faced with the dilemma of when to

use the SN model.

One answer is that the SN model will outperform the CI model whenever there is

sufficient data so that the GS model would outperform the CI model. However, that is

begging the question. How can the knowledge engineer know when the GS model would

outperform the CI model, particularly in large applications where it may not be feasible

to construct the GS model?

In many instances it will be possible to construct a database induced GS engine

using the dynamic method previously described. In those instances, sufficient patient

records can be extracted from the database to form both a training set and a test set. With

such sampling it would be possible to determine whether there is sufficient data for the

database induced GS engine to perform better than the CI engine. If the GS model is

better than the CI model, then the SN engines should also be better than the CI engine.

In addition, depending on the amount of insufficiency error present, cascading GS-SN-CI

engines may be not only more accurate than the CI engine but also more accurate than

the database induced GS engines, particularly for rare events.

Testing by sampling is a failsafe method of preventing inappropriate use of SN or

GS engines when the CI engine should be used instead. This is possible because if a

sample of the database is large enough to demonstrate superiority of the GS or SN

engines over the CI engine, the entire database will have even less insufficiency error and
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therefore result in greater accuracy. Such testing by sampling would only have to be

done during the construction phase, and therefore could be performed over an extended

period of time or using specialized computational resources. Larger and larger samples

could be successively examined until the minimum size necessary for performance

improvement over the CI engine were determined. As long as this minimum size were

no larger than the database, the user could expect that SN, GS or hybrid inference

engines that used the entire database would outperform the CI engine.

Nevertheless, there will be occasions when the database will be too large to use in

its entirety. This might occur during real-time inference where extremely rapid response

is required, or if the system were to be implemented on small portable computers. In

such instances the knowledge engineer has two choices. He can extract a minimum

sample of the data and create therewith any of the dynamic SN, SN-CI or GS-SN-CI

engines, as long as that minimum sample meets the test outlined above. Alternatively, he

can limit himself to SN or SN-CI engines and use a large computer to compile the entire

restricted set of belief updates required for these smaller inference engines and then store

them in a static data structure.

Similar to the problem of when to use the SN model is which SN model to use.

As has been seen, as long as the nodes are constructed using a heuristic rather than an

optimizing algorithm, there is no guarantee that SN models will monotonically increase

in accuracy as the maximum size of their synthetic nodes increases, even when data

insufficiency is not a concern. It is expected that improved heuristic algorithms will be

found that will make the occurrence of such circumstances as the SN3 anomaly in the

original cardiology experiment extremely unlikely. In the meantime, the knowledge

engineer may compare the relative performances of the various SN engines at the same

time he is comparing the CI and GS engines to check for insufficiency error.
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9.5 ADVANTAGES OF THE SYNTHETIC NODE INFERENCE MODEL

The primary advantage of the SN inference engine is that it allows the user to

adjust the tradeoff between tractability and accuracy to meet the requirements of specific

domains and users. It can emulate either a CI engine or a GS engine or it can achieve a

compromise between them with intermediate values of tractability and accuracy merely

by changing the maximum size of the synthetic nodes. Furthermore, in special instances

where the knowledge base can be efficiently searched, it is possible to adjust two

additional parameters to create a dynamically adjustable cascading SN inference engine

that surpasses even the data induced GS engine in accuracy. These adjustments allow the

cascading SN engine to maintain a balance between dependency error and insufficiency

error dynamically so as to minimize the total visible error.

Synthetic node inference engines provide a consistent and formal method of

simplifying dependency relationships when required by tractability concerns. Cascading

SN engines also provide a formal method of extrapolating the value of unknown data that

allows the system to deal with insufficiency error in a consistent manner. Another

advantage of SN engines is that they can be constructed with minimal demands on the

domain expert. They are well suited to take advantage of large computerized databases.

In addition, inherent in the capacity for self induction from such databases is the potential

for automatically correcting the network's topology whenever new patients are added to

the database.

Furthermore, because SN engines can be constructed with varying degrees of

complexity and accuracy, they may be particularly useful for the real-time problem

solving approaches proposed by Agogino [Agogino, 1989), Horvitz, [Horvitz, 1989a)

and others, in which time expediency is traded for modeling and computational accuracy.

There are situations where waiting to collect and process all the information necessary to

make the best decision will result in a worse outcome than immediate action based on a

near best decision. "In the real world, time delay can be quite costly" [Horvitz, 1989a).
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Both "humans and intelligent machines have finite computational capabilities which

restrict their control options and preclude real time normative decision optimization"

[Agogino, 1989]. A computerized real-time problem solver, like a human expert faced

with the same situation (for example, cardiac arrest versus long term care), should be

able to select the most accurate model that will meet the time constraints.

9.6 FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

There is a need to confirm further that optimally constructed SN engines, when

supplied with adequate data, consistently outperform CI engines. The superiority of

cascading SN engines over pure GS engines induced from databases also needs to be

confirmed. The circumstances under which CI engines outperform GS engines need to

be characterized more fully; as has been seen, such circumstances may result in the CI

engine outperforming SN engines. At present it is believed that these circumstances are

limited to insufficient data.

Another useful research area would be to determine whether there are

performance advantages to constructing a separate set of synthetic nodes for each disease,

instead of assuming that the conditional dependency relationships of the symptoms are

the same for each one. This may result in improving overall accuracy by eliminating the

hypothetical increase in dependency error resulting therefrom, thus maximizing accuracy

for both rare and common events. It is probable that results of this experiment will vary

depending on the domain.

Consideration should be given to whether there would be any advantage in

treating partially dependent symptoms (most instances) differently than fully dependent

ones (those that are essentially two different names for the same piece of evidence).

Perhaps only a portion of the evidential weight of a partially dependent symptom should

be assigned to the synthetic node and the rest should remain as an isolated single

symptom. In this instance the partially dependent symptom would coexist with the

synthetic symptom, but now as an independent symptom with a diminished weight.
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When evaluating the above hypotheses, it would be desirable to test them on

databases from diverse domains and with varying characteristics. For example, relevant

variables would include databases with many diseases versus few diseases, databases

with diseases with overlapping symptoms versus those without, databases with diseases

with more or less equal priors versus databases that contained some diseases with large

priors and others with extremely small priors, databases where all symptoms are indeed

conditionally independent, and so forth. The performance of the alternative

implementations described above should be compared across all these variables. During

evaluation, tests of both discrimination and calibration should be performed

[Spiegelhalter, 1986b). Discrimination is a measure of how often the system makes the

correct diagnosis whereas calibration is a measure of how accurate its assigned

probabilities are.

The entire issue of second order probabilities, that is, the probability that a

probability is true, is controversial [Zadeh, 1982; Cheeseman, 1985; Zadeh, 1986c;

Kyburg, 1987; Pearl, 1987; Howard, 1988]. The debate centers on whether probability

theory itself is adequate to the task or whether an alternative formalism such as fuzzy

logic is required. In any event, in a finished product the user should be provided with

some measure of confidence in the values that the system provides.

The possibility of normalizing the probabilities so that the sum of the

probabilities of all diseases is unity when there are more than two diseases should be

examined. This is a complex issue that SN inference shares with CI inference and its

practical significance is not clear. Once a technique that appears acceptable from a first

principles perspective is devised, it would have to be tested against the array of database

variables mentioned above.

As far as the prototype is concerned, perhaps the most urgent improvement is a

better node construction algorithm to eliminate the SN3 discontinuity that showed up

both in the mechanical process and the cardiology experiments. The alternative
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algorithm that was employed for the followup experiments with the cardiology database

did improve the performance of the SN3 and SN4 engines, but at the cost of poorer

performance for the SN2 and SN5 engines.

Another concern is that at present, when nodes are constructed by measuring

pairing frequency, effectively only the highest of the three virtual symptoms that form

each triple is considered. Perhaps an aggregate value should be used instead. At this

point, the best candidate for an improved node construction algorithm may be the binary

cascading algorithm. Alternatively, it may prove most practical to settle on a reasonable

maximum size for the synthetic nodes and then optimize the construction algorithm for

that size, rather than attempting to devise an algorithm that would be optimal over a

range of sizes.

Other possible modifications to the prototype include incorporation of fuzzy or

continuous descriptions of symptoms, and the use of utility and decision-making

technology to give special treatment to rare diseases with potentially catastrophic

consequences. The utility of specific tests and monetary costs might also be addressed,

as is done in the Pathfinder project [Heckerman, 1989b]. Accommodation of more than

one simultaneous disease is another challenging issue that eventually will need to be

addressed.

The incorporation of hash table technology would make it easy to keep the

database sorted, thus speeding up the process of inserting a new patient record into the

correct position. For extremely large databases this would have value. Another

implementation-specific improvement would be to use logarithms instead of floating

point numbers when computing belief updates.

9.7 CONCLUSIONS

The underlying problem addressed by this research was the sacrifice in accuracy

that expert systems must make in order to remain tractable. The research goal was to
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determine whether the combined use of synthetic nodes and cascading inference could

offer an improvement in accuracy over the CI model without sacrificing tractability.

It has been proven mathematically that synthetic node inference engines can deal

with large domains by the mechanism of constraining the maximum synthetic node size

within tractability limits. It has been demonstrated experimentally that a correctly

constructed SN engine applied to adequate data can be more accurate than the

corresponding CI inference engine with little increased computational requirements.

Furthermore, using the technique of dynamic belief updating to ensure tractability, a

cascading GS-SN-CI engine can be more accurate than a pure database induced GS

engine as far as diagnosing rare or low probability events is concerned.

However, it has also been shown that the SN engine may not outperform the CI

engine if the database is so small that the CI engine outperforms the GS engine. The

criterion appears to be that the SN engine will show a significant advantage over the CI

engine if there is enough data for the GS engine to be more accurate than the CI engine.

Another factor that can cause substandard performance of the SN engine is poor

optimization of the synthetic node composition.

Since the conclusions are based largely on empirical analyses, naturally more

tests should be done to completely validate the methodology. Nevertheless, based on the

results to date, the author believes that the Synthetic Node model is a viable alternative to

existing inference algorithms and should be considered whenever a diagnostic expert

system is required and an adequate database of patient records is available. It maintains

the principal tractability advantage of CI based engines and at the same time reduces

dependency error, offering an alternate choice when a conventional GS engine is not

feasible. Conversely, where a dynamic GS engine is feasible, the dynamic cascading

synthetic node engine appears to offer a superior alternative. The cascading GS-SN-CI

engine may even offer significant advantages over influence diagram based expert

systems in those applications where a large database is available and either the domain
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expert cannot construct a sufficiently accurate network or else the resulting network is

too complex for real-time inference.
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APPENDIX A. PARTIAL SN ENGINE SOURCE CODE

{THE SYNTHETIC NODE EXPERT ADVISER}
{Version 1.0}

{An Inference Engine}
{Copyright © 1992 by Eric G. Schendel}

{Developed with Turbo Pascal 5.5 compiler, which is copyright © 1989 by Borland International)
(And with Object Professional toolkit which is copyright © 1989 by TurboPower Software)

(Compiler and toolkit routines are copyright by their respective owners}

{N.B. This listing includes the entire code for the main module SNMMain and the header module
SNMMisc. Only the public interface section of the other modules are included; in keeping with object
oriented programming techniques, their internal implementation details are private. ;-) }

program SNMMain;
($R+}

uSCS

OpDos,
OpCmd,
OpColor,
OpCrt,
OpFrame,
OpLArray,
OpMemo,
OpMenu,
($IFDEF UseN■ ouse)
OpMouse,
($ENDIF)
OpRoot,
OpString,
OpWindow,
SNMArray,
SNMCondT,
SNMDiag,
SNMMenu,
SNMMisc,
SNMScrol,
SNMSend;

Var

MainLone: boolean;
CTStream: BufidStream;
CondTable: CondTableOT;
Diag: DiagoT;
HelpMessage: RawWindow;
MainMenu: Menu;
MainWindow: ScrollScreenOT;
Status: word;

($F+)
procedure UpdateHelpLine(Currentitem : MenuItemNodePtr; MPtr; MenuPtr);
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{-Update Menuhelp for each menu item)
Var

FrameString: string[6];
PaddedString: string;
PadChar: char;

begin
FrameString := Standard Frame;
PadChar:= FrameString[5];
if (Currentitem = nil) then begin

PaddedString :=";
end else if (Currentitem".HelpString = ") then begin

PaddedString :=";
end else begin

PaddedString := ' ' + Trim(Currentitem".HelpString) + ' ';
end;
PaddedString := CenterCh(PaddedString, PadChar, HelpMessage.Width);
HelpMessage.wFastText(PaddedString, 1, 2);

end;
($F-)

begin
Status := InitMenu(MainMenu);
if Status <> 0 then begin

writeln('Error initializing menu: ", Status);
halt(1);

end;
Status := InitHelpline(HelpMessage);
if Status > 0 then begin

writeln('Error initializing help line: ', Status);
halt(1);

end;
MainMenu.SetCurrentitemProc(UpdateHelpline);
($IFDEF UseMouse)
if Mouse[nstalled then

with StandardColors do begin
SoftMouseCursor($0000, (ColorMono(MouseColor, MouseMono) shl 8) +

Byte(MouseChar));
ShowMouse;
Menucommands.cpCptionsOn(cpEnableMouse);

end;
($ENDIF)
HelpMessage.Draw;
if (HelpMessage.RawBrror <> 0) then begin
writeln('HelpMessage.Draw, error number: ', HelpMessage.RawBrror, ' ');
halt;

end;
MainMenu.Draw;
if (MainMenu.RawBrror <> 0) then begin
writeln('MainMenu drawing error.');
halt;

end;
if not MainWindow.InitCustomAndAlloc(2,4, (ScreenWidth - 1), (ScreenHeight - 1),

StandardColors,
wbordered--wClear,
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MainWinBufSize)
then begin

writeln('Failed to init ScrollScreenOT. Status = ', InitStatus);
halt;

end;
MainWindow.SetBrrorProc(MyErrorProc);
MainWindow.wframe.SetFrameType(Standard Frame);
MainWindow.wFrame.Addheader('-PgUp- and <PgDn- to browse', heBL);
MainWindow.wframe.Addheader( ~EscS for main menu ', heBR);
MainWindow.wframe.DisableHeader(0, true);
MainWindow.wframe.DisableHeader(1, true);
MainWindow.SetMaxLength(ScreenWidth - 2);
MainWindow.meSetOption(meReadOnly, true);
MainWindow.mfFileName := ScreenFile;
MainWindow.Draw;
if (MainWindow.RawBrror <> 0) then begin

writeln('Window drawing error.');
halt;

end;
if ExistFile(CondDataFile) then begin

if not CTStream.Init(CondDataFile, SOpen, 1024) then begin
writeln('Failed to open stream, status = ', InitStatus);
halt;

end;
CTStream.RegisterHier(CondTableStream);
Status := CTStream.GetStatus;
if Status > 0 then begin

writeln('Failed to register objects, status = ', Status);
end;
CTStream.Get(CondTable);
Status := CTStream.GetStatus;
if Status <> 0 then begin

writeln('Failed to read CondTableOT. Status = ', Status);
halt;

end;
CTStream.Done;

end else begin
CondTable.Init;

end;
CondTable.MainWinP:= @MainWindow; (####crude; fix} (also similar in SNMDiag)
Diag.Init(G)CondTable, G)MainWindow);
MainLone := false;
MainMenu.Select;
while not MainLone do begin

MainMenu.Process;
if (MainMenu.GetLastCommand = ccSelect) then begin

MainMenu.EraseAllSubMenus(false, false);
MainWindow.Select;
case MainMenu.MenuChoice of

midiagnose: Diag. Diagnose;
miAddDiagnosedPatient: Diag. AddDiagnosedPatient;
miAddUndiagnosedPatient: ;
midiagnoselJndiagpatient: ;
miBrowseScreen: ;
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miAllDiagnose: Diag.DiagnoseAllPossible;
miFileDiagnose: Diag.DiagnosefromFile;
miSave VirtualScreen: MainWindow.Save VirtualScreen;
mi"WriteConditions: CondTable.WriteConditions;
mi\WriteNodes: CondTable.WriteNodes;
miwriteSymptoms: CondTable.WriteSymptoms;
miWriteMatrix: Diag.WriteMatrix;
miAddCondition: CondTable. AddOondition;
miAddSymptom: CondTable.AddSymptom;
miGhangeFirstMinimum: CondTable.ChangeFirstMinimum;
miChangeSecondMinimum: CondTable.ChangeSecondMinimum;
miChangeThirdMinimum: CondTable.ChangeThirdMinimum;
mil)eleteCondition: CondTable.DeleteCondition;
mideleteSymptom: CondTable.DeleteSymptom;
miRenameCondition: CondTable.RenameCondition;
miRenameSymptom: CondTable.RenameSymptom;
miupdateDatabase: Diag.UpdateStaticDataAndChangeNode;
miQuit: MainLone := true;

end;
if MainMenu.MenuChoice in [

{}midiagnose,
{}miBrowseScreen,
{}miWriteConditions,
{}miWritenodes,
{}miWriteSymptoms,
{}miWriteMatrix
{}] then begin
MainWindow.Browse;

end;
MainMenu.Select;

end;
end;
Diag.Done;
if ExistFile(CondDataFile) then begin

if not CTStream.Init(CondDataFile, SOpen, 1024) then begin
writeln('Failed to open stream, status = ', InitStatus);
halt;

end;
end else begin

if not CTStream.Init(CondDataFile, SCreate, 1024) then begin
writeln('Failed to create stream, status = ', InitStatus);
halt;

end;
end;
CTStream.RegisterHier(CondTableStream);
Status := CTStream.GetStatus;
if Status <> 0 then begin
writeln('Failed to register objects, status = ', Status);

end;
CTStream.Put(CondTable);
Status := CTStream.GetStatus;
if Status <> 0 then begin

writeln('Failed to write CondTableOT. Status = ', Status);
halt;
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end;
CTStream.Done;
CondTable. Done;
MainWindow.Select;
if MainWindow.meCptions.AreOn(memodified) then begin
MainWindow.SaveRile;

end;
MainWindow.Erase;
MainWindow.Done;
MainMenu.Erase;
HelpMessage.Erase;
($IFDEF UseMouse)
HideMouse;
($ENDIF)
HelpMessage.Done;
MainMenu.Done;

end.
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(THE SYNTHETIC NODE EXPERT ADVISER)
{Version 1.0}

{An Inference Engine)
{Copyright © 1992 by Eric G. Schendel}

(Developed with Turbo Pascal 5.5 compiler, which is copyright © 1989 by Borland International}
{And with Object Professional toolkit which is copyright © 1989 by TurboPower Software)

{Compiler and toolkit routines are copyright by their respective owners)

unit SNMArray;
($R+}

interface

uSCS

OpRoot,
OpSort,
OpString,
OpLArray,
SNMMisc,
SNMSend;

type
Array1Bool0TP = "Array1Bool0T,
Array1Bool0T = object(OpArray)
constructor Init(Cols: longint: FileName: string);
function GetSize: longint;
procedure SetSymptomAbsent(Sympnum: longint);
procedure SetSymptomPresent(Sympnum: longint);
function SymptomPresent(Sympnum: longint): boolean;

end;

Array2IntOTP = "Array2IntOT;
Array2IntOT = object(OpArray)
constructor Init(Rows, Cols: longint: FileName: string);
constructor Load.A(Rows, Cols: longint: FileName: string);
function GetVal(Row, Col: longint): longint;
procedure DecVal(Row, Col: longint);
procedure IncVal(Row, Col: longint);
procedure IncValinctotal(Row, Col, Numinc: longint);
procedure SetVal(Row, Col, Val: longint);

end;

CaseRecord RT = record

CondNum: byte;
SympCombonum: longint:
NumThisRec: word;

end;
ArrayCaseRecCTP = "ArrayCaseRecCT;
ArrayCaseKecOT = object(OpArray)
constructor Init(Cols: longint; FileName: string);
constructor Load.A(Cols: longint: FileName: string);
destructor Done; virtual;
function GetTotalNumPecs: longint;

}
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function GetTotalPopulation: longint;
procedure AddCase(CondNum, ComboNum: longint);
procedure ConvertColumn(OldCol: longint; var NewRow, NewCol: longint);
procedure GetRec(CaseNum: longint; var CondNum, ComboNum, NumPec: longint);
procedure SetRec(Col, CondNum, Combonum, NumRec: longint);

end;

IdesRecordFT = Record

ComboNum: longint;
CondNum: array [2.10) of integer;

end;
IdesRecCTP = \ArrayIdesRecCT;
ArrayIdesRecCT = object(OpArray)
constructor Init(Cols: longint);
destructor Done; virtual;
function GetHigh(Combonum: longint; var Prob: real): longint;
procedure GetProb(CondNum, Combonum: longint;

var ProbCond, HiOther: real; var NumPHigher: longint);
end;

TriArray2IntOTP = "TriArray2IntOT;
TriArray2IntOT = object(OpArray)

constructor Init(Cols: longint: FileName: string);
constructor Load.A(Cols: longint: FileName: string);
function GetVal(Coll, Col.2: longint): longint;
procedure DecVal(Coll, Col.2: longint);
procedure IncVal(Coll, Col2: longint);
procedure SetVal(Coll, Col2, Val: longint);

end;

TriArray2RealOTP = "TriArray2RealOT;
TriArray2RealOT = object(OpArray)

constructor Init(Cols: longint; FileName: string);
constructor LoadA(Cols: longint: FileName: string);
function GetVal(Coll, Col.2: longint): real;
procedure SetVal(Coll, Col2: longint; Val: real);

end;

SortRecRT = record

CondNum: longint;
Probability: real;

end;
ArraySortRecCTP = "ArraySortRecCT;
ArraySortRecQT = object(OpArray)

constructor Init(Cols: longint);
procedure GetVal(Col: longint; var Val: SortRecRT);
procedure SetVal(Col: longint; Val: SortRecRT);
procedure Sort Val;

end;
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{THE SYNTHETIC NODE EXPERT ADVISER}
{Version 1.0}

{An Inference Engine}
{Copyright © 1992 by Eric G. Schendel}

{Developed with Turbo Pascal 5.5 compiler, which is copyright © 1989 by Borland International}
(And with Object Professional toolkit which is copyright © 1989 by TurboPower Software)

(Compiler and toolkit routines are copyright by their respective owners}

unit SNMCondT;

interface

uSCS

OpDos,
OpCmd,
OpColor,
OpCri,
OpLArray,
OpMenu,
($IFDEF UseMouse)
OpMouse,

($ENDIF)
OpRoot,
OpString,
OpWindow,
SNMArray,
SNMGet,
SNMMisc,
SNMPick,
SNMScrol,
SNMSend;

COnSt

otCondTable = 1000;
veCondTable = 0;

type
Node.DataRTP = ANode.DataRT;
Node.DataRT = record

NodeSize: longint;
NodeStartPos: longint;

end;

CondTableOTP = "CondTableOT;
CondTableOT = object(Root)

MainWinP: ScrollScreenOTP;
LastCondNum: longint;
LastSympnum: longint;
MaxNodeSize: longint;
MinnumCasesFirst: longint;
MinnumCasessecond: longint;
MinnumCasesThird: longint;
NumModes: longint;
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NeedUpdate: boolean;
ConditionNameA: ConditionNameAT;
SymptomNameA: SymptomNameAT;
SympIndex.A: array(0..(MaxNumSymptoms - 1)) of longint;
NodeIDataA: array[1..MaxNumSymptoms) of Node.DataRT;
A1BoolP. Array1Bool0TP,
Cond ArrSortRecP: ArraySortRecCTP;
constructor Init;
constructor Load(var Stream: IdStream);
destructor Done; virtual;
function GetCombonum: longint;
function GetConditionName(CondNum: longint): string;
function GetConditionNum(ConditionName: string): longint;
function GetMaskNotCombonum(BinCombonum: longint): longint;
function GetNodeCombonum(Nodenum: longint): longint;
function GetNodeSize(Nodenum: longint): longint;
function GetNodeStartPos(NodeMum: longint): longint;
function GetPartialComboNum(NodeMum: longint): longint;
function GetSymptomName(SympnameNum: longint): string;
function GetSymptomNum(Symppos: longint): longint;
function GetSympnameNumPromName(SymptomName: string): longint;
function LegalCombonum(Combonum: longint): boolean;
procedure AddCondition;
procedure AddSymptom;
procedure ChangeFirstMinimum;
procedure ChangeSecondMinimum;
procedure ChangeThirdMinimum;
procedure DeleteCondition;
procedure DeleteSymptom;
procedure DisplayPesults;
procedure InitArray1Bool;
procedure LoadA1Bool.Array(Combonum: longint);
procedure MarkSymptoms;
procedure RenameCondition;
procedure RenameSymptom;
procedure SetNeedUpdateFalse;
procedure SetNeedUpdate.True;
procedure SetNodeIDataBlement(NodeNum: longint: NodeRecord: NodeIDataRT);
procedure SetMaxNodeSize(MaxSize: longint);
procedure SetNumModes(NumberNodes: longint);
procedure SetSympIndexElement(Symppos, Sympnum: longint);
procedure Store(var Stream: IdStream); virtual;
procedure WriteConditions;
procedure Writenodes;
procedure WriteSymptoms;

end;

procedure CondTableStream(StreamP: IdStreamPtr);
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(THE SYNTHETIC NODE EXPERT ADVISER}
{Version 1.0}

{An Inference Engine}
{Copyright © 1992 by Eric G. Schendel}

(Developed with Turbo Pascal 5.5 compiler, which is copyright © 1989 by Borland International}
(And with Object Professional toolkit which is copyright © 1989 by Turbopower Software)

{Compiler and toolkit routines are copyright by their respective owners)

unit SNMDiag;

interface

uSCS

OpDos,
OpCmd,
OpColor,
OpCrt,
Opframe,
OpLArray,
OpMenu,
($IFDEF UseMouse)
OpMouse,

($ENDIF)
OpRoot,
OpString,
OpWindow,
SNMArray,
SNMCondT,
SNMGet,
SNMMisc,
SNMScrol,
SNMSend;

type
SymptomPresentat = array[1..MaxNumSymptoms) of boolean;
SymptomPresentatP = \SymptomPresentat;
DiagoT = object(Root)
constructor Init(InitCondTableP: CondTableOTP, InitMainWinP: ScrollScreenOTP);
destructor Done; virtual;
function GetFirstNodeBlement(MaxNodeSize: longint): longint;
function GetLikelihood1.Ratio(CondNum: longint): real;
function GetLikelihoodZRatio(CondNum: longint; var ValFalse, ValTrue: boolean): real;
function GetLikelihood3Ratio(CondNum, PartialCombonum: longint; var ValFalse, ValTrue:

boolean): real;
function GetNextNodeBlement(SymppresentarrayP: SymptomPresentatP): longint;
function GetNumCondition(CondNum: longint): longint;
function GetNumSymptom(Sympnum: longint): longint;
function GetNumsymptomPair(LargeSympnum, SmallSympnum: longint): longint;
function GetPairPrior(Sympl Num, Symp2Num: longint): real;
function GetSymptomPrior(Sympnum: longint): real;
procedure AddOiagnosedPatient;
procedure CalculateNodes(MaxNodeSize: longint);
procedure Diagnose;
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procedure DiagnoseAllPossible;
procedure DiagnosefromFile;
procedure FillBeppairsArray;
procedure FillPairTotalsArray;
procedure GetProbability(CondNum: longint; var ProbCond: real);
procedure MakeNodes(MaxNodeSize: longint);
procedure UpdateDynamicData;
procedure UpdateStaticDataAndChangeNode;
procedure WriteMatrix;
procedure WriteTriArray(TriArrayP: TriArray2IntOTP; OutString: string);
procedure WriteTriArrayReal(TriArrayP:TriArray2RealOTP, OutString: string);

end;
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(THE SYNTHETIC NODE EXPERT ADVISER)
{Version 1.0}

{An Inference Engine}
{Copyright © 1992 by Eric G. Schendel}

(Developed with Turbo Pascal 5.5 compiler, which is copyright © 1989 by Borland International)
(And with Object Professional toolkit which is copyright © 1989 by TurboPower Software)

{Compiler and toolkit routines are copyright by their respective owners)

($V-)

unit SNMGet;

($IOPDEFINE.INC)

interface

function GetLegalFileName(PromptS: string): string;

function GetRealNum(PromptS, MaskS: string; CurrentVal, Minval, MaxVal: real): real;

function GetString(PromptS: string; LenMask: byte): string;

s
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(THE SYNTHETIC NODE EXPERT ADVISER}
{Version 1.0}

{An Inference Engine}
{Copyright © 1992 by Eric G. Schendel}

{Developed with Turbo Pascal 5.5 compiler, which is copyright © 1989 by Borland International}
{And with Object Professional toolkit which is copyright © 1989 by TurboPower Software)

{Compiler and toolkit routines are copyright by their respective owners}

unit SNMMenu:

($IOPDEFINE.INC)

interface

uSCS

Dos,
OpInline,
OpString,
OpRoot,
OpCrt,
OpColor,
($IFDEF UseMouse)
OpMouse,
($ENDIF)
OpFrame,
OpCmd,
OpWindow,
OpMenu,
SNMMisc;

COInSt

milliagnose 1;
miAddPatient ;

miAddOiagnosedPatient = 3;
miAddUndiagnosedPatient = 4;
midiagnoseundiagPatient = 5;
miReport = 6;
miRrowseScreen = 7;
miAllDiagnose = 8;
miFileDiagnose = 9;
miSave VirtualScreen –

mi"WriteConditions = 11;
miWriteNodes = 12;
miwriteSymptoms = 13;
mi\WriteMatrix = 1

miModify = 15;
miAddCondition = 16;
miAddSymptom = 17;
miChangeFirstMinimum = 18;
miChangeSecondMinimum = 19;
miChange.ThirdMinimum = 20;
mideleteCondition = 21;
mideleteSymptom = 22;

t

:
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miRenameCondition = 23;
miRenameSymptom = 24;
miupdateDatabase = 25;
miQuit = 26;

function InitMenu(var M: Menu): word;
function Inithelpline(var H. RawWindow): word;
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{Copyright © 1992 by Eric G. Schendel}

(Developed with Turbo Pascal 5.5 compiler, which is copyright © 1989 by Borland International)
{And with Object Professional toolkit which is copyright © 1989 by TurboPower Software)

(Compiler and toolkit routines are copyright by their respective owners)

unit SNMPick;

($IOPDEFINE.INC)

interface

uSCS

OpCrt,
OpInline,
OpRoot,
OpCmd,
OpFrame,
OpWindow,
Oppick,
SNMArray,
SNMMisc;

type
SymppickerOT = object(PickList)
constructor Init(PickA1BoolP: Array1Bool0TP; LastSympnum: longint;

SymptomNameAP: SymptomNameATP);
procedure ItemString(Item: word; Mode: pkMode;

var IType: pkItemType; var IString: String); virtual;
end;

procedure RestrictedChoice(P: PickListPtr);
{.Z+}
function RestrictedChoiceCommand(var Cmd: word; P: PickListPtr): boolean;
{.Z-}
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(THE SYNTHETIC NODE EXPERT ADVISER}
{Version 1.0}

{An Inference Engine)
{Copyright © 1992 by Eric G. Schendel}

{Developed with Turbo Pascal 5.5 compiler, which is copyright © 1989 by Borland International)
(And with Object Professional toolkit which is copyright © 1989 by TurboPower Software)

{Compiler and toolkit routines are copyright by their respective owners)

unit SNMScrol;

interface

uSCS

Dos,
OpCrt,
($IFDEF UseMouse)
OpMouse,
($ENDIF)
OpCmd,
OpFrame,
OpInline,
OpMemo,
OpRoot,
OpString,
OpWindow,
SNMGet,
SNMMisc;

type
ScrollScreenOTP = AScrollScreenOT;
ScrollScreenOT = object(Memofile)
procedure AppendString(OutString: string);
procedure Browse;
procedure Insert TextAtCursor(var Data; Bytes: word);
procedure ProcessSelf; virtual;
procedure Save VirtualScreen;

end;
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{An Inference Engine}
{Copyright © 1992 by Eric G. Schendel}

(Developed with Turbo Pascal 5.5 compiler, which is copyright © 1989 by Borland International)
(And with Object Professional toolkit which is copyright © 1989 by TurboPower Software)

(Compiler and toolkit routines are copyright by their respective owners)

unit SNMSend;

($IOPDEFINE.INC)

interface

procedure SendMessage(PromptS: string);

y
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(THE SYNTHETIC NODE EXPERT ADVISER}
{Version 1.0}

{An Inference Engine)
{Copyright © 1992 by Eric G. Schendel}

(Developed with Turbo Pascal 5.5 compiler, which is copyright © 1989 by Borland International)
(And with Object Professional toolkit which is copyright © 1989 by TurboPower Software)

(Compiler and toolkit routines are copyright by their respective owners)

unit SNMMisc;

($IOPDEFINE.INC)

interface

uSCS

($IFDEF UseMouse)
OpMouse,
($ENDIF)
OpCmd,
OpColor,
OpCrt,
OpLArray,
OpRoot,
OpString;

COInSt

StandardColors: ColorSet = (
TextColor : LtGrayOnBlue; TextMono : LtGrayOnblack;
CtrlColor : Yellow Onblue; CtrlMono : WhiteCnBlack;
FrameColor : LtGreenOnMagenta; FrameNono : LtGrayOnblack;
HeaderColor : LtGreenOnMagenta; HeaderMono : LtGrayOnblack;
Shadow Color : BrownOnGreen; ShadowMono : WhiteCnBlack;
HighlightColor : WhiteCnRed; HighlightMono : BlackOnLtGray;
PromptOolor : LtGrayOnBlue; PromptMono : LtGrayOnBlack;
SelPromptColor : LtGrayOnBlue; SelPromptMono : LtGrayOnBlack;
ProPromptOolor : LtGrayOnBlue; ProPromptMono : LtGrayOnBlack;
FieldColor : Yellow Onblue; FieldMono : LtGrayOnBlack;
SelfieldColor : BlueOnCyan; SelfieldMono : WhiteCnBlack;
ProFieldColor : LtGrayOnblue; ProFieldMono : LtGrayOnblack;
ScrollBarColor : CyanonBlue; ScrollBarMono : LtGrayOnBlack;
SliderColor : CyanonBlue; SliderMono : WhiteCnBlack;
HotSpotColor : BlackCnCyan; HotSpotMono : BlackOnLtGray;
BlockColor : Yellow OnCyan; BlockMono : WhiteCnBlack;
MarkerColor : WhiteCnMagenta; MarkerMono : BlackOnLtGray;
DelimColor : BlueOnCyan; DelimVMono : WhiteCnBlack;
SelDelimColor : BlueOnCyan; SelDelim Mono : WhiteCnBlack;
ProDelimColor : BlueOnCyan; ProDelim Mono : WhiteCnBlack;
SelitemColor : BlackOnBrown; SelitemMono : BlackOnLtGray;
ProItemColor : LtGrayOnBlue; Pro■ temMono : LtGrayOnBlack;
HighltemColor : Yellow OnBlue; HighltemMono : WhiteCnBlack;
Alt■ temColor : WhiteCnBlue; Alt■ temMono : WhiteCnBlack;
AltSel■ temColor: WhiteCnCyan; AltSel■ temMono : BlackOnLtGray;
FlexAHelpColor : WhiteCnBlue; FlexAHelpMono : WhiteCnBlack;
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FlexBHelpColor : WhiteCnBlue; FlexBHelpMono : WhiteCnBlack;
FlexCHelpColor : LtCyanonBlue; FlexCHelpMono : BlackCnLtGray;
Unsel)&refcolor : Yellow OnPlue; Unsel)&refMono : LtBlueOnPlack;
Sel)Krefcolor : WhiteCnMagenta; Sel)KrefMono : BlackOnLtGray;
MouseColor : WhiteCnked; MouseMono : BlackOnLtGray

);
NumValues = 3; (####|Number of values of symptom. ####}
LargeRealNum = 1000000.0; (Large enough that (1/LargeRealNum) = 0 and

(LargeRealNum/ (LargeRealNum + 1)) = 1 but
not so large that (LargeRealNum * LargeRealNum)
overflows--even if cubed or more.)}

LeninputString = 24;
LenNameString = 24;
MainWinBufSize = 4000;
MaxNumConditions = 11;

{Range 0.(MaxNumConditions - 1), since Oparray starts at 0.)
MaxNumSymptoms = 31;

{0 stores total number of conditions, so symptoms only use
1...(MaxNumSymptoms - 1), since OpArray starts at 0. Must
be odd number, since 0 represents number if conditions, and
remainder must be even to accommodate yes/no pairs. Maximum size
is constrained by number of bits in longint data type, since
Bincombonum is based on longint. LastSympnum is (MaxNumSymptoms - 1)
and must be <= 31, since 32nd bit is used for negation in longint.}

MaxArrayDim = 65516; (Maximum accepted by Oplarray.)
MaxACRecArray Dim = 20000;

(This must be <= (MaxArrayIDim *Multiplier), where Multiplier is found
in SNMArray. Must be evenly divisible by Multiplier.)

MaxInteger = 1000000;
MaxStringlen = 76;
MinrealNum = 0.000001;
Priority: AutoPriority = (IRamArray, lemsArray, lVirtualArray);
ArrayOptions: byte = 0;
ArrayCaseRecPile = 'SNMDATA.ACR';
Array1Boolfile = 'SNMDATA.A1B';
Array1RealFile = 'SNMDATA.A1R';
Array2IntFileDynamic = 'SNMTEMP.A2I';
Array2IntFileStatic = 'SNMDATA.A2I';
TriArray2IntFile = 'SNMTEMPT2I';
TriArray2RealFile = 'SNMTEMP.T2R';
ArraySortRecPile = 'SNMDATA.ASR';
DiagcaseRecRile = 'SNMDATA.DCR';
FileDiaginFile = FILEDIAG.IN';
FileDiagoutfile = FILEDIAG.';
CondDataFile = 'SNMDATA.CON';
ScreenFile = 'SCREEN';
Standard Frame = 'UA' UAA';
($IFDEF UseMouse)
MouseChar: Char = #04;

($ENDIF)

type
ConditionNameATP = \ConditionNameAT;
ConditionNameAT = array(0..(MaxNumConditions - 1)] of string[LenNameString];

º
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SymptomNameATP = \SymptomNameAT;
SymptomNameAT

= array(0..((MaxNumSymptoms - 1) div Numvalues)) of string[LenNameString];

function CountNumSetBits(IntegerNum: longint): longint;
function GetBincomboFromFourCombo(FourCombonum: longint): longint;
function GetBinComboFrom ThreeCombonounknown(ThreeCombonum, LastThreeCombonum:
longint): longint;
function GetBincomboFrom TriCombo(TriCombonum: longint): longint:
function GetFourComboFromBinCombo(BinCombonum: longint): longint;
function GetPowerCfFour(Exponent: longint): longint;
function GetPowerOf Three(Exponent: longint): longint;
function GetPowerQf Two(Exponent: longint): longint;
function GetTriComboFrom BinCombo■ bincomboNum: longint): longint;
procedure MyErrorProc(UnitCode: byte; var ErrorCode: word; ErrorMsg: string);

{ }

implementation

function CountNumsetBits(IntegerNum: longint): longint;
Var

BitVal, NumSetBits: longint;
begin

NumSetBits := 0;
while (IntegerNum > 0) do begin

BitVal:= IntegerNum mod 2;
if (Bit Wal: 0) then begin

inc(NumSetBits);
end;
IntegerNum:= IntegerNum shr 1;

end;
CountNumSetBits := NumSetBits;

end;

function GetBinComboFromFourCombo (FourCombonum: longint): longint;
Var

BinaryPart, BinaryTotal, NumTriples, OnePart, Remainder: longint;
ThreePart, TripleNum, TwoPart: longint;

begin
NumTriples:= 1;
while (GetPowerOfFour(Num.Triples) <= FourCombonum) do begin

inc{NumTriples);
end;
BinaryTotal := 0;
Remainder := FourCombonum;
for TripleNum:= NumTriples downto 1 do begin

OnePart := GetPowerOfFour(TripleNum - 1);
TwoPart:= (GetPowerOfFour(TripleNum - 1)) * 2;
ThreePart:= (GetPowerOfFour(TripleNum - 1)) *3;
if (ThreePart 3- Remainder) then begin
Remainder := Remainder - ThreePart;
BinaryPart:= GetPowerQf Two((TripleNum *3) - 1);

end else if (TwoPart - Remainder) then begin
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Remainder := Remainder - TwoPart;
BinaryPart:= GetPowerOf Two((TripleNum *3)-2);

end else if (OnePart 3- Remainder) then begin
Remainder := Remainder - OnePart;
BinaryPart:= GetPowerOf Two((TripleNum *3)-3);

end else begin
BinaryPart := 0;

end;
BinaryTotal := BinaryTotal or BinaryPart;

end;
GetBincomboFromFourCombo:= BinaryTotal;

end;

(This function is written especially for S&L data, where sensor values are
always known. This reduces possible number of combinations from (4 exp 9) to
(3 exp 9), and by using this function instead of CondTableOT.LegalCombonum
in DiagoT.DiagnoseAllPossible, the number of calculations are reduced.}
function GetBincomboFrom ThreeComboNoUnknown(ThreeCombonum, LastThreeCombonum:
longint): longint;
Var

BinComboNum, DigitPos, Digit Value, Quotient, Remainder: longint;
begin

Digitpos := 1;
BinComboNum := 0;
Quotient := ThreeCombonum;
Digit Value:= 1;
while (DigitValue < LastThreeComboNum) do begin

Remainder := Quotient mod 3;
BinCombonum := BinCombonum or (DigitPos shl Remainder);
Quotient := Quotient div 3;
DigitPos:= DigitPos shl 3;
Digit Value:= DigitValue *3;

end;
GetBincomboFrom ThreeCombono Unknown := BinCombonum;

end;

function GetBincomboFrom TriCombo(TriCombonum: longint): longint;
Var

NumPairs, PairNum: longint;
BinaryPart, BinaryTotal, OnePart, Remainder, TwoPart: longint;

begin
NumPairs := 1;
while (GetPowerQf Three(NumPairs) <= TriComboNum) do begin

inc{NumPairs);
end;
BinaryTotal := 0;
Remainder := TriCombonum;
for PairNum:= NumPairs downto 1 do begin
OnePart := GetPowerOf Three(PairNum - 1);
TwoPart:= (GetPowerOf Three(PairNum - 1)) shl 1;
if (TwoPart := Remainder) then begin
Remainder := Remainder - TwoPart;
BinaryPart := GetPowerQf Two((PairNum shl 1) - 1);

end else if (OnePart 3- Remainder) then begin
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Remainder := Remainder - OnePart;
BinaryPart := GetPowerOf Two((PairNum shl 1)-2);

end else begin
BinaryPart := 0;

end;
BinaryTotal := BinaryTotal or BinaryPart;

end;
GetBincomboFrom TriCombo := BinaryTotal;

end;

function GetFourComboFrom Bincombo(BinComboNum: longint): longint;
Var

BinarySegment, FinalPart, FinalTotal, I, NumPairs, PairNum: longint;
begin

NumPairs := 1;
while (GetPowerOf Two(NumPairs + 1) <= BinCombonum) do begin
inc{NumPairs);

end;
FinalTotal := 0;
for PairNum:= 1 to NumPairs do begin

BinarySegment:= Bincombonum and 7;
BinCombonum := BinCombonum shr 3;
if (BinarySegment = 4) then begin

FinalPart := 3;
end else if (BinarySegment = 2) then begin

FinalPart := 2;
end else if (BinarySegment = 1) then begin

FinalPart := 1;
end else begin

FinalPart := 0;
end;
for I := 2 to PairNum do begin
FinalPart := FinalPart *4;

end;
FinalTotal := FinalTotal + FinalPart;

end;
GetFourComboFrom BinCombo := FinalTotal;

end;

function GetPowerOfFour(Exponent: longint): longint;
begin

GetPowerOfFour:= 1 shl (Exponent *2);
end;

function GetPowerOf Three(Exponent: longint): longint;
Var

I: longint;
Exp: longint;

begin
Exp:= 1;
for I := 1 to Exponent do begin
Exp:= Exp *3;

end;
GetPowerOf■ hree := Exp;
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end;

function GetPowerOf Two(Exponent: longint): longint;
begin

GetPowerQf Two := 1 shl Exponent;
end;

function GetTriComboFrom BinCombo■ bincombonum: longint): longint;
Var

Binary.Segment, FinalPart, FinalTotal, I, NumPairs, PairNum: longint;
begin

NumPairs := 1;
while (GetPowerOf Two(NumPairs + 1) <= BinCombonum) do begin

inc(NumPairs);
end;
FinalTotal := 0;
for PairNum:= 1 to NumPairs do begin

BinarySegment:= BinCombonum and 3;
BincomboNum := BinCombonum shr 2;
if (BinarySegment = 2) then begin

FinalPart := 2;
end else if (BinarySegment = 1) then begin

FinalPart := 1;
end else begin

FinalPart := 0;
end;
for I := 2 to PairNum do begin
FinalPart:= FinalPart *3;

end;
FinalTotal := FinalTotal + FinalPart;

end;
GetTriComboFrom Bincombo := FinalTotal;

end;

($F+)
procedure MyErrorProc(UnitCode: byte; var ErrorCode: word; ErrorMsg: string);
Var

KW: word;
begin

if ((ErrorCode mod 10000) <> 0) then begin
ErrorMsg:= ErrorMsg + 'Error: '+'UnitCode '+ Long2Str(UnitCode);
ErrorMsg:= ErrorMsg + ', ErrorCode '+ Long2Str(ErrorCode);
case ErrorCode of

ecPileNotRound : ErrorMsg:= ErrorMsg + '' + emfileNotPound;
ecPathNotFound : ErrorMsg:= ErrorMsg + ' ' + empathNotRound;
ecCutof Memory : ErrorMsg:= ErrorMsg + ' ' + emInsufficientmemory;
ecDeviceWrite : ErrorMsg:= ErrorMsg + '' + emWriteBrror;
ecDeviceRead : ErrorMsg:= ErrorMsg + '' + emkeadError;
ecRow OutCfRange : ErrorMsg:= ErrorMsg + '' + emkowCutOfRange;
ecColOutOfRange : ErrorMsg:= ErrorMsg + ' ' + emColoutCfRange;
ecNotLArrayFile : ErrorMsg:= ErrorMsg + '' 4 emNotLArrayFile;
ecelementTooBig : ErrorMsg:= ErrorMsg + '' + emelementTooBig;
ecBadLimensions : ErrorMsg := ErrorMsg + ' ' + embadL)imensions;
ecLessThanOnePage: ErrorMsg:= ErrorMsg + ' ' + emLessThanOnePage;
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ecPlushBrror : ErrorMsg:= ErrorMsg + '' + emflushBrror;
ecinsufficientBms: ErrorMsg:= ErrorMsg + '' + eminsufficientBms;
ecBmsAllocation : ErrorMsg:= ErrorMsg + '' + emems/Allocation;
ecNoBms : ErrorMsg:= ErrorMsg + '' 4 emNoEms;
ecEmsPageMapping : ErrorMsg:= ErrorMsg +'' 4 ememsPageMapping;
ecCantfreeBms : ErrorMsg:= ErrorMsg + '' 4 emcantfreeBms;
ecElSizelszero : ErrorMsg:= ErrorMsg + '' + emelSizelszero;
nd;

ErrorMsg:= ErrorMsg +'. Press any key to continue.';
FastWrite(ErrorMsg, ScreenHeight, 1, TextAttr);
RingBell;
KW := ReadKeyWord;
if ((ErrorCode div 10000) = etNonFatal) then begin

C

ErrorCode := epFatal + (ErrorCode mod 10000);
nd;

end;
end -

º

($F-)

end.

>

>

2
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APPENDIX B. ORIGINAL FEEDWATER HEATER NETWORKS

© …) G.G. G. G. C. & 6)
Figure B1. Feedwater heater baffle or bypass valve leak (BAFFLE). The nine symptoms
are turbine extraction pressure, shell pressure, inlet pressure, outlet pressure, drain
temperature, inlet temperature, outlet temperature, saturated steam temperature and level.

Figure B2. Tube bockage (BLOCK).

O-G) 6 @ G-C-E-G, C)
Figure B3. Broken baffles (BROKEN).
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GO-G) (s) (2) (2)--GO-GO-G) (s)

Figure B4. Non-condensible gases in shell side (CONDES).

G)—-G) (G) G.) (3)--G)→G)—G) G)

Figure B5. Tubes fouled internally (FOUL).

© …) G. G. G. O.C.G. &
Figure B6. Tube leaks (LEAK).
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© …) G. G. C. c. …G. &
Figure B7. Out of service (SERVICE).

GD–G) (s) (º) (3)--GO-GO-G) (s)

Figure B8. Excessive venting or steam leaks (VENTING).

Figure B9. Consolidated feedwater heater network (TOTAL), created by applying an OR
function to the eight individual networks.
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APPENDIX C. PROBABILITY ASSIGNMENTS FOR FEEDWATER HEATER

Following is the probability distribution table for the feedwater heater composite
influence diagram. To run it through either IDES or the stochastic simulator, all the
comments need to be removed. leaving only the numeric values. The "C", "J" and "P"
codes reference the distribution tables for the individual diagrams. There are nine
symptoms: ExPres, Shepres, InPres, OutPres, Drafemp, InTemp, Out Temp, SteTemp
and Level. There are eight failure modes or diseases: baffle, block, broken, condes, foul,
service and venting; a ninth disease is the state of no failure. A dash in the comments
indicates that the referenced symptom is not influenced by the disease that would
normally be in that position in the sequence.

10

30 1 #0 ExPres: -, -, -, -, -, -, -, -

0.05 0.90 0.05

3.227 #1 Shepres: -, block, -, condes, foul, -, -, venting

03 ExPres

99 Failure

0.780 0.200 0.020 NOFAIL P1

0.042 0.932 0.026
0.020 0.200 0.780

0.780 0.200 0.020 NOFAIL P1

0.042 0.932 0.026
0.020 0.200 0.780

0.433 0.555 0.012 BLOCK J5
0.020 0.780 0.200
0.007 0.497 0.496

0.780 0.200 0.020 NOFAIL P1
0.042 0.932 0.026
0.020 0.200 0.780

0.451 0.098 0.451 CONDES J2
0.020 0.200 0.780

0.005 0.055 0.940

0.451 0.098 0.451 FOUL J8
0.020 0.200 0.780
0.005 0.055 0.940

0.780 0.200 0.020 NOFAIL P1

0.042 0.932 0.026
0.020 0.200 0.780
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0.780 0.200 0.020
0.042 0.932 0.026
0.020 0.200 0.780

0.765 0.228 0.007
0.500 0.480 0.020
0.213 0.300 0.487

3 227

33 Outpres
99 Failure

0.780 0.200 0.020
0.049 0.910 0.041
0.020 0.200 0.780

0.513 0.4800.007
0.200 0.750 0.050
0.013 0.528 0.459

0.429 O.046 0.525
0.030 0.100 0.870
0.004 0.022 0.974

0.780 0.200 0.020
0.049 0.910 0.041
0.020 0.200 0.780

0.780 0.200 0.020
0.049 0.910 0.041

0.020 0.200 0.780

0.780 0.200 0.020
0.049 0.910 0.041

0.020 0.200 0.780

0.780 0.200 0.020

0.049 0.910 0.041
0.020 0.200 0.780

0.780 0.200 0.020
0.049 0.910 0.041
0.020 0.200 0.780

0.780 0.200 0.020
0.049 0.910 0.041
0.020 0.200 0.780

30 1

0.02 0.96 0.02

NOFAIL

VENTING

P1

J11

#2 InPres: baffle, block, -, -, -, -, -, -

NOFAIL

BAFFLE

BLOCK

NOFAIL

NOFAIL

NOFAIL

NOFAIL

NOFAIL

NOFAIL

P4

J15

J6

P4

P4

P4

P4

P4

P4
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3 227

53 InTemp
99 Failure

0.800 0.170 0.030
0.049 0.913 0.038
0.030 0.170 0.800

0.800 0.170 0.030
0.049 0.913 0.038
0.030 0.170 0.800

0.800 0.170 0.030
0.049 0.913 0.038
0.030 0.170 0.800

0.640 0.147 0.213
0.200 0.300 0.500
0.015 0.1230.862

0.800 0.170 0.030
0.049 0.913 0.038
0.030 0.1700.800

0.467 0.082 0.451
0.020 0.200 0.780
0.004 0.044 0.952

0.800 0.170 0.030
0.049 0.913 0.038
0.030 0.170 0.800

0.800 0.170 0.030
0.049 0.913 0.038
0.030 0.1700.800

0.800 0.170 0.030
0.049 0.913 0.038
0.030 0.170 0.800

30 1

0.05 0.90 0.05

33 81

53 InTemp
73 Stetemp
99 Failure

#4 Dra'■ emp: -, -, broken, -, foul, -, -, -

NOFAIL P8

NOFAIL P8

NOFAIL P8

BROKEN J18

NOFAIL P8

FOUL J9

NOFAIL P8

NOFAIL P8

NOFAIL P8

#5 InTemp: -, -, -, -, -, -, -, -

#6 Out Temp: baffle, block, broken, condes, foul, leak, serv, vent
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0.779 0.214 0.007
0.780 0.200 0.020
0.5100.276 0.214
0.500 0.450 0.050
0.001 0.945 0.054
0.050 0.450 0.500
0.214 0.276 0.510
0.020 0.200 0.780
0.007 0.214 0.779

0.698 0.292 0.010
0.804 0.189 0.007
0.515 0.326 0.159
0.569 0.422 0.009
0.500 0.400 0.100
0.251 0.467 0.282
0.331 0.325 0.344
0.214 0.238 0.548
0.141 0.325 0.534

0.456 0.535 0.009
0.413 0.580 0.007
0.311 0.568 0.121
0.1850.809 0.006
0.100 0.870 0.030
0.007 0.603 0.390
0.143 0.567 0.290
0.007 0.603 0.390
0.009 0.550 0.441

0.766 0.225 0.009
0.890 0.104 0.006
0.602 0.271 0.127
0.698 0.294 0.008
0.680 0.300 0.020
0.414 0.362 0.224
0.421 0.270 0.309
0.365 0.162 0.473
0.243 0.271 0.486

0.766 0.225 0.009
0.890 0.104 0.006
0.602 0.271 0.127
0.698 0.294 0.008
0.680 0.300 0.020
0.414 0.362 0.224
0.421 0.270 0.309
0.365 0.162 0.473
0.243 0.271 0.486

0.813 0.179 0.008
0.940 0.055 0.005
0.652 0.224 0.124

NOFAIL

BAFFLE

BLOCK

BROKEN

CONDES

FOUL

J1

J16

J7

J19

J3

J10
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0.779 0.214 0.007
0.780 0.200 0.020
0.5100.276 0.214
0.474 0.224 0.302
0.451 0.098 0.451
0.302 0.224 0.474

0.508 0.483 0.009
0.496 0.4970.007
0.356 0.521 0.123
0.254 0.739 0.007
0.200 0.780 0.020
0.024 0.793 0.183
0.183 0.520 0.297
0.012 0.555 0.433
0.010 0.521 0.469

0.889 0.104 0.007
0.995 0.003 0.002

0.747 0.143 0.110
0.900 0.095 0.005
0.980 0.010 0.010
0.681 0.143 0.176
0.578 0.146 0.276
0.613 0.007 0.380
0.418 0.146 0.436

0.453 0.538 0.009
0.408 0.585 0.007
0.310 0.572 0.118
0.181 0.813 0.006
0.100 0.880 0.020
0.007 0.837 0.156
0.143 0.571 0.286
0.009 0.555 0.436
0.009 0.550 0.441

3 13

1 3 Shepres

0.75 0.20 0.05
0.05 0.900.05
0.05 0.20 0.75

31 9

99 Failure

0.051 0.913 0.036
0.051 0.913 0.036
0.051 0.913 0.036

LEAK J4

SERVICE J17

VENTING J12

#7 Stetemp: -, -, -, -, -, -, -, -

P3
P3

P3

#8 Level: -, -, -, -, -, leak, -, -

NOFAIL C4

NOFAIL C4

NOFAIL C4
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0.051 0.913 0.036
0.051 0.913 0.036
0.051 0.913 0.036
0.020 0.250 0.730
0.051 0.913 0.036
0.051 0.913 0.036

9 0 1

0.870.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.02

NOFAIL
NOFAIL
NOFAIL
LEVEL

NOFAIL
NOFAIL

#9

C4
C4
C4

C4
C4
C4
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APPENDIX D. SIMULATORSOURCE CODE

program SNSim;
{This is used to generate simulated cases from S&L influence diagrams using a random
number function. It requires the Failure node to be switched so that it is listed first.}

($I+}
($R+}

COInSt

MaxNumlines = 81;
MaxNumModes = 10;
MaxNumPreds = 3;
NumPailureStates = 9;
NumSymptomstates = 3;

type
LineAT = array[0..(NumPailureStates - 1)) of real;
NodeRT = record

State: integer;
NumStates: integer;
NumPreds: integer;
Numlines: integer;
Pred Node.Array: array[1..MaxNumPreds] of integer;
LineArray: array(0..(MaxNumlines - 1)) of LineAT;

end;
NodeRTA = array(0..(MaxNumNodes - 1)) of NodeRT;

Var

FailureNode, NumCases, NumModes: longint;
Node.Array: NodeRTA;

procedure Readinputfile;
Var

LineNum, Node Num, Numlines, NumPreds, NumPredStates, Numstates, Pred Node, Pred Num, State:
integer;

Prob, SumProb: real;
ErrorFile, Inputfile: text;

begin
assign(ErrorFile,'ERROR');
rewrite(ErrorFile);
assign(Inputfile, 'INITDATA');
reset(Inputfile);
readln(Inputfile, NumModes);
FailureNode := Numnodes - 1;
for Nodenum := 0 to FailureNode do begin

readln(Inputfile, NumStates, NumPreds, Numlines);
Node.Array[NodeMum].State := -1;
NodeArray[Node Num].NumStates := NumStates;
Node.Array[NodeNum].NumPreds := NumPreds;
Node.Array[Nodenum].Numlines := Numlines;
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for Pred Num:= 1 to NumPreds do begin
readln(Inputfile, Pred Node, NumPredStates);
Node.Array[Nodenum].Pred NodeArray[Pred Num] := Pred Node;

end;
for LineNum := 0 to (Numlines - 1) do begin

SumProb := 0;
for State := 0 to (Num.States - 1) do begin
read(Inputfile, Prob);
NodeArray[Nodenum].LineArray[LineNum][State] := Prob;
SumProb := SumProb + Prob;

end;
readln(Inputfile);
if (SumProb - 1.0) then begin

writeln('Probabilities sum to ', SumProb,' in node', Node Num, ', line', LineNum);
writeln(ErrorFile, 'Probabilities sum to ', SumProb,' in node', Node Num, ', line', LineNum);

end;
end;

end;
close(ErrorFile);
close(Inputfile);

end;

procedure SetRailureState(CaseNum, NumCases: integer);
Var

FailureNodeState, State: integer;
FractionDone, LowerLimit, UpperLimit: real;

begin
FractionDone := CaseNum / NumCases;
LowerLimit := 0;
UpperLimit := 0;
FailureNodeState := -1;
for State := 0 to (Node.Array[FailureNode].NumStates - 1) do begin

LowerLimit := UpperLimit;
UpperLimit:= UpperLimit + Nodearray[FailureNode]..LineArray[0][State];
if ((FractionDone > LowerLimit) and (FractionDone - UpperLimit) then begin
FailureNodeState := State;

end;
end;
if ((FailureNodeState < 0) or (FailureNodeState -- NodeArray[FailureNode].NumStates) then begin

writeln('SetFailureState unsuccessful, case number', CaseNum);
halt;

end;
Node.Array[FailureNode]..State := FailureNodeState;

end;

procedure SetSymptomstate(Nodenum: integer);
Var

Index, NodeState, NumPreds, Pred, Pred Num, PredState, Radix, State: integer;
LowerLimit, RandomMum, UpperLimit: real;
PredStateArray: array[1..MaxNumPreds] of integer;

begin
RandomNum := random;
NumPreds := Node.Array[NodeNum].NumPreds;
for Pred Num := 1 to NumPreds do begin
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Pred := Node.Array[Nodenum].Pred Node.Array[Pred Num];
PredState := Node.Array[Pred].State;
if ((PredState < 0) or (PredState -- Node.Array[Pred].NumStates)) then begin

writeln('ERROR in node: ", Nodenum, '; state of ', PredState,' in node', Pred, ', R: ', RandomMum);
halt;

end;
PredStateArray[Pred Num] := PredState;

end;
Index := 0;
Radix := 1;
Pred Num := NumPreds;
while (Pred Num >= 1) do begin

Index := Index + ((PredStateArray[Pred Num]) *Radix);
Radix := Radix * NumSymptomStates;
dec(Pred Num);

end;
if (Index >= Node.Array[NodeMum].Numlines) then begin

writeln('Index', Index, of node', Nodenum, 'greater than , ((Node.Array[NodeMum].Numlines) -
1));

halt;
end;
LowerLimit := 0;
UpperLimit := 0;
NodeState := -1;
for State := 0 to (Node.Array[Nodenum].NumStates - 1) do begin

LowerLimit := UpperLimit;
UpperLimit := UpperLimit + NodeArray[Nodenum].LineArray[Index][State];
if ((RandomMum > LowerLimit) and (Random Num «- UpperLimit) then begin

NodeState := State;
end;

end;
if ((NodeState < 0) or (NodeState -- NodeArray[Node Num].NumStates)) then begin

writeln('SetSymptomstate unsuccessful, node number', NodeNum, ", Line number', Index);
halt;

end;
if (NodeState = -1) then begin

NodeState := (Node.Array[NodeNum].NumStates) - 1;
end;
Node.Array[NodeMum].State := NodeState;
if ((NodeState < 0) or (Nodestate ~ ((Node.Array[NodeMum].NumStates) - 1))) then begin

writeln('Node', Nodenum, 'state is ', Nodestate, '; NumStates is ', NodeArray[NodeNum].NumStates);
halt;

end;
end;

procedure WriteCutputfile;
Var

CaseNum, Node Num: integer;
Outputfile: text;

begin
assign(Outputfile, 'STATE');
rewrite(Outputfile);
for CaseNum:= 1 to NumCases do begin

SetFailureState(CaseNum, NumCases);

*
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SetSymptomstate(0);
SetSymptomstate(1);
SetSymptomstate.(3);
SetSymptomstate(2);
SetSymptomstate(5);
SetSymptomstate(4);
SetSymptomstate(7);
SetSymptomstate(6);
SetSymptomstate(8);
for Nodenum := 0 to (Num.Nodes - 2) do begin

write(Outputfile, ((Node.Array[Nodenum].State) + 1), '');
end;
writeln(OutputPile, ((Node.Array[NumModes - 1].State) + 1));

end;
close (Output File);

end;

begin
Readinputfile;
writeln(Type number of cases to generate.');
readln(Num'Cases);
writeln(Type random number seed.');
readln(RandSeed);
WriteCutputfile;
end.
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APPENDIX E. FEEDWATER HEATERSN NETWORKS

Figure E1. Cliversion of consolidated feedwater heater network.

Figure E2. SN2 version of consolidated feedwater heater network.

Figure E3. SN3 version of consolidated feedwater heater network.
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Figure E4. SN4 version of consolidated feedwater heater network.

Figure E5. SN5 version of consolidated feedwater heater network.

Figure E6. GS version of consolidated feedwater heater network.
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APPENDIX F. FEEDWATER HEATER NUMERICAL RESULTS

The following tables summarize the results of the feedwater heater experiment.
Horizontally, the first line lists the type of inference engine. The second line shows the
three cutoff values in order. Note that "X", "Y", and "Z" stand for a number larger than
the size of the databases; that is, they effectively imply an infinite cutoff value, meaning
that no amount of data will satisfy them. The vertical index lists the tests that were
performed. The data is broken up into number of healthy instances, number of diseased
instances, and total number of instances, which is why there are three numbers for each
test. In some cases the values for the standard engines (CI, GS, IDES and UGS) are
missing. The reader should assume that the missing values are identical to the
appropriate values in tables without missing elements.

CI SN2 SN3 SN4 SN5 GS IDES UGS

(X,Y,0) (X,0,0) (X,0,0) (X,0,0) (X,0,0) (0,Y,Z) (0,Y,Z)

aver probability 0.889 0.910 0.903 0.922 0.919 0.928 0.924 0.942
0.231 0.294 0.214 0.243 0.324 0.272 0.307 0.438
0.804 0.830 0.814 0.834 0.842 0.843 0.844 0.876

var probability 0.023 0.017 0.019 0.009 0.015 0.014 0.012 0.009
0.050 0.074 0.044 0.049 0.090 0.082 0.072 0.119
0.075 0.067 0.076 0.067 0.064 0.072 0.062 0.052

aver abs diff IDES 0.065 0.038 0.055 0.038 0.028 0.032 0.000 0.033
0.169 O.151 0.144 O. 110 0.108 0.080 0.000 0.157
0.078 0.052 0.067 0.047 0.038 0.038 0.000 0.049

varabs diff IDES 0.013 0.006 0.011 0.005 0.003 0.006 0.000 0.005
0.035 0.024 0.024 0.013 0.015 0.020 0.000 0.054
0.017 0.010 0.013 0.006 0.005 0.008 0.000 0.013

number correct 4254 4281 4296 4318 4223 4290 4313 4315
70 129 71 166 239 185 198 293

4324 4410 4367 4484 4462 4475 4511 4608

aver sum prob 1.019 1.008 0.996 0.996 1.007 1,000 1.000
1.1.16 1.118 1,020 1,012 1.043 1.000 1,000

1.032 1.022 0.999 0.998 1.012 1.000 1.000

var sum prob 0.011 0.006 0.004 0.003 0.005 0.000 0.000
0.058 0.058 0.024 0.042 0.061 0.000 0.000

0.018 0.014 0.006 0.008 0.012 0.000 0.000

aver ADPU 0.080 0.056 0.067 0.049 0.047 0.039 0.033 0.000
0.265 0.233 0.254 0.220 0.197 0.190 0.157 0.000
0.104 0.079 0.091 0.071 0.066 0.059 0.049 0.000

War ADPU 0.018 0.011 0.014 0.008 0.009 0.009 0.005 0.000
0.071 0.060 0.070 0.069 0.063 0.089 0.054 0.000
0.029 0.021 0.026 0.019 0.018 0.022 0.013 0.000

CI SN2 SN3 SN4 SN5 GS IDES

(X,Y,0) (X,5,0) (X,5,0) (X,5,0) (X,5,0) (0,Y,Z)
aver probability 0.889 0.910 0.902 0.919 0.917 0.928 0.924

0.231 0.300 0.225 0.252 0.342 0.272 0.307
0.804 0.830 0.814 0.832 0.842 0.843 0.844
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var probability

aver abs diff IDES

varabs diff IDES

number correct

aver sum prob

var sum prob

aver ADPU

var ADPU

aver probability

0.014

0.082

0.072

0.032

0.080
0.038

0.006

0.020

0.008

4290

185
4475

1.000

1.000
1.000

0.000
0.000

0.000

0.039

0.190

0.059
0.009
0.089

0.022

GS

var probability

aver abs diff IDES

var abs diff IDES

number correct

aver sum prob

var sum prob

0.023
0.050
0.075

0.065
0.169

0.078
0.013

0.035
0.017

4254
70

4324

1.019
1.1.16

1.032
0.011

0.058
0.018

0.080
0.265
0.104
0.018
0.071

0.029

(X,Y,0)
0.889

0.231
0.804

0.023
0.050
0.075

0.065
0.169
0.078

0.013
0.035
0.017

4254

70
4324

1.019

1.1.16

1.032

0.011

0.058

0.017
0.073
0.066

0.038
0.149
0.052
0.006
0.023
0.010

4279
131
4410

1.011

1.134
1.027
0.006
0.060
0.015

0.056
0.226
0.078

0.011
0.055
0.020

SN2

(X,10,0)
0.910
0.299
0.830

0.017
0.072
0.066

0.038
0.147
0.052
0.006
0.022
0.009

4280

128
4408

1.011

1.132
1.027
0.006
0.058

0.019

0.043
0.074

0.055
0.137

0.066
0.011

0.022

0.013

4295
75
4370

1.003

1.048
1.009

0.004
0.029
0.007

0.068

0.243

0.091

0.015
0.061
0.024

SN3

(X,100)
0.902

0.224

0.814

0.019

0.043
0.074

0.055
0.137
0.066

0.011
0.022

0.013

4295
72

4367

1.003

1.049

1.009
0.004

0.028

0.009
0.047
0.064

0.037

0.106
0.046

0.004

0.011

0.005

4321

164

4485

1.005
1.046

1.011

0.004
0.053
0.010

0.051
0.213

0.072
0.008
0.061

0.018

SN4

(X,100)
0.918

0.251
0.832
0.009

0.047
0.065

0.037
0.107

0.046

0.004
0.012

0.006

4320
166

4486

1.004

1.042
1.009

0.003

0.051

0.015
0.086

0.061

0.027
0.103
0.037
0.003

0.013
0.005

4215
232
4447

1.019
1.138
1.035
0.007
0.079
0.018

0.049
0.181

0.066
0.009
0.049
0.016

SN5

(X,100)
0.917
0.341
0.842
0.015
0.085
0.061

0.027
0.102
0.037
0.003
0.013
0.005

4223
230
4453

1.018
1.131
1.033
0.007
0.073

(0,Y,Z)
0.928

0.272
0.843
0.014

0.082
0.072

0.032

0.080

0.038

0.006
0.020

0.008

4290

185
4475

1.000

1.000

1.000

0.000
0.000

0.012
0.072

0.062

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

0.000

0.000

4313
198

4511

0.033
0.157
0.049

0.005
0.054

0.013

IDES

0.924

0.307
0.844
0.012

0.072
0.062

0.000

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000

4313
198
4511

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

º

:
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aver ADPU

var ADPU

aver probability

var probability

aver abs diff IDES

varabs diff IDES

number correct

aver sum prob

var sum prob

aver ADPU

var ADPU

aver probability

var probability

aver abs diff IDES

0.018

0.080
0.265
0.104
0.018

0.071
0.029

CI

(X,Y,0)
0.889
0.231

0.804
0.023
0.050
0.075

0.065
0.169

0.078

0.013
0.035
0.017

4254
70
4324

1.019
1.116
1.032

0.011
0.058
0.018

0.080
0.265
0.104
0.018

0.071
0.029

CI

(X,Y,0)
0.889
0.231
0.804

0.023
0.050
0.075

0.065

0.169

0.015

0.056
0.228
0.078
0.011
0.055
0.020

SN2

(X,500)
0.910
0.297
0.830
0.017
0.072
0.066

0.038
0.146
0.052
0.006
0.022
0.009

4280
128
4408

1.011
1.129
1.026
0.006
0.058
0.015

0.056
0.229
0.078
0.011
0.056
0.020

SN6

(X,100,0)
0.909
0.295
0.830
0.016
0.072
0.066

0.037
0.145

0.007

0.068
0.244
0.091
0.015
0.061

0.024

SN3

(X,500)
0.902
0.221
0.814
0.019

0.042

0.075

0.054
0.137

0.065
0.011
0.022

0.013

4299
68

4367

1.000
1.042

1,006
0.003
0.026
0.007

0.068

0.248
0.091
0.015
0.063

0.025

SN9

0.010

0.052
0.214

0.073

0.008
0.061
0.018

SN4

(X,500)
0.915
0.251
0.829
0.011
0.047

0.066

0.038
0.114

0.048

0.005
0.016

0.007

4313

158
4471

1.002
1.032

1.006

0.004
0.053

0.011

0.053
0.216

0.075
0.009
0.063
0.019

SN4

(X,100,0) (X,100,0)
0.902
0.210
0.812

0.019
0.037
0.076

0.056
0.144

0.917
0.250
0.830
0.011
0.047

0.066

0.037
0.114

0.017

0.048
0.182
0.066
0.009
0.049
0.016

SN5

(X,500)
0.913
0.328
0.837
0.017
0.081

0.064

0.031
0.105
0.040
0.005
0.014

0.006

4212
218
4430

1.014
1.126
1.028

0.006
0.080

0.017

0.050
0.193
0.069
0.010
0.055
0.018

SN5

(X,100,0)
0.912
0.319
0.835
0.017
0.080
0.065

0.032
0.108

0.000

0.039
0.190
0.059
0.009
0.089

0.022

GS

(0,Y,Z)
0.928

0.272
0.843
0.014
0.082
0.072

0.032
0.080

0.038

0.006

0.020
0.008

4290

185
4475

1.000
1.000
1.000

0.000

0.000
0.000

0.039
0.190

0.059
0.009

0.089

0.022

GS

(0,\,z)
0.928
0.272

0.843

0.014
0.082
0.072

0.032
0.080

0.033
0.157
0.049

0.005
0.054
0.013

IDES

0.924

0.307
0.844

0.012
0.072
0.062

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000
0.000

0.000

4313
198
4511

0.033
0.157
0.049

0.005
0.054

0.013

IDES

0.924
0.307
0.844

0.012

0.072

0.062

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
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varabs diff IDES

number correct

aver sum prob

var sum prob

aver ADPU

var ADPU

aver probability

var probability

aver abs diff IDES

varabs diff IDES

number correct

aver sum prob

var sum prob

aver ADPU

var ADPU

0.078
0.013

0.035
0.017

4254
70

4324

1.019

1.116

1.032
0.011
0.058
0.018

0.080

0.265
0.104
0.018

0.071
0.029

CI

(X,Y,0)
0.889
0.231
0.804
0.023
0.050
0.075

0.065
0.169
0.078

0.013
0.035
0.017

4254

70
4324

1.019

1.116
1.032
0.011
0.058
0.018

0.080

0.265

0.104

0.018

0.051
0.006
0.022

0.009

4282
128

4410

1.009

1.125
1.024

0.006
0.057
0.014

0.056
0.231
0.079

0.011
0.057
0.020

SN6

(X,500,0)
0.904
0.261
0.820
0.017
0.056
0.069

0.048

0.142
0.061

0.009
0.024
0.012

4279

99
4378

1,021
1.124

1.035
0.012
0.061
0.019

0.066

0.238

0.088
0.014

0.067

0.011

0.023
0.014

4301

4367

0.998
1.028

1.002

0.003

0.024
0.006

0.069
0.259
0.093

0.015
0.067
0.026

SN3

0.047

0.005
0.016

0.007

4314

158
4472

1.002

1.032
1.006
0.004
0.053
0.010

0.052
0.218
0.074

0.009
0.065

0.019

SN4

(X,500,0) (X,500,0)
0.874
0.250
0.793
0.027
0.052

0.074

0.076
0.157
0.086
0.016
0.029
0.019

4149

89

4238

1.018
1.116
1.030

0.013
0.062

0.020

0.090
0.251
0.111
0.022

0.887
0.228
0.801
0.023
0.050

0.075

0.066
0.166

0.079

0.013
0.036
0.017

4254
70

4324

1.016
1.111

1.029
0.011
0.058

0.018

0.081

0.264

0.105
0.018

0.042

0.005
0.014

0.007

4216
217

4433

1.011

1.102
1.023
0.006
0.073
0.016

0.051
0.200
0.071

0.010
0.056

0.019

SN5

(X,500,0)
0.894
0.228

0.807
0.023
0.050
0.077

0.062

0.167
0.075
0.013
0.035
0.017

4254
70
4324

1.019
1.117

1.032
0.011
0.057

0.018

0.076

0.263

0.101
0.018

0.038

0.006
0.020
0.008

4290

185
4475

1.000

1.000
1.000

0.000

0.000
0.000

0.039

0.190
0.059
0.009
0.089

0.022

GS

(0,Y,Z)
0.928
0.272

0.843
0.014
0.082

0.072

0.032
0.080

0.038

0.006
0.020
0.008

4290

185
4475

1.000
1,000

1.000
0.000
0.000

0.000

0.039
0.190

0.059
0.009

0.000

0.000

0.000
0.000

43.13

198

4511

0.033
0.157
0.049

0.005
0.054
0.013

IDES

0.924

0.307
0.844
0.012
0.072

0.062

0.000

0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000

4313
198

4511

0.033

0.157

0.049

0.005

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000
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aver probability

var probability

aver abs diff IDES

varabs diff IDES

number correct

aver sum prob

var sum prob

aver ADPU

var ADPU

0.071

0.029

(X,Y,0)
0.889
0.231
0.804

0.023
0.050
0.075

0.065

0.169

0.078

0.013
0.035
0.017

4254
70
4324

1.019

1.116
1.032
0.011
0.058
0.018

0.080
0.265
0.104
0.018
0.071
0.029

0.061

SN2

0.065 0.072 0.072 0.089
0.023 0.030 0.029 0.029 0.022

SN3 SN4 SN5 GS

(X,1000,0)(X,1000,0)(X,1000,0)(X,1000,0)(0,Y,Z)
0.893
0.230
0.807
0.023
0.051
0.076

0.063
0.167

0.077
0.014
0.035
0.018

4254
70
4324

1.020

1.117
1.032
0.011
0.058
0.018

0.078

0.263
0.102

0.018
0.072
0.029

SN2

(5,0,0)
0.918

0.304
0.838
0.015
0.077

0.065

0.879
0.230
0.795
0.023
0.049

0.074

0.071
0.167

0.084
0.013
0.035
0.017

4255
70

4325

1.012
1.100

1.024
0.011
0.059
0.018

0.086
0.262
0.109

0.018

0.072
0.028

SN2

(10,0,0)
0.918
0.313
0.840
0.015
0.080
0.065

0.887
0.228
0.801
0.023
0.050
0.075

0.066

0.166
0.079
0.013
0.036
0.017

4254
70

4324

1.016
1.111
1,029

0.011
0.058
0.018

0.081
0.264

0.105
0.018
0.072
0.029

SN2

(50,0,0)
0.917
0.310
0.838
0.016
0.082

0.066

0.894
0.228
0.807
0.023
0.050
0.077

0.062
0.167
0.075
0.013
0.035
0.017

4254
70
4324

1.019
1.117

1.032
0.011
0.057
0.018

0.076
0.263

0.101
0.018
0.072
0.029

SN2

(100,0,0)
0.915
0.323
0.838
0.017
0.085
0.065

0.928
0.272

0.843
0.014
0.082

0.072

0.032
0.080

0.038

0.006

0.020
0.008

4290
185

4475

1.000
1.000
1,000

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.039
0.190
0.059
0.009
0.089

0.022

GS

0.054 0.000
0.013 0.000

IDES

0.924
0.307

0.844
0.012
0.072

0.062

0.000
0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

4313
198
4511

0.033
0.157

0.049
0.005
0.054
0.013

aver probability

var probability

aver abs diff IDES

varabs diff IDES

number correct

(X,Y,0)
0.889
0.231
0.804
0.023

0.050
0.075

0.065

0.169
0.078

0.013
0.035
0.017

4254

0.026

0.063
0.031
0.003

0.010
0.004

4300

0.025

0.070
0.031
0.003
0.012
0.005

4296

0.026

0.085
0.033
0.004

0.015
0.005

4298

0.025
0.096
0.034

0.004
0.016
0.006

4278

(0,Y,Z)
0.928
0.272

0.843
0.014
0.082

0.072

0.032
0.080
0.038

0.006
0.020
0.008

4290

IDES

0.924
0.307

0.844
0.012
0.072

0.062

0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

4313

0.000

0.000
0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000
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aver sum prob

var sum prob

aver ADPU

var ADPU

aver probability

var probability

averabs diff IDES

varabs diff IDES

number correct

aver sum prob

var sum prob

aver ADPU

var ADPU

aver probability

201
4479

1.004

1.096
1.016
0.004
0.054
0.011

0.045
0.175
0.062
0.009

0.060
0.018

SN2

(100.5,0)
0.915
0.329
0.839
0.017
0.085
0.064

0.025
0.094
0.034
0.004
0.015
0.006

4276
203
4479

1.007
1.112
1.021
0.004
0.057
0.012

0.045
0.169
0.061
0.009
0.055
0.017

SN2

185
4475

1.000
1.000

1.000

0.000
0.000

0.000

GS

(0,Y,Z)
0.928
0.272

0.843
0.014

0.082

0.072

0.032

0.080
0.038
0.006

0.020

0.008

4290

185
4475

1.000

1.000

1.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.039
0.190

0.059
0.009
0.089
0.022

GS

(100,10.0) (0,Y,Z)

70
4324

1.019
1.116

1.032
0.011

0.058
0.018

(X,Y,0)
0.889
0.231
0.804

0.023
0.050
0.075

0.065

0.169
0.078

0.013

0.035
0.017

4254
70

4324

1.019
1.116
1.032
0.011
0.058
0.018

0.080
0.265

0.104
0.018

0.071

0.029

(X,Y,0)
0.889

190

4490

1.006
1,079

1.016
0.003
0.034
0.008

0.045
0.159
0.059
0.009
0.061

0.017

SN2

(5.5,0)
0.918
0.311
0.839
0.015
0.076
0.064

0.026
0.061
0.030
0.003
0.009
0.004

4298
192

4490

1.009
1.095
1.020
0.003
0.038

0.009

0.045
0.153
0.059
0.009
0.055
0.016

SN2

(5,100)
0.918

194

4490

1,005
1.088

1.016
0.003
0.041
0.009

0.044

0.157
0.059
0.009

0.060
0.017

SN2

(10,50)
0.918
0.320

0.840
0.015
0.080
0.064

0.025

0.068
0.031
0.003
0.011
0.005

4294
196

4490

1.008
1.105
1,021

0.003
0.044
0.009

0.044
0.151
0.058

0.009
0.055

0.016

SN2

(10,100)
0.918

185

4483

1.003

1.090
1.015

0.003
0.054
0.011

0.046

0.168
0.062

0.009
0.060
0.018

SN2

(50.5,0)
0.917
0.317

0.839
0.016

0.081

0.065

0.026

0.083
0.033
0.004
0.013
0.005

4296
187

4483

1,006

1.107

1.019
0.003
0.057
0.011

0.046
0.162
0.061

0.009
0.055
0.017

SN2

(50,100)
0.918 0.915 0.928

198

4511

0.033

0.157
0.049

0.005

0.054
0.013

IDES

0.924
0.307

0.844
0.012
0.072

0.062

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

0.000

4313
198
4511

IDES

0.924
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var probability

averabs diff IDES

varabs diff IDES

number correct

aver sum prob

var sum prob

aver ADPU

var ADPU

aver probability

var probability

aver abs diff IDES

varabs diff IDES

number correct

aver sum prob

0.231

0.804
0.023
0.050
0.075

0.065
0.169
0.078

0.013
0.035
0.017

4254
70
4324

1.019
1.116
1.032

0.011
0.058
0.018

0.080
0.265
0.104
0.018
0.071
0.029

(X,Y,0)
0.889
0.231
0.804

0.023
0.050
0.075

0.065
0.169
0.078
0.013
0.035
0.017

4254
70
4324

1.019
1.1.16

0.309
0.839
0.014
0.075
0.064

0.026
0.059
0.030
0.003
0.008
0.004

4299
189

4488

1.009
1.093
1.020
0.003
0.036
0.008

0.044
0.154
0.059
0.009
0.056
0.016

SN5

(5,500)
0.918
0.308
0.839
0.014
0.075
0.064

0.026
0.059
0.030
0.003
0.008
0.004

4299
189
4488

1.009
1.091

0.318

0.840
0.015
0.078

0.064

0.025
0.066

0.031
0.003

0.010
0.004

4295
193

4488

1.008

1.102
1.020

0.003
0.043
0.009

0.044
0.153

0.058
0.009

0.055
0.016

SN5

0.315
0.839
0.015
0.080

0.065

0.026
0.082
0.033

0.004
0.013
0.005

4297
184

4481

1,006

1.104
1,019
0.003

0.055
0.011

0.046
0.163
0.061

0.009
0.055
0.017

SN5

(10,500) (50.50,0)
0.918
0.317
0.840
0.015
0.078
0.064

0.025
0.065
0.030

0.003
0.010

0.004

4295

193

4488

1.008

1.100

0.917
0.314
0.839
0.015
0.080

0.065

0.025

0.081
0.033

0.004
0.013

0.005

4297

184

4481

1,006
1.102

0.327
0.839
0.017
0.083
0.064

0.025
0.092
0.034
0.004
0.015
0.006

4277
200

4477

1.008
1.110
1,021
0.004
0.055
0.011

0.045
0.170
0.061
0.009
0.055
0.017

SN5

0.272

0.843
0.014

0.082
0.072

0.032
0.080

0.038
0.006

0.020
0.008

4290
185

4475

1.000

1.000
1,000
0.000

0.000
0.000

0.039
0.190
0.059
0.009

0.089

0.022

GS

(100,50,0) (0,Y,Z)
0.915
0.326
0.839
0.017
0.083
0.065

0.025
0.091
0.034
0.004
0.014
0.006

4277

200
4477

1.007
1.108

0.928
0.272

0.843
0.014

0.082
0.072

0.032
0.080

0.038

0.006
0.020

0.008

4290
185
4475

1.000
1.000

0.307

0.844
0.012

0.072
0.062

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000

4313
198

4511

IDES

0.924

0.307
0.844

0.012

0.072
0.062

0.000

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

0.000

4313
198
4511
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var sum prob

aver ADPU

var ADPU

aver probability

var probability

aver abs diff IDES

varabs diff IDES

number correct

aver sum prob

var sum prob

aver ADPU

var ADPU

aver probability

var probability

1.032

0.011
0.058
0.018

CI

(X,Y,0)
0.889
0.231

0.804
0.023
0.050
0.075

0.065
0.169

0.078
0.013
0.035
0.017

4254
70

4324

1.019
1.116

1.032
0.011

0.058
0.018

CI

(X,Y,0)
0.889
0.231
0.804
0.023
0.050
0.075

1.020
0.003

0.035
0.008

0.045
0.156
0.059
0.009
0.057
0.017

SN4

(5,0,0)
0.922
0.283
0.839

0.013
0.071
0.067

0.027
0.061

0.032
0.004
0.009
0.005

4307

185
4492

1.004

1.034

1,008
0.002
0.015
0.004

0.042
0.178
0.060

0.008
0.072
0.018

SN4

(5,5,0)
0.919
0.292
0.837
0.013
0.068
0.065

1.020
0.003
0.042
0.009

0.044

0.154
0.058
0.009

0.056
0.016

SN4

(10,0,0)
0.923
0.276
0.839

0.012
0.068

0.067

0.027

0.066
0.032
0.004

0.010
0.005

4322
171

4493

1.002

1.032

1,006
0.002
0.016

0.004

0.041

0.183
0.060

0.008
0.073
0.018

SN4

(10,5,0)
0.920
0.285
0.838
0.012
0.065
0.065

1.019
0.003
0.055
0.011

0.046
0.165
0.061

0.009
0.056
0.017

SN4

(50,0,0)
0.924
0.272
0.839
0.012
0.063
0.067

0.027

0.079
0.034
0.004

0.013
0.005

4318

166
4484

1,000

1,043

1,006
0.002
0.031

0.006

0.043

0.194
0.062

0.008
0.074

0.019

SN4

(50.5,0)
0.921
0.281
0.838
0.012
0.060
0.065

1.020
0.004
0.055
0.011

0.045
0.172

0.061

0.009
0.056
0.017

SN4

(100,0,0)
0.923
0.267

0.838
0.012
0.063

0.067

0.029

0.085
0.037
0.004

0.013
0.006

4318
166

4484

0.999
1,040

1.004
0.002
0.031

0.006

0.043
0.199

0.064

0.008
0.074

0.019

SN4

(100,5,0)
0.920
0.276
0.837
0.012
0.061
0.065

1.000
0.000
0.000

0.000

GS

(0,Y,Z)
0.928

0.272
0.843
0.014
0.082

0.072

0.032

0.080
0.038
0.006
0.020
0.008

4290

185
4475

1.000

1,000

1,000
0.000
0.000

0.000

GS

(0,\,z)
0.928
0.272
0.843
0.014
0.082
0.072

IDES

0.924
0.307

0.844
0.012
0.072

0.062

0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

4313
198

4511

0.033

0.157
0.049

0.005
0.054
0.013

IDES

0.924
0.307
0.844

0.012
0.072
0.062

224





aver abs diff IDES

war abs diff IDES

number correct

aver sum prob

var sum prob

aver ADPU

War ADPU

aver probability

var probability

aver abs diff IDES

varabs diff IDES

number correct

aver sum prob

war sum prob

aver ADPU

0.065
0.169

0.078
0.013
0.035
0.017

4254
70

4324

1.019
1.1.16
1.032

0.011
0.058
0.018

0.080
0.265
0.104
0.018
0.071
0.029

(X,Y,0)
0.889
0.231

0.804
0.023
0.050
0.075

0.065
0.169
0.078
0.013
0.035
0.017

4254
70
4324

1,019
1.1.16
1.032
0.011
0.058
0.018

0.026
0.057
0.030
0.003

0.007
0.004

4310
183

4493

1.013
1.068
1.020
0.003
0.028

0.006

0.045
0.171
0.061

0.008
0.063
0.017

SN4

(5,100)
0.918
0.291
0.837
0.013
0.068
0.065

0.027
0.058
0.031
0.004

0.007
0.004

4309
185

4494

1.012
1.063
1.018
0.002
0.026
0.006

0.045

0.026

0.062
0.030
0.003

0.008
0.004

4325

169

4494

1.011

1.065
1.018

0.003
0.030
0.006

0.044
0.176

0.061

0.008
0.065
0.017

SN4

0.026

0.075
0.032
0.003

0.011
0.004

4321
164

4485

1.009
1.076
1.018
0.003
0.040

0.008

0.045
0.187

0.064

0.008
0.066
0.017

SN4

(10,100) (50,10,0)
0.920
0.284

0.837

0.012
0.065
0.065

0.026

0.063
0.031
0.004

0.009
0.004

4324
171

4495

1.010
1.061
1.017
0.002
0.027
0.006

0.044

0.920
0.280

0.837
0.012
0.060

0.065

0.027
0.076
0.033
0.003

0.011
0.005

4320
166

4486

1.008
1.072
1.017
0.003
0.038

0.008

0.046

0.028 0.032

0.081 0.080
0.035 0.038
0.003 0.006

0.011 0.020
0.005 0.008

4321 4290

164 185
4485 4475

1.008 1,000
1.073 1.000
1.016 1,000
0.003 0.000
0.040 0.000

0.008 0.000

0.046 0.039

0.192 0.190

0.065 0.059
0.008 0.009
0.065 0.089
0.018 0.022

SN4 GS

(100,10,0) (0,Y,Z)
0.920 0.928
0.275 0.272
0.836 0.843
0.012 0.014
0.061 0.082
0.065 0.072

0.029 0.032
0.082 0.080
0.036 0.038
0.004 0.006
0.011 0.020
0.005 0.008

4320 4290
166 185
4486 4475

1.007 1.000
1.069 1,000
1.015 1.000
0.003 0.000
0.038 0.000
0.008 0.000

0.046 0.039

0.000

0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000

4313

198
4511

IDES

0.924

0.307

0.844
0.012

0.072
0.062

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000

4313
198

4511
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War ADPU

aver probability

var probability

aver abs diff IDES

varabs diff IDES

number correct

aver sum prob

var sum prob

aver ADPU

var ADPU

aver probability

var probability

aver abs diff IDES

varabs diff IDES

CI

(X,Y,0)
0.889

0.231
0.804

0.023
0.050

0.075

0.065
0.169
0.078

0.013
0.035
0.017

4254
70

4324

1.019
1.1.16
1.032
0.011

0.058
0.018

(X,Y,0)
0.889

0.231
0.804
0.023
0.050
0.075

0.065
0.169
0.078
0.013
0.035

0.172
0.062

0.008

0.064
0.017

SN5

(5,500)
0.916
0.294

0.835
0.014

0.068

0.065

0.028
0.061
0.032

0.004
0.009
0.005

4301
187

4488

1.011
1.059
1.017

0.004
0.029
0.007

0.046
0.171
0.062
0.009
0.063

0.018

SN5

(5,0,0)
0.920

0.297
0.839
0.014
0.080
0.067

0.026
0.063
0.031
0.004
0.010

0.177
0.061

0.008
0.065
0.017

SN5

0.188
0.064

0.008

0.066
0.018

SN5

(10,500) (50.50,0)
0.917

0.288

0.835
0.014

0.065
0.065

0.028

0.067
0.033
0.004

0.010
0.005

4315
174

4489

1.009

1.057
1.015
0.003
0.030
0.007

0.045
0.175
0.062

0.009
0.065

0.018

SN5

(10,0,0)
0.921

0.306
0.841
0.014

0.084
0.066

0.025
0.070
0.031
0.003
0.012

0.917

0.280

0.834
0.014
0.060
0.066

0.028
0.084
0.035
0.004
0.015
0.006

4313
158
4471

1,006
1,062
1.013

0.003
0.041
0.009

0.047

0.190

0.066

0.009
0.068

0.019

SN5

(50,0,0)
0.921
0.312
0.842
0.014

0.091
0.066

0.023
0.076
0.030
0.003
0.013

0.193
0.065
0.008

0.066

0.018

SN5

0.190

0.059
0.009

0.089
0.022

GS

(100,50,0) (0,Y,Z)
0.916

0.275
0.833
0.014
0.060

0.066

0.030
0.090
0.037
0.004

0.016
0.006

4313

158
4471

1.004
1,059
1.011
0.003
0.041
0.009

0.048

0.196

0.067

0.009
0.068
0.019

SN5

(100,0,0)
0.919

0.325
0.842
0.016

0.095
0.066

0.023
0.087
0.031
0.003
0.015

0.928
0.272

0.843
0.014
0.082
0.072

0.032
0.080

0.038
0.006
0.020

0.008

4290

185
4475

1,000

1,000
1.000

0.000
0.000

0.000

GS

(0,Y,Z)
0.928

0.272
0.843
0.014

0.082
0.072

0.032

0.080
0.038

0.006
0.020

IDES

0.924
0.307

0.844
0.012

0.072
0.062

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

4313

198
4511

IDES

0.924

0.307
0.844
0.012
0.072
0.062

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
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number correct

aver sum prob

var sum prob

aver ADPU

var ADPU

aver probability

var probability

aver abs diff IDES

varabs diff IDES

number correct

aver sum prob

var sum prob

aver ADPU

var ADPU

0.017

4254

70

4324

1.019

1.1.16
1.032
0.011

0.058
0.018

CI

(X,Y,0)
0.889
0.231

0.804
0.023
0.050
0.075

0.065

0.169
0.078
0.013

0.035
0.017

4254
70
4324

1.019
1.116
1.032

0.011
0.058
0.018

0.005

4297

195
4492

1.004

1.025
1.007
0.002

0.025
0.005

0.043

0.165
0.059
0.009
0.067
0.018

SN5

(5,5,0)
0.918

0.315
0.839
0.014

0.077

0.064

0.026

0.059
0.030
0.003

0.008

0.004

4289
186
4475

1.016
1.1.19
1.030

0.005
0.056
0.013

0.045
0.149

0.059
0.009
0.052
0.016

0.005

4294

198

4492

1.003
1.036
1.008

0.002

0.032
0.006

0.043

0.164

0.059
0.009
0.066
0.018

SN5

(10,50)
0.918
0.324

0.841

0.015
0.081
0.063

0.025

0.065
0.030
0.003
0.010
0.004

4286

189
4475

1.016
1.131

1.031
0.005
0.062

0.014

0.045
0.149

0.058
0.009
0.052
0.016

0.004

4290

199

4489

1.003
1.044
1.008

0.003

0.049
0.009

0.043

0.166

0.059
0.009
0.066

0.018

SN5

(50.5,0)
0.919

0.330
0.842

0.015
0.087
0.063

0.023
0.072

0.029
0.002
0.011

0.004

4282

192
4474

1.015
1.139

1.031
0.005
0.066
0.015

0.045
0.150
0.059
0.009
0.051
0.015

0.005

4270

215
4485

1,005
1.052
1.011

0.003

0.050
0.009

0.043

0.173

0.060

0.009
0.066
0.018

SN5

(100,5,0)
0.917

0.343
0.842

0.016
0.091
0.063

0.023
0.082

0.030
0.002

0.013
0.004

4262

208

4470

1.017
1.147
1.034

0.005
0.065
0.015

0.045
0.157
0.060
0.009
0.051
0.016

0.008

4290

185
4475

1.000
1.000
1.000

0.000

0.000
0.000

GS

(0,Y,Z)
0.928

0.272

0.843
0.014
0.082
0.072

0.032
0.080

0.038
0.006

0.020
0.008

4290

185
4475

1,000
1.000
1.000

0.000
0.000

0.000

0.000

4313
198

4511

IDES

0.924
0.307

0.844
0.012

0.072
0.062

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

4313
198
4511
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aver probability

var probability

aver abs diff IDES

varabs diff IDES

number correct

aver sum prob

var sum prob

aver ADPU

var ADPU

aver probability

var probability

aver abs diff IDES

varabs diff IDES

number correct

(X,Y,0)
0.889
0.231

0.804
0.023
0.050
0.075

0.065
0.169
0.078
0.013

0.035
0.017

4254
70
4324

1.019
1.116

1.032
0.011
0.058
0.018

0.080
0.265
0.104

0.018
0.071

0.029

(X,Y,0)
0.889
0.231
0.804
0.023
0.050
0.075

0.065
0.169
0.078
0.013
0.035
0.017

4254
70
4324

SN5

(5,100)
0.918

0.314
0.839

0.014
0.076

0.064

0.026
0.057
0.030
0.003
0.007
0.004

4294

184
4478

1.015
1.113

1.028
0.004
0.050
0.011

0.045
0.150
0.059
0.009
0.052

0.016

SN5

(5,50,0)
0.915
0.309
0.837
0.016
0.074

0.065

0.028
0.059

0.032
0.005
0.008

0.005

4285
182

4467

SN5 SN5

(10,100) (50,100)
0.919

0.323
0.841

0.014
0.080
0.063

0.025
0.064

0.030
0.003
0.010
0.004

4294
187

4481

1.015
1.124

1.029
0.004
0.055
0.012

0.044

0.150
0.058
0.009
0.052
0.016

SN5

0.919
0.328
0.842

0.014
0.086

0.063

0.023
0.070
0.029

0.003
0.010
0.004

4290
190
4480

1.014

1.132

1.030
0.004
0.060

0.013

0.045
0.151
0.059
0.009
0.051
0.015

SN5

(10,50,0) (50,500)
0.915
0.313
0.837
0.017
0.075
0.065

0.028
0.064

0.033
0.005
0.010

0.006

4283
182

4465

0.916

0.315
0.838
0.017
0.082
0.066

0.026
0.073
0.032
0.004
0.012

0.005

4279
178
4457

SN5 GS

(100,10,0) (0,Y,Z)
0.917 0.928
0.341 0.272

0.842 0.843

0.016 0.014
0.089 0.082

0.063 0.072

0.023 0.032

0.081 0.080
0.030 0.038

0.003 0.006
0.012 0.020
0.004 0.008

4270 4290
206 185
4476 4475

1.016 1,000
1.140 1,000

1.032 1.000
0.005 0.000
0.060 0.000

0.014 0.000

0.045 0.039
0.158 0.190
0.059 0.059
0.009 0.009
0.051 0.089
0.016 0.022

SN5 GS

(100,50,0) (0,Y,Z)
0.913 0.928

0.328 0.272
0.837 0.843
0.018 0.014
0.086 0.082

0.065 0.072

0.026 0.032
0.084 0.080
0.033 0.038
0.004 0.006

0.014 0.020
0.006 0.008

4259 4290
194 185

4453. 4475

IDES

0.924

0.307
0.844

0.012
0.072

0.062

0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

4313
198
4511

0.033

0.157
0.049

0.005
0.054

0.013

IDES

0.924

0.307

0.844
0.012
0.072

0.062

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

0.000

4313

198

4511

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000
0.000

0.000
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aver sum prob

var sum prob

aver ADPU

var ADPU

aver probability

var probability

aver abs diff IDES

varabs diff IDES

number correct

aver sum prob

var sum prob

aver ADPU

var ADPU

aver probability

var probability

1.019
1.1.16

1.032
0.011
0.058
0.018

CI

(X,Y,0)
0.889
0.231
0.804
0.023
0.050

0.075

0.065
0.169
0.078
0.013
0.035
0.017

4254
70
4324

1,019
1.116
1.032

0.011
0.058
0.018

CI

(X,Y,0)
0.889
0.231
0.804
0.023

1.012
1.103
1.024
0.004
0.048
0.011

0.047
0.155
0.061
0.010
0.057
0.018

GSCI

(5,Y,0)
0.909

0.300
0.830

0.019
0.072

0.068

0.034
0.067

0.039
0.007

0.012
0.008

4251
171

4422

1,021
1.1.16

1.033
0.010
0.058
0.017

0.052
0.166
0.067
0.013
0.064
0.021

SN5

(X,0,0)
0.919
0.324
0.842
0.015

1.010
1.110
1,023
0.004
0.051
0.011

0.046

0.156
0.061
0.010
0.057
0.018

GSCI

(10,Y,0)
0.908
0.300
0.829

0.020
0.071

0.068

0.036
0.072

0.041
0.008

0.014
0.009

4255
164

4419

1.018
1.118
1.031

0.009
0.058
0.016

0.053
0.168
0.068
0.014
0.065
0.022

SN5–CI

(X,100)
0.917
0.341
0.842
0.015

1.009
1.128
1.025
0.004
0.067
0.014

0.047
0.162

0.062
0.010
0.057
0.018

GSCI

(50,Y,0)
0.908
0.275
0.825
0.020
0.069
0.072

0.037

0.103
0.045
0.008
0.021

0.010

4251
142

4393

1.016
1,086
1.025
0.009

0.057
0.016

0.055
0.196
0.073
0.014
0.070
0.024

GS-SN5

(10,0,0)
0.921
0.306
0.841
0.014

1.011
1.135
1.027

0.004
0.067

0.014

0.046

0.169

0.062
0.010
0.057
0.018

GSCI

(100,Y,0)
0.900
0.281
0.820
0.022
0.070
0.071

0.043

0.107
0.051
0.010
0.022

0.012

4251
142

4393

1.018
1,092
1,028

0.009
0.057

0.016

0.060
0.201

0.078
0.015
0.070

0.025

GSSN5CI

(10,100)
0.919

0.323
0.841
0.014

1.000
1.000

1,000
0.000
0.000

0.000

GS

(0,Y,Z)
0.928
0.272
0.843
0.014
0.082
0.072

0.032

0.080
0.038

0.006
0.020

0.008

4290

185
4475

1.000
1,000
1.000

0.000
0.000

0.000

GS-CI

(10,Y,0)
0.908
0.300
0.829
0.020

IDES

0.924
0.307

0.844
0.012
0.072

0.062

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000

0.000
0.000

4313
198

4511

0.033

0.157
0.049
0.005
0.054
0.013

GS

(0,Y,Z)
0.928
0.272

0.843
0.014

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

0.000

0.000

IDES

0.924
0.307

0.844
0.012

UGS

(0,Y,Z)
0.942

0.438
0.876

0.009
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aver abs diff IDES

war abs diff IDES

number correct

aver sum prob

var sum prob

aver ADPU

var ADPU

0.050
0.075

0.065
0.169

0.078
0.013
0.035
0.017

4254
70

4324

1,019
1.1.16
1.032
0.011
0.058

0.018

0.080
0.265
0.104
0.018
0.071
0.029

0.090
0.064

0.028
0.108
0.038
0.003

0.015
0.005

4223

239

4462

1.007
1,043
1.012

0.005
0.061

0.012

0.047
0.197

0.066
0.009
0.063

0.018

0.085
0.061

0.027
0.102
0.037
0.003

0.013
0.005

4223

230

4453

1.018
1.131
1.033

0.007
0.073

0.017

0.048
0.182

0.066

0.009
0.049
0.016

0.084
0.066

0.025

0.070
0.031
0.003
0.012

0.005

4294

198

4492

1.003
1.036

1.008

0.002
0.032

0.006

0.043
0.164

0.059
0.009
0.066

0.018

0.080
0.063

0.025
0.064

0.030
0.003
0.010

0.004

4294

187

4481

1.015
1.124

1,029

0.004
0.055
0.012

0.044
0.150
0.058
0.009
0.052
0.016

0.071
0.068

0.036
0.072

0.041
0.008

0.014
0.009

4255
164

4419

1.018
1.118
1.031
0.009

0.058
0.016

0.053
0.168

0.068
0.014

0.065
0.022

0.082
0.072

0.032
0.080
0.038
0.006

0.020
0.008

4290

185
4475

1,000
1.000

1.000

0.000
0.000

0.000

0.039
0.190
0.059
0.009
0.089
0.022

0.072
0.062

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

4313

198

4511

1.000
1,000

1.000

0.000
0.000

0.000

0.033

0.157

0.049
0.005
0.054

0.013

0.119

0.052

0.033

0.157
0.049
0.005

0.054
0.013

4315
293
4608

1,000
1,000
1.000

0.000
0.000

0.000

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

0.000

0.000
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APPENDIX G. CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE SN NETWORKS

Figure G1. Partial Cl network for coronary artery disease (CAD), showing influence of age,
maximum attainable pulse, exercise symptoms, angina, abnormal EKG, tobacco smoking,
elevated cholesterol, elevated glucose and sex.

Figure G2. SN2 version of partial network for coronary artery disease.

Figure G3. SN3 version of partial network for coronary artery disease.
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Figure G4. SN4 version of partial network for coronary artery disease.

Figure G5. SN5 version of partial network for coronary artery disease.

Figure G6. Partial GS network for coronary artery disease (CAD), showing influence of
ischemia in addition to age, maximum attainable pulse, exercise symptoms, angina,
abnormal EKG, tobacco smoking, elevated cholesterol, elevated glucose and sex.
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CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE NUMERICAL RESULTS

The following tables summarize the results of the cardiology experiment. Horizontally,
the first line lists the type of inference engine. The second line shows the three cutoff
values in order. Note that "X", "Y", and "Z" stand for a number larger than the size of
the databases; that is, they effectively imply an infinite cutoff value, meaning that no
amount of data will satisfy them. The vertical index lists the tests that were performed.
In some cases the values for the standard engines (CI, GS, and UGS) are missing. The
reader should assume that the missing values are identical to the appropriate values in
tables without missing elements.

CI SN2 SN3 SN4 SN5 GS UGS

(X,Y,0) (X,0,0) (X,0,0) (X,0,0) (X,0,0) (0,Y,Z) (0,Y,Z)
aver probability 0.694 0.683 0.676 0.675 0.684 0.678 0.746
var probability 0.067 0.059 0.060 0.057 0.061 0.070 0.059

number correct 836 838 817 832 837 821 881

aver sum prob 1.000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000
var sum prob 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

aver ADPU 0.127 0.128 0.148 0.138 0.130 0.138 0.000
var ADPU 0.020 0.019 0.019 0.018 0.018 0.029 0.000

CI SN2 SN3 SN4 SN5 GS UGS

(X,Y,0) (X,5,0) (X,5,0) (X,5,0) (X,5,0) (0,Y,Z) (0,Y,Z)
aver probability 0.694 0.683 0.675 0.675 0.684 0.678 0.746
var probability 0.067 0.059 0.061 0.058 0.062 0.070 0.059

number correct 836 838 816 831 836 821 881

aver sum prob 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000
var sum prob 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

aver ADPU 0.127 0.128 0.150 0.139 0.132 0.138 0.000
var ADPU 0.020 0.019 0.020 0.019 0.019 0.029 0.000

CI SN2 SN3 SN4 SN5 GS UGS

(X,Y,0) (X,10.0) (X,10.0) (X,10.0) (X,10.0) (0,Y,Z) (0,Y,Z)
aver probability 0.694 0.683 0.675 0.675 0.684 0.678 0.746
var probability 0.067 0.059 0.061 0.058 0.062 0.070 0.059

number correct 836 838 816 831 836 821 881

aver sum prob 1.000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000
var sum prob 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

aver ADPU 0.127 0.128 0.150 0.139 0.132 0.138 0.000
var ADPU 0.020 0.019 0.020 0.019 0.019 0.029 0.000

CI SN2-CI SN3–CI SN4–CISN5-CI GS UGS

(X,Y,0) (X,50,0) (X,50,0) (X,50,0) (X,50,0) (0,Y,Z) (0,Y,Z)
Prob Prob Prob Prob Prob Prob Prob
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aver probability
var probability

number correct

aver sum prob
var sum prob

aver ADPU
var ADPU

aver probability
var probability

number correct

aver sum prob
var sum prob

aver ADPU
var ADPU

aver probability
var probability

number correct

aver sum prob
var sum prob

aver ADPU
var ADPU

aver probability
var probability

number correct

aver sum prob
var sum prob

aver ADPU
var ADPU

aver probability
var probability

0.694

0.067

836

1.000

0.000

0.127

0.020

CI

(X,Y,0)
0.694
0.067

836

1,000

0.000

0.127
0.020

CI

(X,Y,0)
0.694
0.067

836

1.000

0.000

0.127
0.020

(X,Y,0)
0.694

0.067

836

1,000

0.000

0.127
0.020

(X,Y,0)
0.694

0.067

0.683

0.059

838

1.000

0.000

0.128
0.019

GSCI

(5,Y,0)
0.679

0.061

828

1.000

0.000

0.131
0.022

GS-SN2

(5,0,0)
0.677
0.059

830

1,000

0.000

0.131
0.021

GSSN2CI

(5,5,0)
0.677

0.059

830

0.675
0.061

816

1.000

0.000

0.150
0.020

GSCI

0.677

0.059

834

1,000

0.000

0.137
0.019

GSCI

(10,Y,0) (50,Y,0)
0.684
0.061

835

1.000

0.000

0.128
0.020

0.692

0.065

836

1.000

0.000

0.122
0.020

GS-SN2 GS-SN2

(10,0,0)
0.681
0.059

837

1,000

0.000

0.127

0.019

(50,0,0)
0.685
0.060

838

1,000

0.000

0.121

0.019

GSSN2CI GSSN2CI

(10,50)
0.681

0.059

837

(50.5,0)
0.685
0.060

838

1,000

0.000

0.131

0.021

1.000

0.000

0.127

0.019

1,000

0.000

0.121

0.019

GSSN2CI GSSN2CI GSSN2CI

(10,100) (50,100)(5,100)
0.677 0.681 0.685

0.685 0.678
0.063 0.070

837 821

1.000 1,000

0.000 0.000

0.131 0.138
0.020 0.029

GSCI GS

(100,Y,0) (0,Y,Z)
0.691 0.678

0.067 0.070

836 821

1.000 1,000

0.000 0.000

0.128 0.138
0.020 0.029

GS-SN2 GS

(100,0,0) (0,Y,Z)
0.683 0.678
0.060 0.070

838 821

1.000 1,000
0.000 0.000

0.126 0.138
0.019 0.029

GSSN2CI GS

(100.5,0) (0,Y,Z)
0.683 0.678

0.060 0.070

838 821

1.000 1,000

0.000 0.000

0.126 0.138
0.019 0.029

GSSN2CI GS

(100,10.0) (0,Y,Z)
0.683 0.678

0.059 0.059 0.060 0.060 0.070

0.746
0.059

881

1.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

UGS

(0,Y,Z)
0.746

0.059

881

1,000

0.000

0.000

0.000

UGS

(0,Y,Z)
0.746
0.059

881

1.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

UGS

(0,Y,Z)
0.746
0.059

881

1.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

UGS

(0,Y,Z)
0.746
0.059

2.

:
:
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number correct

aver sum prob
var sum prob

aver ADPU
var ADPU

aver probability
var probability

number correct

aver sum prob
var sum prob

aver ADPU
var ADPU

aver probability
var probability

number correct

aver sum prob
var sum prob

aver ADPU
var ADPU

aver probability
var probability

number correct

aver sum prob
var sum prob

aver ADPU
var ADPU

aver probability
var probability

836

1,000

0.000

0.127

0.020

CI

(X,Y,0)
0.694

0.067

836

1.000

0.000

0.127
0.020

CI

(X,Y,0)
0.694
0.067

836

1,000
0.000

0.127
0.020

(X,Y,0)
0.694
0.067

836

1.000

0.000

0.127
0.020

(X,Y,0)
0.694
0.067

836

830

1.000

0.000

0.131

0.021

GSSN2CI

(5,500)
0.677
0.059

830

1.000

0.000

0.131

0.021

GS-SN5

(5,0,0)
0.678
0.058

830

1.000
0.000

0.130
0.019

GSSN5CI GSSN5CI GSSN5CI

(5,5,0)
0.677
0.059

829

1.000

0.000

0.132
0.020

837 838

1,000 1,000
0.000 0.000

0.127 0.121
0.019 0.019

838

1,000
0.000

0.126

0.019

821 881

1.000 1,000

0.000 0.000

0.138 0.000
0.029 0.000

GSSN2CI GSSN2CI GSSN2CI GS UGS

(10,500) (50,500) (100,50,0) (0,Y,Z) (0,Y,Z)
0.681 0.685
0.059 0.060

837 838

1.000 1,000

0.000 0.000

0.127 0.121

0.019 0.019

GS-SN5 GS-SN5

(10,0,0) (50,0,0)
0.682 0.686
0.058 0.060

837 837

1.000 1,000

0,000 0.000

0.127 0.121

0.018 0.018

(10,5,0) (50.5,0)
0.681 0.685
0.059 0.061

836 836

1.000 1,000

0.000 0.000

0.129 0.122
0.019 0.018

0.683
0.060

838

1,000

0.000

0.126
0.019

GS-SN5

(100,0,0)
0.684

0.060

837

1,000
0.000

0.125
0.018

0.678 0.746
0.070 0.059

821 881

1.000 1,000
0.000 0.000

0.138 0.000
0.029 0.000

GS UGS

GS(0,Y,Z) (0,Y,Z)
0.678 0.746
0.070 0.059

821 881

1.000 1,000
0.000 0.000

0.138 0.000
0.029 0.000

GSSN5CI GS(0,Y,Z) UGS(0,Y,Z)
(100,5,0)
0.684
0.061

836

1,000

0.000

0.127
0.019

(0,Y,Z) (0,Y,Z)
0.678 0.746
0.070 0.059

821 881

1.000 1,000

0.000 0.000

0.138 0.000
0.029 0.000

GSSN5CI GSSN5CI GSSN5CI GSSN5CI GS(0,Y,Z) UGS
(10,10.0) (50,10,0) I(100,100) (0,Y,Z)(5,100)

0.677
0.059

829

0.681 0.685
0.059 0.061

836 836

0.684
0.061

836

0.678 0.746
0.070 0.059

number correct

aver sum prob 1.000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000

821 881

1.000 1,000

(0,Y,Z)

* .
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var sum prob 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

aver ADPU 0.127 0.132 0.129 0.122 0.127 0.138 0.000
var ADPU 0.020 0.020 0.019 0.018 0.019 0.029 0.000

CI GSSN5CI GSSN5CI GSSN5CI GSSN5CI(100,500) GS UGS

(X,Y,0) (5,50,0) (10,500) (50,500) (100,50,0) (0,Y,Z) (0,Y,Z)
aver probability 0.694 0.678 0.682 0.687 0.685 0.678 0.746
var probability 0.067 0.060 0.060 0.062 0.062 0.070 0.059

number correct 836 830 837 837 837 821 881

aver sum prob 1.000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000
var sum prob 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

aver ADPU 0.127 0.131 0.128 0.121 0.126 0.138 0.000
var ADPU 0.020 0.021 0.019 0.019 0.019 0.029 0.000

CI SN2 SN2-CI GS-SN2 GSSN2CI GSCI GS UGS

(X,Y,0) (X,0,0) (X,500) (50,0,0) (50,500) (50,Y,0) (0,Y,Z) (0,Y,Z)
aver probability 0.694 0.683 0.683 0.685 0.685 0.692 0.678 0.746
var probability 0.067 0.059 0.059 0.060 0.060 0.065 0.070 0.059

number correct 836 838 838 838 838 836 821 881

aver sum prob 1.000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000
var sum prob 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

aver ADPU 0.127 0.128 0.128 0.121 0.121 0.122 0.138 0.000
var ADPU 0.020 0.019 0.019 0.019 0.019 0.020 0.029 0.000

CI SN5 SN5-CI GS-SN5 GSSN5CI GSCI GS UGS

(X,Y,0) (X,0,0) (X,500) (50,0,0) (50,500) (50,Y,0) (0,Y,Z) (0,\,z)
aver probability 0.694 0.684 0.685 0.686 0.687 0.692 0.678 0.746
var probability 0.067 0.061 0.063 0.060 0.062 0.065 0.070 0.059

number correct 836 837 837 837 837 836 821 881

aver sum prob 1.000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000
var sum prob 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

aver ADPU 0.127 0.130 0.131 0.121 0.121 0.122 0.138 0.000

var ADPU 0.020 0.018 0.020 0.018 0.019 0.020 0.029 0.000

The following example used the training set as the data set, so that GS and UGS are
identical and there is no insufficiency error.

CI SN2 SN3 SN4 SN5 GS

(X,Y,0) (X,0,0) (X,0,0) (X,0,0) (X,0,0) (0,Y,Z)
aver probability 0.704 0.694 0.691 0.691 0.698 0.714
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var probability 0.061 0.053 0.054 0.051 0.055 0.054

number correct 2569 2572 2553 2575 2579 2616

aver sum prob 0.306 0.309 0.309 0.303 0.286 0.000

var sum prob 0.053 0.054 0.051 0.055 0.054 0.000

aver ADPU 0.080 0.073 0.082 0.071 0.066 0.000
var ADPU 0.008 0.007 0.007 0.006 0.007 0.000

The following example used the training set as the data set, so that GS and UGS are
identical and there is no insufficiency error. In addition, the alternate algorithm (it tries
to move symptoms by pairs) was applied.

CI SN2 SN3 SN4 SN5 GS

(X,Y,0) (X,0,0) (X,0,0) (X,0,0) (X,0,0) (0,Y,Z)
aver probability 0.704 0.691 0.691 0.694 0.694 0.714
var probability 0.061 0.052 0.052 0.053 0.053 0.054

number correct 2569 2568 2571 2579 2575 2616

aver sum prob 1.000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 0.000
var sum prob 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

aver ADPU 0.080 0.075 0.073 0.072 0.070 0.000
var ADPU 0.008 0.007 0.006 0.007 0.006 0.000

The following example used the training set as the data set, so that GS and UGS are
identical and there is no insufficiency error. It is a composite table. SN2 and SN5 were
created with the original algorithm and SN3 and SN4 with the alternate algorithm.

CI SN2 SN3 SN4 SN5 GS

(X,Y,0) (X,0,0) (X,0,0) (X,0,0) (X,0,0) (0,Y,Z)
aver probability 0.704 0.694 0.691 0.694 0.698 0.714
var probability 0.061 0.053 0.052 0.053 0.055 0.054

number correct 2569 2572 2571 2579 2579 2616

aver sum prob 1,000 0.309 1,000 1,000 0.286 0.000
var sum prob 0.000 0.054 0.000 0.000 0.054 0.000

aver ADPU 0.080 0.073 0.073 0.072 0.066 0.000
var ADPU 0.008 0.007 0.006 0.007 0.007 0.000

:
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